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REPORT AFOSR CONTRACT

No. F49620-79-C-0007,

A. DEFECT THERMOCHEMISTRY

Contract work in this area has focussed on two areas - the
mechanism of pulsed laser annealing and the proper analysis of deep
level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) spectra.

The pulsed laser annealing mechanism has been a controver-
sial subject. Although early workers, particularly in the U.S.S.R.,
felt it must be a nonthermal mechanism of some s6rt, the opinion,
originated by E. Rimini of Italy, that it was purely thermal involving
ordinary melting and very rapid recrystallization became widely ac-
cented in the U.S.A. and most other Western countries. Together
with collaborators in the Netherlands, we showed that most experimen-
tal data regarding the pulsed annealing, particularly acoustic,
optical reflectivity, impurity redistribution, and surface strain
data could not reasonably be attributed to a strictly thermal process
with severe temperature gradients and transients (Appendix A, B, C).
We developed the alternative theory that annealing was occuring in
the presence of a dense electron-hole plasma produced by the laser
and persisting as long 800 0ns. (Appendix B, C, D) with lattice temp-
erature no higher than 300 C. We treated the kinetics of defect
motion and removal under such conditions, the diffusion of the plasma
and reasons that it would persist so much longer than had previously
been believed (Appendix C, D, E, F, G, H). striking confirmation
of our plasma-induced annealing theory has now been obtained by
H. W. Lo and A. Compaan, Phys. Rev. Lett 44, 1604 (1980) and to
be presented at the September Conferences in Japan. With time-
resolved Raman measurement of surfase lattice temperature, they
confirmed that it was less than 300 C during pulsed laser anneal-
ing condition, at least up to L0ns after the end of the annealing
pulse, while the carrier temperature remained over 2000 C.

In the DLTS analysis, we sought to understand why the reported
defect concentrations were less than predicted by theory, observed
by transmission electron microscopy and thought to be required in
order to explain carrier lifetimes and the degradation of electro-
optic devices. The conventional DLTS analysis assumes that the
experiment succeeds in trapping only electrons or holes at the
defect sites and then measures only the detrapping of those car-
riers singley when the material is driven into depletion. We
showed (Appendix I) that, in addition to this contribution to
the DLTS signal, there are also contributions from recombination,
reorientation, and internal reconfiguration of multiple carriers
at defects that are composed of two or more point defects. How-
ever, these multiple contributions are much weaker for each event
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than simple detrapping. Thus, the number of such defects contribu-
ting to a given experimental spectrum would be much larger than the
conventional analysis implies. We also show that in several cases
it is likely the present experimental design would not succeeed
in screening out such multiple carrier effects. We suggest exper-
imental tests of this hypothesis; some data in support of it has
already been obtained.

B. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

The major accomplishment in the area of electronic structure
is the self-consistent calculation of the reconstructed vacancy in
Si. After completing our work on the unrelaxed vacancy, described
in detail in Appendices J and K, we extended the Method and calcu-
lated the electronic structure which has undergone a Jahn-Teller
distortion as determined by experiments. The results of the cal-
culation are described in Appendix L. In independent work, we
further extended the method to treat chemical impurities. As part
of this contract, comparisons were drawn between the results of the
vacancy and the impurities and understanding of both was furthered.
(Appendix M.)

Another issue that was addressed is the nature of final stages
in the process of ionizing deep defects and impurities. The im-
portance of localized final states was stressed and available ex-
perimental ata were analyzed. The details are given in Appendix
N.
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Appendix A

Volume 74A, number 6 PHYSICS LETTERS 10 December 1979

REASONS TO BELIEVE PULSED LASER ANNEALING OF Si
DOES NOT INVOLVE SIMPLE THERMAL MELTING

J.A. Van VECHTEN 1 and R. TSU
IBM Thomas 1. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights. NY 10598, USA

and

F.W. SARIS and D. HOONHOUT
FOM lnstituut voor Atoom- en MolecuuIfysica. Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Received 3 September 1979

Many recent publications dealing with Si pulsed laser annealing have assumed that the transformation is strictly thermal
melting-recrystallization. We recount obsea4 'ations indicating the material was not subjected to thermal melting.

In many of the recent publications dealing with the line order at the surface was observed by diffraction
annealing of amorphous Si by pulsed (30 ps to 150 ns) techniques to occur within 20 to 30 ns of the begin-
lasers operating in the 1.06 to 0.26 ,m wavelength re- ning of a 15 to 20 us annealing pulse. If melting had
gion, it has been claimed that the annealing transfor- occurred, then by all estimates the molten phase would
mation occurs by a strictly thermal melting and recrys- have required several times this interval to recrystal-
tallization mechanism. It has been assumed: (a) that lize. Second, as the molten phase has a reflectivity at
the energy of the incident photons is converted into normal incidence that varies between 72 and 74%
heat in the lattice in a layer of depth given by the pho- through the visible wavelengths whereas amorphous
ton absorption length, and in a time small compared and crystalline Si have significantly lower reflectivities
to the duration of the pulse; (b) that, to obtain a good at all temperatures, an abrupt increase in the amount
anneal, it is necessary to melt through the amorphous of radiation reflected back should have been observed
layer to the single crystal Si substrate; and (c) that the as soon as the sample surface had melted about one
recrystallization process, which occurs as the material skin depth deep (about 8 nm), but this was repeatedly
cools, is liquid phase epitaxial growth [1-41. observed not to occur in cases where full annealing

However, in a recent review of the subject [5), was observed. The second observation has also been
Khaibullin, who is credited with the discovery of made in experiments in Japan [61 and in our labora-
pulsed laser annealing, concluded "The mechanism of tory [71.
laser annealing is not yet finally established. But even The simple thermal melting model is also inconsist-
now one can state that in the case of the nanosecond ent with at least five other observations.

* regimes one cannot reduce it to the ordinary thermal (1) Let us continue on the subject of the reflectivi.
effect. Different factors such as photoionization. im- ty of the sample surface during the annealing event.
pact wave, powerful light fields etc. play a significant In several laboratories a significant increase in the re-
role". Two particularly convincing reasons were given flectivity of the surface has been observed [6-101 at
for dismissing the melting hypothesis. First, crystal- wave lengths ranging from 1.06 jm to 533 nm, but

not at 266 nm, for normal incidence and for both

Supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Re- 57,50 and 450 off normal incidence. Let us consider
search under Contract No. F49620-79-C-0077. how well the observations of this reflectivity increase
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fit the hypothesis that it is the result of the presence pulse. One can easily prove that the maximal tempera-
of a layer of ordinary molten Si at the surface of the ture can never occur at the peak or leading edge for
sample. The complex index of refraction of molten Si any shaped pulse. The exact time of the maximal sur-
has been measured by Shvarev et al. [I I at 1.0, face temperature depends on pulse duration, thermal
0.7 and 0.4 lAn from 57.50 off normal incidence. diffusivity (which is generally T dependent), pulse
Auston et al. (81 reported the time resolved reflec- shape, and extinction coefficient of the laser light. In
tivity at X a 0.63 m, 57.50 from the surface normal general. the shorter the pulse duration, the squarer the
for both parallel and perpendicular polarization, R e  pulse shape, or the lower the thermal diffusivity. the
and R1 . during laser annealing at 1.06 Am with 50 ns farther out of the trailing edge the maximal temperature
pulses. The observed values for the Rl and R1 during occurs. This is because less of the integrated absorbed
the high reflectivity phase of the annealing process laser power diffuses away. Using the diffusivity of
were R q (0.63 jr) a 47% and R. (0.63 iAn) - 82%, heat in Si measured under furnace conditions, one
respectively. The values for molten Si are R1 (0.7 ur) finds *2 that for the conditions of Auston et al.'s

57%, R (0.4 um) - 56% and R. (0.7 gm) = 85%, experiment [8.91 the onset of melting for a minimum
R, (0.4 gm) = 84%. One might imagine several effects, energy pulse that melts one skin depth deep would
including the presence of a vapor over the surface occur 30 to 40 ns after the peak of their 25 ns HWHM
or ripples on the surface or a temperature depend- gaussian pulse rather than within experimental error
ence of the reflectivity, which might cause the reflec- (less than 5 ns) of the peak. One may force the onset
tance measured during pulsed laser annealing to differ of the reflectivity rise to agree with experiment by
from that normally measured from molten Si. How- adjusting the assumed value of the diffusivity of what-
ever, most of these would affect both R1 and R I  ever it is that causes the reflectivity to rise at a critical
whereas we see that the discrepancy in the former is density. In order to bring the calculated position of
only 2% while that of the latter is 20%. If the temper- the reflectivity rise into agreement with experiment.
ature of the surface were affecting the measurement, one must assume the diffusivity is at least two orders
then at the end, just before recrystallization, the re- of magnitude larger, e.g. 18 cm 2/s, the ambipolar dif-
flectivity should have risen to the normal value for fusivity of a plasma in Si at room temperature [131.
molten Si at the melting point, instead of 0.117 cm2 /s, the thermal diffusivity at the

When one considers the time dependence of the melting point [14,151.
reflectivity, two qualitative discrepancies between the When the reflectivity decreases back to values ap-
data and the thermal melting hypothesis are evident. propriate to normal single crystal Si, this should, ac-
At the beginning of the high reflectivity phase, both cording to the melting hypothesis, occur in a time
Auston et al. [81 and Hodgson et al. [71 observed that less than 5 ns. (The skin depth is less than 10 nm and
the reflectivity increase occurred near the peaks of estimates of the recrystallization rate range [ 1-3]
their pulses at the lowest power for which it was ob- from 2.5 m/s to 4.5 m/s and even higher.) However.
served. (The rise was quite abrupt and moved out of the the observation, for example fig. I of the reports by
leading edge of the pulse as the net pulse energy was Auston et al. [8.91 is that the duration of this transi-
increased.) If the reflectivity incr -4se were due to the tion is about 100 ns. Although Auston et al. [81 were
presence of a molten layer, or due to any process that sampling a spot centered in their annealed region and
simply involved heating the surface layer to a high containing less than 1% its area, one might suggest
temperature, then this increase would have occurred that inhomogeneity in the laser beam caused the ma-
well down the trailing edge of the pulse at the lowest terial to melt much deeper in some places than in
total energies. This is obvious if one considers the others and that this might explain the slow decay of
case of a square wave pulse for which the maximal the reflectance. Such an effect would have produced a
temperature must always occur at the end of the

t We are grateful to G.J. Lasher for providing the computer

01 Cf.. e.g.. Stratton 1121 for the relation between complex simulation code used to establish this point. A similar con-

index of refraction and reflectivity of a metallic surface off clusion for somewhat different laser annealing condit:ons
normal mcidenc. is drawn from fig. 3 of Baeri et al. 121.
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rough surface with uneven dopant concentration both for which surface damage and evidence of Si evapora-
laterally and vertically. Good quality material does tion are observed. This discontinuity is not unlike that
not show this [161. observed by McCelland and Kniseley [22] at the point

(2) Consider now the mechanical forces that must where Ge was melted with a chopped CW laser. These
act on the surface layer if it were to melt. Suppose observations of von Gutfeld and Tsu are consistent
that an amorphous layer 100 nm thick were to be with crystallization without thermal melting and the
heated to the melting point, 14000 C. in 10 ns. The concomitant volume contraction. Further experiments
outward acceleration due to thermal expansion [17] are in progress to calibrate and elaborate this thermo-

= 4 X 10- 6/0 C) would be 5.6 X 108 cm/s 2 = 6 elastic technique.
X 105 G. If this layer were to melt in the next I0 ns, (4) Baeri et al. [23] have irradiated Cu-implanted
then, due to the 15% contraction upon melting ,, Si crystals with Q-switched ruby laser single pulses.
there must be a snap-back force and an acceleration After irradiation at an energy density in excess of I
back towards the substrate if the molten layer is not J/cm 2 , Cu was found to accumulate at the surface.
to fly off. If this contraction were three-dimensional Baeri et al, argue that accumulation of Cu atoms is a
(as seems to us most likely) then that acceleration consequence of surface layer melting and resolidifica-
would be 5 X 106 G, but this would require that the tion, the redistribution being related to the low value
surface breakup into an array of small molten drops, (4 X I 0-4) of the segregation coefficient of Cu. Simi-
which would seem inconsistent with the surface mor- lar arguments were put forward by Cullis et al. [24],
phology flat to within 5 nm found by various authors who observed redistribution of Ga and by White et al.
after annealing. If, in order to account for this mor- [25], for Cu and Fe. However, in the last case Fe was
phology, we assume the contraction to be one dimen- found to segregate to the surface less than Cu although
sional, then the snap-back acceleration must be 1.5 the redistribution coefficient of Fe is smaller.
X 107 G. The only source of such a snap-back force Hoonhout and Saris [26] have made a systematic
that we can imagine is the surface tension of the investigation of this effect for eight common dopants
molten phase, but the surface tension acts only in the in Si with redistribution coefficients ranging from 0.33
plane of the surface. Surface tension can only hold to 10-8. Their results show that, under implantation
the liquid in contact with the substrate in places and pulsed laser annealing conditions similar to those
where the liquid is "balled up" so that the surface is of Baeri et al. [231, there is no correlation between the
substantially normal to the substrate and extends observation of dopant redistribution and the normal
down to it. But this would not produce the very flat thermal redistribution coefficient. Bi, which has a
annealed region that is observed, redistribution coefficient k0 = 7 X 10-4 similar to

(3) Von Gutfeld and Tsu [21 ] have measured the that of Cu, does not segregate as much as Cu. Se and
thermoelastic waves produced by the incident laser Te (k0 = 10-8 and 8 X 10-6, respectively) are ob-
beam on the free surface of the Si during the pulsed served to segregate even less. Assuming that impurities
laser annealing event as a function of incident energy. are frozen in because the liquid-solid interface moves
These waves were detected by a 20 MHz ± 25% con- to the surface faster than the impurities, one would
tact transducer attached to the opposite face of the still predict those impurities which have the lowest
Si wafer. The elastic signal is observed to rise smooth- redistribution coefficient to segregate most. Yet this
ly with increasing incident energy density. There is no is not observed, whereas liquid-phase diffusivities for
discontinuity at the threshold for single shot annealing these impurities do not vary by more than one order
nor in the range in which good quality material is ob- of magnitude. Hence. surface segregation cannot be
tained. There is a sharp discontinuity at higher powers used as evidence for the thermal melting model.

Vsd(5) The fact that the "Heating 5" computer simula-
Van Vechten 118, especially p. 14911 deduced this value tion code [1] of Oak Ridge National Laboratory gives
from the Clapeyron equation, the entropy of fusion of a reasonable fit to the redistribution data for a number
Hultgren et al. [191 and the phase diagram of Bundy (20 of cases actually militates against the melting hypoth-Avalue of M, based on an old volumetric measurement, fcssatal.fiae gis h etn yoh
is sometimes quoted, but we regard this value as less relia- esis because this code neglects five large effects which

ble due to experimental difficulties with molten Si. would greatly increase the calculated redistribution if
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included. (Actually, for the specific case presented in determine. The material would melt sooner and stay
ref. I1 , Heating 5 has already overestimated the redis- molten longer than Heating 5 would calculate. (5) The
tribution. It was calculated that the doped layer degree of supercooling required to make the material
would remain molten for 250 ns, whereas the distribu- recrystallize at the very large rate (about 200 cm!s)
tion data was fit by assuming it was molten for only assumed is very large. In view of the considerations
180 ns.) The five effects neglected by Heating 5 are just mentioned, no rigorous estimate of this effect can i

as follows: (1) As shown by van Gurp et al. [271, the be made. However, one could note that float zone or
molten layer should become turbulent in times short Czochralski Si is normally grown at about 3 m/mmin
compared with the calculated persistence of the mol- = 5 X l0- 3 cmis with about 0.5 K of supercool- V
ten phase. The Heating 5 calculation assumed there ing [31].
was no turbulence. Turbulence will greatly increase In conclusion, although we do not doubt that it is
the redistribution of elements within the molten layer possible to melt Si with a laser pulse, we claim that
and also produce lateral inhomogeneities. (2) The im- those annealed samples having the remarkably high
purity diffusivity, DkI), is assumed constant and equal crystallographic and morphological quality are proba-
to that measured at the melting point of pure Si, TF, bly obtained by pulsed laser annealing via a nonther-
although the calculation shows the temperature of the mal process in which thermal gradients are mild at
liquid going 1400 K above TF. It is known that liquid least at the time that rapid atomic motion ceases. We
state diffusivities are temperature dependent [281 and believe that a realistic description of pulsed laser an-
usually well described by an activation energy, nealing must take account of the dense plasma pro-
AHm([), of order 0.5 eV. Therefore, an order of mag- duced by the absorption of the light. This will be dis-
nitude increase in the effective D1(I) should have been cussed in the accompanying paper 1321.
assumed. (3) In fact the initial material is not single
crystal but is amorphous and thus possesses an excess References
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Appendix B

IMPORTANCE OF THE PLASMA TO PULSED LASER ANNEALING (2)

J. A. Van Vechten

:BM T2hmos J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown eights, .7ew York c0538, 1.S.A.

Abstract.- In the presence of a dense (> 102 1/cm3 ) electron-hole plasma which may
er ced by the intense irradiation during pulsed laser annealing, the covalent

bonding of tetrahedral semiconductors like Si will be severely weakened because a
significant fraction of the bond charge has been excited across the gap into anti-
bonding or plane wave states. The crystal structure may even become unstable and
undergo a phase transition if the bond charge is reduced beyond a critical point
where the transverse acoustic modes go to zero frequency. This transition has
previously been estimated from the temperature dependence of the gap to occur at a
density of 8x10 23 /cm3 for a lattice temperature of 0 K and at lower densities for
higher lattice temperatures. In this state the material would not be able to support
a shear and so should be called a liquid, but it would be very distinct from molten
Si. The energy from the laser would be concentrated in the electronic excitation and
not in kinetic energy of the atoms, as in the thermal case. Recrystallization could
occur without the destructive effects of severe thermal gradients when the material
passes back through this phase transition to the covalently bonded phase. However,
recrystallization of ion-implanted material should also be possible without passing
through this phase transition if the atoms are reordered by the optically induced
gliding of dislocations out of the damaged zone, as has been observed in crystalline
semiconductors. Point defects should be removed from amorphous or damaged material
at a rate much greater than normal furnace annealing due to five separate effects.
First, they may be eliminated by recrystallization following the phase transition.
Second, they may experience recombination enhanced diffusion within the covalent
phase. Third, the coulombic trapping by charged impurities, which normally reduces
the net rate of vacancy (or interstitial) migration drastically, will be suppressed
by the flux of free carriers in the dense plasma. Fourth, point defects may be swept
out of the material as the large concentration of dislocations, which are ideal
sinks, glide out. Fifth, the energy of formation of fast diffusing interstitial
species can be greatly reduced by the dense plasma. It is claimed that these effects
are required to account for the very high crystallographic, morphological and
electrical quality of Si produced by pulsed laser annealing.

In his 1977 review of the subject of theories for laser damage /4-7/ indicate

pulsed laser annealing I. B. Khaibullin that the material should be heavily damaged,

concluded /1/, "The mechanism of laser annea- not annealed, if all the energy of the laser

ling is not yet finally established. But pulse were converted to local heating of the

even now one can state that in the case of material in times of order the duration of

the nanosecond regimes one cannot reduce it the pulse. Simple analysis /8/ of the

to the ordinary thermal effect. Different mechanical forces that would be generated

factors such as photoionization, impact wave, by thermal expansion and by contraction upon

powerful light fields etc. play a significant melting in times of order the duration of

role." Kachurin, et al., /2,3/ also showed these laser pulses show that a molten layer
evidence that pulsed laser annealing is a could not remain in contact with the subs-

nonthermal process. trate unless it balled-up to an extent

In addition to the convincing arguments completely inconsistent with the very flat

that pulsed laser annealing could not be a surface morphology that is obtained.

simple thermal effect and could not be simple Thermoelastic measurements /9/ made during

thermal melting followed by rapid crystalli- pulsed laser annealing of Si show no eviden-

zation and quench which are given in those ce for the snap-back force that would have

papers, several more observations and argu- to occur if the surface melted and contrac-

ments lead to the same conclusion. There is, ted until one increases the laser energy

of course, the fact that long standing above the damage threshold. Indeed, it has

been shown that thermal expansion forces inSSupported in part by Air Force Office of ~sbetdt ihrI. r10-

Scientific Research under Contract No. Si subjected to either I s or 100 _s

F49620-79-C-0077.
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pulses /10,11/ will fracture the material surface reflectivity, which has the proper-

without raising its temperature to the mel- ties of a dense plasma and not those of a

ting point. In addition to the observation molten layer, may persist /16,17/ as long
that annealing may occur without any signi- as 800 ns demonstrate the point experimen-

ficant increase in surface reflectivity tally. Explanations for this long lifetime

/1, 12-14/ it has been noted /8/ that when a and slow transfer are given in detail

rise in surface reflectivity is observed elsewhere /24-27/. These explanations invol-

/15-17/ it rises and falls in a manner ex- ve: a) the decoupling of the lattice from

pected for a dense electron-hole plasma and the plasmons of the excited carriers when
not that expected for molten Si. (Indeed, w becomes much larger than all phonon

the traditional explanation for the abrupt modes /25/ (when the excited carrier density

rise in reflectivity of Si mirrors used for exceeds 101 9 /cm'); b) the screening of the

Q-switching lasers has been the formation of deformation potential coupling between hot

a sufficiently dense electron-hole plasma carriers and phonons /26/; c) an argument

/18/). Moreover, there is no close agreement that under normal conditions the coupling

/8,13,14,16,19/ between the measured reflec- of the lattice to the carriers via the

tivity during the high reflectivity period plasmons is more important than that via
and the known reflectivity of molten Si /20/. the deformation potential, particularly for

There is close agreement between the reflec- intervalley scattering with the emission

tivity of molten Si and that measured when of longitudinal phonons /24/; and d: a

one increases the laser energy well above calculation showing that in Si the only

the threshold for damage to the wafer /14/. optic phonons coupling to plasmons have

Furthermore, the redistribution of dopants (100) wave vectors so that plasmons with

has been shown /8,21,22/ to be inconsistent wave vectors in other directions will be
with the hypothesis of crystallization from long lived when ! is much larger thanp
normal molten Si. acoustic branch energies /27/.

It may also be noted that Matthews and However, let us note that even if there

Ashby observed /23/ nonthermal annealing of were no slowing of the energy transfer from
ion implanted amorphous Si by the electron hot carriers to the lattice, even if the

beam of their electron microscope in 1972. phonon emission time were 1XI0-1s, one

The author believes the physical processes would not melt a typical 100 nm thick

involved in electron beam annealing are damaged layer back to the substrate at the

essentially the same as those in laser observed threshold for annealing. The ener-

annealing. gy required to heat crystalline Si from

It is the author's opinion that it is room temperature to the melting point and

the photoionization, the dense electron-hole to melt it is 7.3x0l 3 J/cm 3 . Due to the

plasma created by the intense laser pulse, heat of recrystallization (which has not

which principally accounts for the remarka- yet been determined experimentally for Si),

ble properties of pulsed laser annealing and the energy required to heat and melt amor-

that the process is indeed nonthermal in the phous Si is somewhat, perhaps a third, less.

sense that the thermal transients that do Therefore, the energy required to melt a
occur are neither helpful to the annealing 100 nm layer of ion implanted Si be about

nor particularly severe. Let us call this 0.05 J/cm 2 if there were no diffusion of

the "Plasma Annealing", PA, theory and energy to the substrate. As the normal

process. incidence reflectivity rises from about 35a

By far the most difficult aspect of the PA at the beginning of the pulse to about 60 %

theory of pulsed laser annealing is the during the observed high reflectivity

question why the plasma remains dense for period, the energy absorbed is about half

such a long time and transfers its energy to that incident. Thus the incident energy

the lattice so slowly. However, it seems density threshold required to melt a I00 nm

that the observations that the increased layer with no diffusion would be about

,..,.. ziI- 4
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0.10 J/cm 2 for an amorphous ion implanted layer with either 533 or 266 nm light. Thus

surface. The observed incident energy the damaged layer will not be melted back

threshold for single shot complete annealing to the substrate at the observed incident

of a 100 rnm amorphous layer with either 30 ns energy density thresholds of 0.25 J/cm2 for

or 30 ps pulses is about 0.5 J/cm 2 for 533 nm 266 nm or 0.5 J/cm2 for 533 nm light. (Some

light /19,28/ which is absorbed in the same published computer simulations /19,32-34/

100 run or about 0.25 J/cm 2 for 266 nm light of the heating of the material during pulsed

which is absorbed in the first 8 nm. The laser annealing have concluded that the

energy of a 533 rnm photon exceeds the energy annealing threshold is the level at which

gap of Si by more than 1 eV; this energy melting does extend to the damage interface.

would appear as kinetic energy of the carriers These neglect the effects of carrier diffu-

excited across the gap. Free carrier absorp- sion as phonons are being emitted and the

tion would leave the carrier with more than enhancement of thermal diffusivity due to

2.3 eV of kinetic energy. Auger recombination the excess carrier concentration produced

would add 1.1. eV to the kinetic energy of by the intense laser light).

the third carrier in the process. Even if a Now let us outline the PA hypothesis.

phonon emission time of lx10-Z3s is assumed, Two central ideas are that the presence of

these carriers would still diffuse more than a large number of excited electrons and

200 nm before giving up 1 eV to the lattice, holes produced as the laser light is absor-

This alone would double or triple the energy bed will: 1) weaken the covalent bonding,

required to melt 100 rnm with 533 or 266 nm particularly the bond bending forces, and

light. The thermal diffusivity of Si under render the material much more plastic than

normal furnace conditions (in the dark) normal; and 2) detrap point defect clusters

varies from 0.86 cm2/s at room temperature which are normally bound coulombically so

to 0-.117 cm2 /s at the melting point /29,30/. that the defects will be much more mobile.

If we take D = 0.117 and 7 = 30 ns, a typi- In the presence of a dense (>10 2 1/cm 3)

cal laser pulse duration, and if we make a electron-hole plasma which may be produced

rough estimate of the extent of thermal by the intense irradiation during pulsed

diffusion, we find (DT)*/2 = 600 run or six laser annealing, the covalent bonding of

times depth of the layer to be annealed, tetrahedral semiconductors like Si will be

(For a more detailed account of these two severely weakened because a significant

effects see the recent study of E. J. Yoffa fraction of the bond charge has been exci-

/31/) In fact the diffusion of the heat that ted across the gap into antibonding or

has been delivered to the lattice will be plane wave states. The crystal structure

substantially greater than this estimate may even become unstable and undergo a

because the laser pulse produces a carrier phase transition if the bond charge is

concentration which, by all estimates, is reduced beyond a critical point which would

much larger than the thermal intrinsic value depend on lattice temperature, T L i

(2x1'0'/cm3 at the melting point and less at TL = 0 K, this transition would be second

lower temperatures) and because 40 % of the order and should occur where the transverse

thermal diffusivity at the melting point is acoustic modes go to zero frequency. This

due to the intrinsic free carriers /30/. If transition has previously been estimated

we make the conservative estimate /26/ that /35/ from the temperature dependence of the

the carrier concentration during the laser gap to occur at a density of 8xlOz/cm3 .

pulse is 2x10 2i/cm 3, then the diffusivity at At finite TL the transition should be

the melting point would be 0.54 cma/s and weakly first order because the atomic mo-

(DT) /2a 1.3 wm. Combining this consideration tion will increase as the bond bending

with that of the diffusion of the carriers forces are weakend until the structure

evenwitha1i 0"' 3 s phonon emission time, we becomes unstable. In this state the mate-

conclude that the incident energy would have rial would not be able to support a shear

to exceed 1 J/cm 2 to melt a 100 nm amorphous and so should be called a liquid, but it

iC
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would be very distinct from molten Si. The This observation could only be explained by

energy from the laser would be concentrated rapid glide or climb of the dislocations

in the electronic excitation and not in ki- during the annealing event. The observations

netic energy of the atoms, as in the thermal by Narayan 141/ of the removal of disloca-

case. Recrystallization could occur without tion loops and P precipitates from Si during

the destructive effects of severe thermal pulsed laser annealing have to be explained

gradients when the material passes back in the same way because epitaxial regrowth

through this phase transition to the covalen- would have produced material that was not

tly bonded phase. It would be necessary that single crystal above the precipitates and

the plasma density fall sufficiently slowly dislocations that remained in the phase

that tne bonding forces remain weak for a boundary. Point defects should be removed

sufficient time so that the atoms could from amorphous or damaged material at a rate

regain long range order in the normal tetra- much greater than normal furnace annealing

hedral phase. If the density were to fall due to five separate effects. First, they

too rapidly, one should expect the resultant may be eliminated by recrystallization

material to be amorphous and tetrahedrally following the phase transition. Second, they

bonded. (A completely reversible crystalline may experience recombination enhanced diffu-

to tetrahedrally bonded amorphous transition sion within the covalent phase /42/. Third,

has been observed /36,37/ to occur under the coulombic trapping by charged impurities,

certain laser irradiation conditions. The which normally reduces the net rate of va-

author feels the transition from the dense cancy (or interstitial) migration drastical-

plasma phase is a much more likely cause of ly /43/, will be suppressed by the flux of

this amorphous material than is the normal free carriers in the dense plasma. Fourth,

molten phase. Reasons for this belief are point defects may be swept out of the mate-

that molten Si is more than fourfold coordi- rial as the large concentration of disloca-

nated and 15 % more dense than crystalline tions, which are ideal sinks, glide out.

Si, that glasses quenched from a melt retain Fifth, the energy of formation of fast

the structure of the melt, that no one has diffusing interstitial species /44/ can be

succeeded in making amorphous Si by splat- greatly reduced by the dense plasma.

cooling, and that rapid quenching from a We must now elaborate upon the third

high temperature would be expected to damage point. There must be at least some moderate

the material). However, recrystallization of lattice heating of the sample during pulsed

ion-implanted material should also be possi- laser annealing. Therefore, let us make

ble without passing through this phase tran- calculation easy by assuming kTL = 0.05 eV,

sition if the atoms are reordered by the TL - 307 C, where TL is, again, the lattice

optically induced gliding of dislocations out temperature - as distinguished from the

of the damaged zone, as has been observed in temperature of the plasma, Te , which would

crystalline semiconductors /38/. Monemar, et be much greater. It would be very difficult

al., /38/ proved that when this process to attain an accurate phonon spectrum for
occurred in GaAlAs double heterostructures, the material during pulsed laser annealing,
it was nonthermal. Porter, et al., /39,40/ but we may assume that the lattice attempt

observed laser annealing of heavily disloca- frequency, u, is given by

ted Si and showed that the effect could not hv kT (1)

be the result of epitaxial regrowth from any

phase because there was no epitaxial relation which implies that

between the annealed material and the Si on

any of its five sides. 
(The annealed materal

was free of dislocations and completely We also do not know empirical values for

surrounded be heavily dislocated material, the enthalpies of migration of vacancies

By definition, epitaxial growth on a dislo- in amorphous Si, so we approximate them

cated surface produces dislocated overgrowth), with values determined for crystalline Si.

I.' .. .
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V

Thus, we use Watkins's measured /45/ values threshold, which corresponds to an electron

for the activation energy for single density of order 1021 cm 3. It might well

vacancy migration for the neutral, V
x , and be that it actually persists significantly

double acceptor, V
"2 , ionization states, longer.

which were noted before, Next, there is the question of the
H (V-2) = 0.18 eV, (3) diffusivity of the impurities. Because we

m are assuming there is no effective b~nding

and between the vacancies and impuritips, we

.1H (VX) = 0.33 eV, (4) should expect, at least in first approxi-

mation, that

and the standard expression for vacancy 0(1) - 'V-" D(V-') + O (V ) (i1)

diffusivity in the diamond lattice

D(TL) = 0.0625 a2 v exp(ASm/k) L1 O(VX) + '" "DV

exp(_Hm/kTL), (5) i.e., that the diffusivity of atoms that

migrate by vacancy motion is just the vacan-
where a is the lattice constant of Si, a cy diffusivity times the probability of
0.543 nm, and the factor 0.0625 results exchange with a vacancy, which in this case

from a combination of geometrical and corre- is taken to be just the atom fraction of

lation of hoping direction considerations. vacancies. As the initial vacancy concen-
Sm is the entropy of vacancy migration. tration, the excess volume is several

This has been estimated from purely geome- percent /48/ the impurity diffusivity, D(I),

trical grounds by Swalin /46/. That estimate will be several percent of the vacancy

has been checked against accurate data by diffusivities Dust calculated until the

Van Vechten and Thurmond /43/. It is excess volume is expelled. Therefore, we

ASm = 4.1 k (6) should estimate

D(I, 307 C) = 2 10 - cm:/s (12)
The result is
D(V 2 , T307 C) = 3.7 is "  

cm2 /s,'(7) as long as the vacancies are at this high
concentration. Wang, et al., /21/ who report

and some of the largest impurity redistributions

D(Vx, T-307 C) . 1.8 . 10-4 cml/s, (8) measured, fir their data by assuming

Therefore, if the isolated vacancies migrate D(I) = 2.4 10 cm/s for 180 ns.

without trapping for T - 200 ns., there We now address the problem of surface

d - [D-J14 will be segregation of ion implanted impurities.

Impurity segregation will occur across any

d(V'2, 307 C, 200 ns.) = 270 nLm, (9) phase boundary where the free energy of the

and impurity is less on one side than on the

d(VX, 307 C, 200 ns.) - 60 nm. (10) other. The magnitude of this effect will

depend upon this driving force, the diffu-

If the depth of damage is 50 to 100 nm, the sivity of the impurity and the time avai-

vacancies would have roughly sufficient time lable for diffusion. If the material were

to migrate all the way to the free surface. melting, one would expect impurities with

Note that a) as the Vi'2s migrate out, more similar molten phase diffusivities to be

Vx's are ionized to maintain the electronic segregated in proportion to their normal

equilibrium; and b) the vacancies need not molten-solid segregation coefficients.

migrate all the way to the free surface - (Note that with a diffusivity of 1 10
" W cm2

they can, and apparently do, /47/ collect a period, t, of only 160 ns would give

in voids, which may take longer, and more (2Dt)'/2 - 100 nm, the entire thickness of

energy, to remove. Note that we have assumed a typical damaged layer). This is not

that the untrapped migration of the vacancies observed /21,22/ Group VI impurities are

occurs only as long as the high reflectivity very little segregated by pulsed laser

was observed /10/ at 630 nm at the annealing

, .1" • .. .< ; ,
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annealing even when they are very much could become significartin plasma phase.

segregated by the normal melting transition. This would then explain the much greater

The Group V impurity Bi is segregated less degree of segregation that is found dith

than would be predicted from the melting Group III impurities than with Grcup V

hypothesis. Cu, Zn, Fe and the Group III impurities having similar molten phase

elements Ga and In are substantially segre- diffusivities and segregation coeffi:zents.

gated by pulsed laser annealing. if the Now let us consider the diff.sion of

plasma remains dense long enough for the the plasma itself. The dense plasma, wnch

vacancies and other host lattice defects to is essentially a super heated electron -

diffuse out, then there are very few vacan- hole drop, will expand into the substrate.

cies available to diffuse impurities when The ambipolar diffusivity of carriers in

the plasma-normal phase boundary sweeps to Si at room temperature /52/ is I Cm, s.
the surface. Group IV, V, and Vi impurities Under pulsed laser annealing conditions
require a vacancy (or other host lattice this diffusivity would probably be greater

defect) to diffuse and therefore should be due to an elevated value of the effective

expected to segregate very little during carrier temperature, Te (which must be

plasma annealing. Cu, Zn, and Fe normally distinguished from the effective lattice

diffuse as interstitials without any host temperature, TL) and due to increase in
lattice defect and therefore should remain phonon scattering time which we have argued

mobile as the plasma boundary sweeps to the must occur in order to account for the

surface. Therefore, such impurities should observed persistence of the plasma for

segregate providing there is a driving force.. several hundred nanoseconds. Indeed an

The fact that these impurities are present increase in ambipolar diffusivity in Ge

above the saturation limit of the normal Si subjected to picosecond laser irradiation

assures such a driving force. There is also has been determined from direct observation

the observation that there is a strong cor- of carrier diffusion /53/. It was found to

relation between the valence of an impurity be about three times the normal room tempe-
and the energy (excess heat of mixing) rature value. Yoffa's /26/ estimated

recuired to create it in a semiconductor diffusivity of a homogeneous plasma sub;ect

host. The most soluble interstitials have to irradiation typical of nanosecond laser

valence 1 (Li, Nia, K, Cu, Ag, and Au),; annealing in Si is between 100 and 500 cm:/s.

elements with valence 2 ire observed as Because the carrier scattering time and

interstitials but with lower solubility diffusivity is strongly dependent on plasma

(Be, Mg, and Zn). In irradiated Si one finds density and temperature, the diffusivity
/45/ as many Group III interstitials as will vary with position and with time as

there are Si vacancies that have been intro- the plasma expands. An accurate description
duced; the Si self interstitial has never of the process will have to consider the

been observed and only the smallest Group IV effect of the moving boundary of the dense

element, C, has been observed /49/, only in plasma beyond which carriers will rapidly

irradiated Si. Group V interstitials have loose their energy to the lattice. Boundary

never been observed /45/ in irradiated or effects will thus limit the effective Dlas-

non-irradiated Si. A simple but quantitative ma diffusivity. However, for the purpose

explanation /50,51/ of this observation has of making a crude estimate of the magnitude

been based on electronic structure and the of the plasma expansion, let us assume a

requirement to orthogonalize the wave func- constant effective diffusivity

tions of the interstitial against those of DP - 100 cm:/s (131

the host lattice. In the presence of a dense

electron-hole plasma the energy of formation With these simplifing approximations, we

of a Group III interstitial should be redu- predict that the plasma expands into the

ced by the ionization of both host and substrate a distance

impurity atoms that interstitial diffusion d DP7'" - 39 m f14)

... .. ... .. ..
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for a time r 150 ns. This would be an ex- intensity, I0 . If the we take the ;alue,

pansion of a factor of order 390 from the Ea = 0.25 J,/cml , of the absorbed '0.5 J/:m 2

volume in which the 533 nm light was obser- incident) energy per unit area as the one

bed. When and where the plasma becomes shot annealing threshold '19,28/ fzr 533 nm

underdense, it will no longer be metastable green light, we would have a maximal energy

and will dump its energy into the lattice, density of

but this energy will be dumped into a very E (0.25 J/cm2 , 30 na, 533 nm) =

large volume. Whereas a typical Ea = 0.25 J/ I
186 J/cm' 5.5 1 02' eV/cm ) .  (15)

cm. of absorbed energy (0.5 J/cm2 incident)

would be sufficient to melt 0.15 -.m of DIc .1.610
"  

- 100 cm2/$ -

(crystalline) Si if there were no diffusion, r.- 1, _
it cannot hear 39 .m more than 40* C. 8.0008 01 0.i

E - Or/82 ,234375 ' 5 00'5 -
Recall that it is hypothesized that

the single shot annealing threshold is -

determined by the requirement that the plas- -08

r

ma be made sufficiently dense that it can -

remain above critical density, nmin, Z O.4
although it is expanding rapidly, long

enough for the vacancies to migrate out. Fm- 0
pirically this time /16/ seems to be about , 60

150 ns, which was consistent with our rough Fig. 2. Surface energy density is a function of

eof the v y diffusion. Consider time for a trianguar laser pulse iavlnq a alf
estimate o vaancy wdth I - :5 ps for a Aiffusivkty of 10 =2 S
now the density of the plasma that might be and for )ptical absorption depths of .m, :CC nm,

and 10 ,m. This figure is generously supplied byproduced by the initial laser pulse. in
R. A. Ghez.

figures 1 and 2 we plot the variation with
time of the surface energy density, E(t), If we hypothesize that none of this energy

for laser pulses with a triangular pulse is transferred from the electronic system

shape (in time) with full widths, 2T = 30ns to the lattice, but take account of the

and 30 ps respectively, a constant and expansion of the plasma during the pulse,
/ , : we have about 5 1012 /cml excited electrons

5ii0"6 - \ 0"IOOcm
2
/s

Sr.1ns , and holes at the maximum, which occurs

8o,00o 0.1 IlO, shortly after the laser's peak, and about: 7 ---- 2 3 1.2102 /cm3  after 150 ns. With the 30 ps

-jpulse, the maximum excited electron zoncen-

N , 0 C tration would be about l.7-102 2 /cm2 for
-. 2. j 0.25 J/cm2 and the same absorption and

7 -diffusivity. However, after 150 ns, energy

and carrier density would be essentially

0 __ the same as for the 30 ns pulse of the same
0 2 4 6 8 ,0 energy. Therefore, we conclude that for

Fig. 1. Surface energy density as a function of this threshold pulse energy, the 30 ns
time for a triangular laser pulse having half
wdt = :5 ns for a diffusivity of 1 pulse would not drive the material through
and for optical absorption depths of 9 rnm, 100 ra, the weakly first order phase transition,
and 10 trm. This figure Ls generously supplied by but the 30 ps pulse would. It would take
R. A. Ghez. an estimated 3.6 J/cm to produce the
uniform energy diffusivity of 100 cm2/s and anetmed361M2opructh

phase transition to the electronically in-

for optical absorption depths of 8 nm (for duced liquid state with a 30 ns laser pul-
266 nm light), 100 nm (for 533 nm light), se. However, the 30 ns pulse would drive
and 10 um (for 1.06 .im light). E(t) is plo- the carrier concentration beyond 20 times
ted in reduced units so that values may be the intrinsic value at the melting pi

deduced for any value of the peak incident and keep it more than 5 ties that valje
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for the 150 no required for vacancy diffu- He-N e laser was barely increased. This

sion. This level is well above that required implies that the critical value of the

for optically induced dislocation glide /33/, plasma density, nmin' must be 25 % or so

about 2z01 /cms, so that the material would below that which would make hw - 1.3' eV,

be rather plastic. If the effective diffusi- the He-Ne photon energ,. This reasoning

vity were equal to the handbook value, implies that nmin % 5xl019/cm1, which is

18 cm2 's, the carrier density would be higher twice the excited carrier concentration at

and the energy requirement lower by a factor the melting point.

of 2.4. (It should be noted that most annea- Note that because the mode-locked laser

ling is done with incident absorbed energies puts in energy continuously throughout the

considerably higher than the 3.25 J/cm: duration of the annealing event, the maxi-

threshold so that one should expect often to mal carrier concentration does not need to

see the effects of the plasma fluid phase, be as great as in the case of annealing

especially at the "hot spots" of an inhomo- with C-switched lasers, which put all the

geous laser beam), energy in at the beginning of the event a-.

Are these threshold concentrations then allow it to diffuse away. This leads

reasonably consistent with the properties to the predicition that better quality

ascribed to them? Because it ia claimed that material will be produced with less power

the increased surface reflectivity results consumed using mode-locked rather tnan Q-

from the plasma and not from a molten layer switched lasers. It seems that any model

ft must exceed the energy of the probing which maintains the criterion for good
p

photon for the observed period. For the annealing is that a sufficicient temperature

commonly used He-Ne laser the photon energy or degree of melting be obtained must make

is 1.37 eV. In the standard expression for the opposite prediction. This is because

pmore heat will diffuse out of the zone in

the 150 ns of a mode-locked laser pulse
p 4-ne /m' 16 train than in the 13 ns or so of a I-swit-

it is not obvious what value of the carrier ched laser pulse. It seems that the predic-

effective mass, m', or of the effective tion of the PA model is correct. 54,55;

dielectric constant, , ought to be assumed The fact that the reflectivity decrea-

under PI.A conditions (amorphous materlal and ses back to a normal Si value only cather

a ve-y large carrier density). However, let slowly, is explained in the plasma hypothe-

us estimate 12 and m
° - 0.2 ine, where me  sis by the fact that the plasma edge is not

is the free electron mass. Then the concen- sharp step but is broadened by interactin

tration of 1.2x10'°/cm3 estimated to occur between the plasmons and the single parti-

150 ns after the onset of a 0.25 .7/cm cle excitations, which is strong because
(absorbed) 30 ns 533 nm threshold pulse fp exceeds the band gap, cv. Thus, as the

would have fp - 2.6 eV, sufficient to give plasma expands and p decreases through
ph nryo h pigpoos h

the observed high reflectivity. As this is the energy of the probing photons, the

also 50 times the maximal phonon energy, reflectivity coefficient slides down a

plasmon-phonon coupling would also be weak gentle slope.

/24,25,27/. According to Yoffa's estimate The fact that absorbed energy thres-

/26/, the intravalley phonon scattering via hold required for annealing with 533 and
266 nm light does not change measurably

the deformation potential channel would 2tn

screened down by a factor of 23 at this /15/ between 30 pc. and 30 ns pulse dura-

point. tions is explained in the PA model by the

.urakami, et al. ,'13/ showed that consideration that the requirement for

annealing with a mode-locked laser (which completed annealing, as opposed to the

emitted 30 os pulses at 10 ns intervals for threshold for a transient reflectivity

150 ns) required an energy density 1ust increase, is a sufficiently dense initial
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In the accompanying paper we have given evidence that pulsed laser annealing of Si does not involve normal thermal
melting and recrystallization. Here we argue the importance of the electron-hole plasma produced by the laser to the an-
nealing process. 9

In the accompanying [II paper reasons have been The observed incident energy threshold for single
gven to doubt that the pulsed laser annealing of Si shot complete annealing of a 100 nm amorphous layer
involves normal thermal melting. Here we try to answer with either 30 rs or 30 ps pulses is about 0.5 J 'cm2

two questions: (I ) how can the material escape melting; for 533 nm light [7,8] which is absorbed in the same
and (2) what is the role of the electron-hole plasma 100 nm or about 0.25 J;cm 2 for 266 nm light [81
produced by absorption of the laser light. which is absorbed in the first 8 nm. Therefore. at this

threshold several times more energy is absorbed than
How can the material escape melting. The energy would be required to melt the amorphous (damaged)

required to heat crystalline Si from room temperature layer if it were all delivered as heat in that layer and
to the melting point and to melt it is [21 7.3 X 103 J! none diffused out. The question whether the surface
cr3.Due to the heat of recrystallization (which has layer melts, gets hot without melting or is warmed
not yet been determined experimentally for Si). the only moderately turns on the rates at which (a)
energy required to heat and melt amorphous Si is ener;y is transferred from the electrons and holes
somewhat, perhaps a third, less [31. Therefore. the creazed by the laser to the lattice as heat, i b) this
energy required to melt a typical 100 nm la'et of ion plasma )t carr.rs expands into the substrate, and f c)
implanted Si would not exceed 0.073 1 cm if there the heat delivered to the lattice diffuses into the ;ub-
were no diffusion of energy to the substrate. As the strate.
normal incidence reflectivity rises from about 357r The energy of a 533 run photon exceeds the energy
at the beginning of the pulse to about o0% during gap of Si by more than I eV, this energy would appear
the observed high reflectivity period [4-b i the as kinetic energy of the carriers excited across the gap.
energy absorbed is about half that incident. Thus the Free carrier absorption would leave the carrier with
incident energy tensit-. threshold required to melt a more than 2.3 eV of kinetic energy. Even if a phonon
100 nm layer wi :to diffusion could not exceed 0. 15 emission time of I0- 13 s is assumed [III these carriers
J, cm. and would be more like 0. 10 J cm2 for an would still diffuse more than 200 nm iefore giving
amorphous ion implanted surface, up I eV to the lattice. Thus alone would double or

Supported in pat by the Air Force Office oi Scientific Re- triple the energy required to melt 100 nm with 533
much under Contract No. F4962)-79-4-0077. or 26( nm light. The thermal diffusivity of Si ander

i4,,
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normal furnace conditions (in the dark) varies from normal molten Si. Therefore, we contend that tile ob-
0.86 cm 2 s at room temperature to 0. 117 cm2 s at servation of the duration of the period of enhanced
the melting point [10 11]. If we take D = 0.117 and surface reflectivity, from a few ns to as much as
- = 30 ns. a typical laser pulse duration, and if we several hundred ns, indicates that the transfer of
make a rough estimate of the extent of thermal diffu- energy from the dense plasma to the lattice requires
sion, we find (Dr)t!2 = 600 nm or six times the depth a comparable time, much longer than 10- 13 s. under
of the layer to be annealed. (For a more detailed ac- pulsed laser annealing conditions. If we take the
count of these two effects see the recent study of phonon emission time for the dense plasma to be
Yoffa [121 .) In fact the diffusion of the heat that has several orders of magnitude longer than I X 10-13 ,

been delivered to the lattice will be substantially great- then we must conclude that the surface is not even
er than this estimate because the laser pulse produces warmed more than a few IO0°C.
a carrier concentration which, by all estimates, is In separate publications [19.201 we explain why this
much larger than the thermal intrinsic value (2 X 1019 rate should be so much slower than that extrapolated
cm-  at the melting point and less at lower tempera- from measurements at lower levels of irradiation. These
tures) and because 40% of the thermal diffusivity at explanations involve: 4 a) the decoupling of the lattice
the melting point is due to the intrinsic free carriers from the plasmons of the excited carriers when hp
[1 11. If we make the conservative estimate [121 that becomes much larger than all phonon modes (when the
the carrier concentration during the laser pulse is excited carrier density exceeds 1019 cm- 3 ); (b) the
2 X 1020 cm - 3 , then the diffusivity at the melting screening of the deformation potential coupling be-
point would be 0.54 cm2 ,'s and (Dr)I'2 = 1.3 Iam. tween hot carriers and phonons (an effect which Yoffa
Combining this consideration with that of the diffu- has treated in some detail [21] ); (c) an argument that
sion of the carriers even with a 10-1 s phonon emis- under normal conditions the coupling of the lattice to
sion time, we can conclude that the damaged layer the carriers via the plasmons is more important than
will not be melted back to the substrate at the ob- that via the deformation potential, particularly for
served incident energy density thresholds of 0.25 intervalley scattering with the emission of longitudinal
J/cm 2 for 266 nm or 0.5 Jicm 2 for 533 nm light, phonons, and (d) a calculation [20] showing that in
(Some published computer simulations [7.13-151 of Si the only optic phonons coupling to plasmons have
the heating of the material during pulsed laser anneal- (100) wave vectors so that plasmons with wave vectors
ing have concluded that the annealing threshold is the in other directions will be long lived when hw is much
level at which melting does extend to the damage inter- larger than acoustic branch energies.
face. These neglect the effects of carrier diffusion as
phonons are being emitted and the enhancement of Plasma annealing. How can the material be annealed
thermal diffusivity due to the excess carrier concentra- if it does not melt but does have a dense electron-
tion produced by the intense laser light.) hole plasma excited within it? In order for the material

We interpret the often reported rise in surface re- to be annealed two things must occur. The crystalline
flectivity as the result of an electron-hole plasma of order must be reestablished and the large supersatura-
sufficient density that htwp exceeds the energy of the tion of lattice defects, or equivalently the excess
photons used to determine the reflectivity. This is the volume [22] (about 9%) of the damaged layer with re-
conventional interpretation of the surface reflectivity spect to the crystal, must be diffused out.
rise [16-18]. for example that given for the Q. There are two ways the crystalline order may be re-
switching effect of Si mirrors, but contrary to the established without melting. If more than a critical
recent suggestion of Auston et al. [4) that the effect number of electrons, which has been estimated to be
might be due to melting of the surface. In the accom- 8 X 1021 cm - 3 from considerations of Si band struc-
panying paper [I] we showed that the melting ture and temperature dependence of its band gaps
hypothesis does not account for the manner in which 123-251, are excited out of the bonding states of the
the reflectivity rises and falls and that there is no valence band into the antibonding states of the con-
close agreement between the measured reflectivity duction band, then a second order phase transition will
during the period that it is increased and the reflectivity of occur. The bond charges will he so depleted that they
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will no longer be able the stabilize the TA phonon at 80 K. The reason they do not migrate out at room
modes [261; the crystal will no longer resist shearing temperature is that they have both donor and accep-
stresses but will become fluid. This fluid is distinct tor charge states and become bound coulombically to
from the normal molten phase of Si because the latter other charged centers in the lattice. In the presence of
is the result of a strictly first order phase transition a dense electron-hole plasma, these vacancies should
that is driven by the violent motion of the atoms at diffuse with negligible trapping. If one simply takes
high temperature. In the plasma case we maintain the migration rates and activation energies measured
that the energy is still retained in the electronic sys- at low temperatures by Watkins and extrapolates to
temn so that the atoms are not in violent motion. some moderate temperature, e.g. 307'C, one finds the
As the plasma becomes less dense due to expansion and diffusivity of the vacancy in its double acceptor state,
due to transfer of energy to the lattice, the material for example, to be 3.7 X 10-3 cm2 's. Then if one
will pass back through the second order phase transi- takes r = 160 ns, a typical duration for the observed
dion at 8 X 1021 cm-3 and the covalent bonding will high surface reflectivity, (D(V)r)1 1'2 = 240 nm. This
gradually reappear. If this process is not too fast, the would seem to be enough to insure that most of the
material will recrystallize as epitaxial single crystal excess vacancies could diffuse out of a typical 100
because this is the state of lowest energy. (We believe ram thick damaged layer.
that the crystalline to (fourfold coordinated) anmorph- The rate of impurity diffusion by the vacancy mech-
ous transition that has been observed [27,281 with anism would be just the vacancy diffusivity times the
30 ps laser pulses of low energy results from passing fraction of vacancies present. Assuming an initial con-
through this second order transition so rapidly that centration of about 9%, this would give an initial im-
the atoms were not able to establish long ranged order purity diffusivity of 3.3 X l cm! /s, which would
in the covalent phase before they lost all mobility. The be adequate to account for the impurity redistribution
hypothesis that the material was thermally melted that is observed in pulsed laser annealing. (A typical
and quenched like a glass suffers from the fact that example was fitted [341 assuming a constant diffusivi-
molten Si has a nontetrahedral structure with a co- ty of 2.4 X 10-4 for 180 ns. In the plasma case the
ordination greater than four (6 or more depending on diffusivity should not be constant as the number of
temperature [29] ) and glasses retain the structure of excess vacancies decreases during the event.) If the
the molten phase [301 ). Even if this critical carrier material undergoes the second order phase transition
density for the second order phase transition is not to the plasma fluid, then the redistribution will be in-
reached, crystalline order may be regained by sufficient- creased during that period, but the concentrations of
ly weakening the covalent bond bending forces that vacancies (excess volume) should be reduced by volume
the atoms will rearrange themselves in response to the contraction of this fluid, so that after return to the
stresses imposed by the crystalline substrate or any covalently bonded phase the diffusion of impurities via
other source. This process is analogous to that of the the vacancy mechanism should be suppressed.
optically induced gliding of dislocations in crystalline Finally we address the problem of surface segrega-
material that has been observed at much lower power tion of ion implanted impurities. Impurity segregation
level [311]. (One may view the reordering as the gliding will occur across any phase boundary where the free
of a large number of dislocations out of the damaged energy of the impurity is less on one side than on the
region.) other. The magnitude of this effect will depend upon

We believe that the rate limiting step in the anneal- th-is driving force, the diffusivity of the impurity and
ing process is the removal of the excess lattice defects the time available for diffusion. If the material were
that were introduced by ion implantation and the con- melting, one would expect impurities with similar

omritant excess volume. As an amorphous damaged molten phase diffusivities to be segregated in proportion

crystalline mtra[21and has essentially the same (Note that with a diffusivity of cm cm sand a
neaestneihbr dstace[321, we viwthe excess prot fol 6 swudgv 2t12=10tm

voueas a 9% concentration of trapped vacancies, the entire thickness of a typical damaged layer.) This is
Now, vacancies are known [33) to be mobile in Si not observed [35]. Group VI impurities are very little
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segregated by pulsed laser annealing even when they ing of a relatively cool lattice in the presence of a
are very much segregated by the normal melting transi- dense electron-hole plasma, plasma annealing, offers
tion. The group V impurity Bi is segregated less than a much more satisfactory explanation for the process
would be predicted from the melting hypothesis. which produces remarkably high quality material
Cu, Zn, Fe and the group III elements Ga and In are during pulsed laser annealing of Si than does the
substantially segregated by pulsed laser annealing. If hypothesis of simple thermal melting with subsequent
the plasma remains dense long enough for the vacan- rapid quenching.
cies and other host lattice defects to diffuse out. then
there are very few vacancies available to diffuse im- References
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Abstract

In the presence of a dense (> 102 1/cm 3 ) electron-hole plasma which may be produced by
the intense irradiation during pulsed laser annealing, the covalent bonding of tetrahedral
semiconductors like Si will be severely weakened because a significant fraction of the bond
charge has been excited across the gap into antibonding or plane wave states. The crystal
structure may even become unstable and undergo a second order phase transition if the bond
charge is reduced beyond a critical point where the transverse acoustic modes go to zero
frequency. This transision has previously been estimated from the temperature dependence of
the gap to occur at a density of 8x10 2 1/cm 3. In this state the material would not be able to
support a shear and so should be called a liquid, but it would be very distinct from molten Si.
The energy from the laser would be concentrated in the electronic excitation and not in kinetic
energy of the atoms, as in the thermal case. Recrystallization could occur without the
destructive effects of severe thermal gradients when the material passes back through this
second order phase transition to the covalently bonded phase. However, recrystallization of
ion-implanted material should also be possible without passing through this second order phase
transition if the atoms are reordered by the optically induced gliding of dislocations out of the
damaged zone, as has been observed in crystalline semiconductors. Point defects should be
removed from amorphous or damaged material at a rate much greater than normal furnace
annealing due to five separate effects. First, they may be eliminated by recrystallization
following the second order phase transition. Second, they may experience recombination
enhanced diffusion within the covalent phase. Third, the coulombic trapping by charged
impurities, which normally reduces the net rate of vacancy (or interstitial) migration drastical-
ly, will be suppressed by the flux of free carriers in the dense plasma. Fourth, point defects
may be swept out of the material as the large concentration of dislocations, which are ideal
sinks, glide out. Fifth, the energy of formation of fast diffusing interstitial species can be
greatly reduced by the dense plasma. It is claimed that these effects are required to account
for the very high crystallographic, morphological and electrical quality of Si produced by
pulsed laser annealing.

* Supported in part by Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract No. F49620-
79-C-0077.
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In his 1977 review of the subject of pulsed laser annealing I. B. Khaibullin concluded',

"The mechanism of laser annealing is not yet finally established. But even now one can state

that in the case of the nanosecond regimes one cannot reduce it to the ordinary thermal effect.

Different factors such as photoionization, impact wave, powerful light fields etc. play a

significant role." In addition to the convincing arguments that pulsed laser annealing could not

be a simple thermal effect and could not be simple thermal melting followed by rapid crystalli-

zation as quench which are given in that paper, several more observations and arguments lead

to the same conclusion. There is, of course, the fact that long standing theories for laser

damage2-5 indicate that the material should be heavily damaged, not annealed, if all the energy

of the laser pulse were converted to local heating of the material in times of order the duration

of the pulse. Simple analysis 6 of the mechanical forces that would be generated by thermal

expansion and by contraction upon melting in times of order the duration of these laser pulses

show that a molten layer could not remain in contact with the substrate unless it balled-up to

an extent completely inconsistent with the very flat surface morphology that is obtained.

Thermoelastic measurements 7 made during pulsed laser annealing of Si show no evidence for

the snap-back force that would have to occur if the surface melted and contracted until one

increases the laser energy above the damage threshold. In addition to the observation that

annealing may occur without any significant increase in surface reflectivity,1-8 it has been

noted 6 that when a rise in surface reflectivity is observed 9, 10 it rises and falls in a manner

expected for a dense electron-hole plasma and not that expected for molten Si. Moreover,

there is no close agreement between the measured reflectivity during the high reflectivity

period and the known reflectivity of molten Si. Furthermore, the redistribution of dopants has

been shown 6' 11. 12 to be inconsistent with the hypothesis of crystallization from normal molten

Si.

It is the author's opinion that it is the photoionization. the dense electron-hole plasma

created by the intense laser pulse, which principally accounts for the remarkable properties of
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pulsed laser annealing and that the process is indeed nonthermal in the sense that the thermal
t

transients that do occur are neither helpful to the annealing nor particularly severe. Let us call

this the "Plasma Annealing". PA, theory and process.

By far the most difficult aspect of the PA theory of pulsed laser annealing is the question

why the plasma remains dense for such a long time and transfers its energy to the lattice so

slowly. However, it seems that the observations that the increased surface reflectivity, which

has the properties of a dense plasma and not those of a molten layer, may persist as long as

800 ns demonstrate the point experimentally. Explanations for this long lifetime and slow

transfer are given in detail elsewhere.' 2- 1 These explanations involve: a) the decoupling of the

lattice from the plasmons of the excited carriers when Ifw becomes much larger than all

phonon modes 13 (when the excited carrier density exceeds 1019'cm 3 ), b) the screening of the

deformation potential coupling between hot carriers and phonons ; c) an argument that under

normal conditions the coupling of the lattice to the carriers via the plasmons is more important

than that via the deformation potential, particularly for intervalley scattering with the emission

of longitudinal phononst 3 ; and d) a calculation showing that in Si the only optic phonons

coupling to plasmons have (100) wave vectors so that plasmons with wave vectors in other

directions will be long lived when bip is much larger than acoustic branch energies. I -

However, let us note that even if there were no slowing of the energy transfer from hot

carriers to the lattice, even if the phonon emission time were 10 1 3 s, one would not melt a

typical 100 nm thick damaged layer back to the substrate at the observed threshold for

annealing. The energy required to heat crystalline Si from room temperature to the melting

point and to melt it is 7.3xl0 3 j/cm 3. Due to the heat of recrystallization (which has not yet

been determined experimentally for Si), the energy required to heat and melt amorphous Si is

somewhat, perhaps a third, less. Therefore, the energy required to melt a 100 nm layer of ion

implanted Si be about 0.05 J/cm2 if there were no diffusion of energy to the substrate. As the

normal incidence reflectivity rises from about 35 ", at the beginning of the pulse to about 60
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% during the observed high reflectivity period, the energy absorbed is about half that incident.

Thus the incident energy density threshold required to melt a 100 nm layer with no diffusion

,,ouid be about 0.10 i/cm2 for an amorphous ion implanted surface.

The observed incident energy threshold for single shot complete annealing of a 100 nm

amorphous layer with either 30 ns or 30 ps pulses is about 0.5 J/cm2 for 533 nim light 16 "1 7

which is absorbed in the same 100 nm or about 0.25 J/cm2 for 266 nm light which is absorbed

;n the first 8 nm. The energy of a 533 nm photon exceeds the energy gap of Si by more than

I eV; this energy would appear as kinetic energy of the carriers excited across the gap. Free

carrier absorption would leave the carrier with more than 2.3 eV of kinetic energy. Auger

recombination would add 1.1 eV to the kinetic energy of the third carrier in the process. Even

if a phonon emission time of 1xl0 "13 s is assumed. these carriers would still diffuse more than

200 nm before giving up 1 eV to the lattice. This alone would double or triple the energy

required to melt 100 nm with 533 or 266 nm light. The thermal diffusivity of Si under normal

furnace conditions (in the dark) varies from 0.86 cm 2/s at room temperature to 0. 117 cm 2 ' s

at the melting point. If we take D = 0.117 and 7 = 30 ns, a typical laser pulse duration.

and if we make a rough estimate of the extent of thermal diffusion, we find (D)" 2 = 600 nm

or six times depth of the layer to be annealed. (For a more detailed account of these two

- fects see the recent study of E. J. Yoffa. 20 ) In fact the diffusion of the heat that has been

Jlivered to the lattice will be substantially greater than this estimate because the laser pulse

-roduces a carrier concentration .shich, by all estimates, is much larger than the thermal

.itrinsic value (2x1019 /cm 3 at the melting point and less at lower temperatures) and because

40 % of the thermal diffusivity at the melting point is due to the intrinsic free carriers. 1 If we

make the conservative estimate 14 that the carrier concentration during the laser pulse is

2xl0 2 0 /cm 3, then the diffusivity at the melting point would be 0.54 cm 2 /s and (Dr) - 1.3

tm. Combining this consideration with that of the diffusion of the carriers even with a

Ixi0 "13 s phonon emission time, we can conclude that the damaged layer will not be melted

' ack to the substrate at the observed incident energy density thresholds of 0.25 J. cm- for 206
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nm or 0.5 J/cm2 for 533 nm light. (Some published computer simulations' 6,2 1- 3 of the

heating of the material during pulsed laser annealing have concluded that the annealing

threshold is the level at which melting does extend to the damage interface. These neglect the

effects of carrier diffusion as phonons are being emitted and the enhancement of thermal

diffusivity due to the excess carrier concentration produced by the intense laser light.)

Now let us outline the PA hypothesis. In the presence of a dense (> 10 2t 'cm 3 ) electron-

hole plasma which may be produced by the intense irradiation during pulsed laser annealing

the covalent bonding of tetrahedral semiconductors like Si will be severely weakened because a

significant fraction of the bond charge has been excited across the gap into antibonding or

plane wave states. The crystal structure may even become unstable and undergo a second

order phase transition if the bond charge is reduced beyond a critical point, which has

previously been estimated 24 from the temperature dependence of the gap to occur at a density

of 8x10 2 1/cm 3 , where the transverse acoustic modes go to zero frequency. In this state the

material would not be able to support a shear and so should be called a liquid, but it would be

very distinct from molten Si. The energy from the laser would be concentrated in the electron-

ic excitation and not in kinetic energy of the atoms, as in the thermal case. Recrystallization

could occur without the destructive effects of severe thermal gradients when the material

passes back through this second order phase transition to the covalently bonded phase.

However. recrystallization of ion-implanted material should also be possible without passing

through this second order phase transition if the atoms are reordered by the optically induced

gliding of dislocations out of the damaged zone. as has been observed in crystalline

semiconductors. 25 Point defects should be removed from amorphous or damaged material at a

rate much greater than normal furnace annealing due to five separate effects. First. they may

be eliminated by recrystallization following the second order phase transition. Second. they

may experience recombination enhanced diffusion within the covalent phase. -6 Third. the

coulombic trapping by charged impurities, which normally reduces the net rate of vacancy (or
,.4
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interstitial) migration drastically, 27 will be suppressed by the flux of free carriers in the dense

plasma. Fourth, point defects may be swept out of the material as the large concentration of

dislocations, which are ideal sinks, glide out. Fifth, the energy of formation of fast diffusing

interstitial species can be greatly reduced by the dense plasma.

We must now elaborate upon the third point. There must be at least some moderate

heating of the sample during pulsed laser annealing. Therefore. let us make calculation easy

b by assuming kT = 0.05 eV, T, - 307 C, where T1 is the lattice temperature - as distinguished

from the temperature of the plasma, T,, which would be much greater. It would be very

difficult to attain an accurate phonon spectrum for the material during pulsed laser annealling,

but we may assume that the lattice attempt frequency, v, is given by

hp = kT, (I)

which implies that

a'1.2 x 10 13 /sec. (2)

We also do not know empirical values for the enthalpies of migration of vacancies in amor-

phous Si, so we approximate them with values determined for crystalline Si. Thus, we use

Watkins's measured 29 values for the activation energy for single vacancy migration for the

nieutral. V', and double acceptor, V-2 , ionization states, which were noted before,

AHm(V- 2) - 0.18 eV, (3)

ind

IHm(V") - 0.33 eV. (4)

and the standard expression for vacancy diffusivity in the diamond lattice

D(T) - 0.0625 a 2 v exp(AS/k) exp(-Hm/kT1), (5)

where a is the lattice constant of Si, a - 0.543 nm, and the factor 0.0625 results from a

combination of geometrical and correlation of hoping direction considerations. ASm is the

entropy of vacancy migration. This has been estimated from purely geometrical grounds by
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Swalin. 30 That estimate has been checked against accurate data by Van Vechten and

Thurmond. 27 It is

ASm in4.1 k. (6)

The result is

D(V "2 , T,,307 C) - 3.7 x 10-3 cm2: sec., (7)

and

D(V' , T,307 C) , 1.8 x 10" ' cm 2/sec. (8)

Therefore. if the isolated vacancies migrate without trapping for r - 200 ns.. there d =

[Di]i' 2 will be

d(V"2. 307 C. 200 ns.) - 270 nm. (9)

and

d(V', 307 C. 200 ns) - 60 nm. (10)

If the depth of damage is 50 to 100 tim. the vacancies would have roughly sufficient time to

migrate all the way to the free surface. Note that a) as the V'2's migrate out, more Vx's are

ionized to maintain the electronic equilibrium; and b) the vacancies need not migrate all the

way to the free surface - they can, and apparently do,3 1 collect in voids, which may take

longer, and more energy, to remove. Note that we have assumed that the untrapped migration

of the vacancies occurs only as long as the high reflectivity was observed10 at 630 nm at the

annealing threshold, which corresponds to an electron density of order 1021 cm "3 . It might

well be that it actually persists significantly longer.

Next, there is the question of the diffusivity of the impurities. Because we are assuming

there is no effective binding between the vacancies and impurities, we should expect. at least

in first approximation, that

D(I) , [V-21 D(V "2) + [V1 D(V') + [VII D(V x) + [V+]D(V (11

i.e.. that the diffusivity of atoms that migrate by vacancy motion is just the vacancy diffusivity

times the probability of exchange with a vacancy, which in this case is taken to be just the

" \'-- ., . . ,,; -.,. , : .,. ., , .7
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atom fraction of vacancies. As the initial vacancy concentration, the excess volume is several

percent, 32 the impurity diffusivity, D(I), will be several percent of the vacancy diffusivities just

calculated until the excess volume is expelled. Therefore, we should estimate

D(I, 307 C) , 2 x 10-4 cm 2/sec. (12)

as long as the vacancies are at this high concentration. Wang, et al., 2 who report some of the

largest impurity redistributions measured, fit their data by assuming D(l) , 2.4 x 10' 4

cm 2 /sec. for 180 ns.

iI
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Appendix E

On the Variation of Semiconductor Band Gaps with Lattice

Temperature and with Carrier Temperature

When These Are Not Equal*

by

1. A. Van Vechten and M. Wautelet

I. B. M. Thomas J. Watson Research Center

Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

ABSTRACT V
Under conditions of intense optical pumping or electrical injection it is possible to

establish a temperature of excited carriers, Te, larger than the temperature of the lattice. TL.

for periods of time sufficient for many effects to be observed. It is well known that semicon-

ductor band gaps are a function of temperature, but the variation with the two temperatures.

T, and TL, when these are different seems not to have been discussed previously. Simple

thermodynamic arguments may be applied when it is recognized that a band gap is a chemical

potential. The simple formula. IE,,,(Te, TL) = H .. ,TL) - TAS. (TL). is deduced. Physical-

ly this formula states that the vibronic degeneracy of the electronic states (valence and

conduction band or bonding and anti bonding) among which the carriers are distributed with

characteristic temperature T, is determined by the lattice temperature. TL. Thus when T, >>

T L. anomalously large variations in the gap will occur. It is found that under certain condi-

tions loss of energy from the carrier system to the lattice will cause the density of exc-ted

carriers to increase, rather than decrease.
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On the Variation of Semiconductor Band Gaps with Lattice

Temperature and with Carrier Temperature

When These Are Not Equal*

by

1. A. Van Vechten and M. Wautelet *°

I. B. M. Thomas 1. Watson Research Center

Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

I Introduction

The forbidden energy gap, .E, of a semiconductor is identically the chemical potential

for the formation of unbound electron-hole pairs ' -2 . Indeed. the normal formula for the

thermal equilibrium concentration (when non-degenerate),

[ecl[hj] - N(T) N,(T) exp( -AEc,,(T)/kT), (1)

is an example of the Law of Mass Action 2"3 for the reaction

0 4b e c + h, (2)

Then IE,,, is, by definition, its standard chemical potential. (Here

N,*v(T) = 2 (2m*, kTh') 3 "  (3)

are the electronic degeneracies, i.e.. the effective number of points in the Brillouin zone at

which carriers contribute to conduction, for the conduction and valence bands. e, and h

represent an electron and a hole excited to the conduction band and valence band ed,_e

distribution of states respectively, and m* c and m% are their density of states effective

masses.)

Consequently, the band 7ap is equal both to the increase in internal energy upon increase

of the carrier density by one electron and one hole under conditions of constant entropy and

volunic and to the increase in tree enerzy upon increase of the carrier densitv by one electron

and one holei under conditions of constant temperature and presure;

1~ ___
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AE 14 , :.h M 9U/an, h S.v

o9G/on,., T.P (4)

(In a forthcoming book chapter 4 there is given a quantum mechanical derivation of the

thermodynamic identity that the increment in free energy measured in thermal experiments is

equal to the "no phonon line" value of the internal energy increment measured in optical

experiments under normal conditions.)

It has previously been noted 5
-
7 that there are great advantages when discussing the

temperature dependence of band gaps to treat the change in free energy rather than the

change in internal energy.

1ECV = .1Gv , 2r.IH,, - T,%Scv .(5)

The temperature dependence of a free energy is, of course, an entropy, in this case the

entropy of the band gap. ASCV, or the standard entropy of excitation of an electron across

.E,,. AHoy is the enthalpy of the gap. which must. incidentally, increase with temperature if

.1Ec decreases-. The variation of these three thermodynamic variables from T = 0 to the

melting point. 1685 K, for Si is shown in Fig. 1, which is borrowed from Ref. 2.

To calculate the temperature dependence of a particular hand gap from first principles,

one may consider the effect of the excitation of the carriers upon the frequency of the phonon

modes rather than the effect of the phonons upon the electronic states 5. The number of

phonon modes excited is always several orders of magnitude greater than the number of

carriers excited across the gap. At the melting point of a covalent semiconductor, typically

2.6 times the Debye temperature, all phonon modes are multiply excited whereas only I0- of

the carriers are excited. Whereas simple, tractable and analytic bond charge models formulae

are available for the frequency of the various phonon branches in terms of the magnitude of

the bond charge and the wave vector, a proper estimate of the effect ot the phonons upon the

electronic states would have to treat three independent effects - reduction of direct interhand

scattering Debye-Waller or Brooks-Yu effect), increase of indirect interband cattermg, ind

A
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increase of indirect intraband scattering (Fan effect) with increasing temperature - for every

one of the phonons in all branches5 . (The (anharmonic) effect of the variation of lattice

parameter with temperature should also be treated, but it is smaller than these effects in the

common semiconductors.) It is easier to treat the effect of the excited carriers on the phonon

modes.

Under normal conditions the temperature of the phonon distribution, the lattice tempera-

ture. TL. the temperatures which characterize the distribution of carriers within the valence

and conduction bands. T,. and Te.c respectively, and the temperature characterizing the

excitation of carriers across the gap, the electron temperature, Te, are all the same. For this

situation %E,, can be measured by any of several independent methods from T = 0 K to the

melting point, and from these measurements %H.v(T) and AS.v(T) can be deduced. Thur-

mond has reviewed this data and tabulated the parameters for several semiconductors in Ref.

However. many semiconductor phenomena are observed unde- "hot electron" conditions

for which, due to optical pumping or electrical injection, the three temperatures describing the

excited carriers are much greater than that of the lattice) " . As the various direct, indirect

and fundamental band gaps, as well as the ionization energies of defects, impurities etc., are

all functions of temperature, the condition

T, >> TL (b)

would seem to beg the question of the variation of these chemical potentials with T and with

T t what is AE , (T, TL) ? Is E, a function of T, and of T.,?

One approach to the description of nonequilibrium carrier distributions that is well

established in the literature is that of the introduction 13 of "quasi-fermi levels". Now, the real

fermi level is the chemical potential of electrons and of holes. (Of course, a hole is nothing

but the absence of an electron; as chemical potentials are defined by derivatives of total

system energies with respect to the number of particles of a given species, electrons and holes

% - . .. ;, ... 1, i ... .
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must always have the same chemical potential. or fermi level.) In the (normal. one fitted

parameter) "quasi-fermi level" approach, one seeks to describe a norequilibrium. i.e. T: 0 TL,

concentration of electrons and/or holes by introducing separate values for the electron and

hole fermi levels that are adjusted so that the conventional formula gives the actual concentra-

tion when the ambient lattice temperature. TL. and the corresponding value of ,Ec,(TL) are

inserted. There is no evident thermodynamic significance to these "quasi-fermi levels". The

approach is normally used to describe the action of injection lasers or transistors under

moderate conditions of injection or optical pumping for which TL < T., < Te . << T,

because the excited carrier density is not so high that recombination is as fast as energy

transfer between carriers or to the lattice. It gives no accurate description of the distribution

of carriers within the bands. 13 It could be improved by introducing Te e or Te. . as a second

fitted parameter in addition to the "quasi fermi level", in which case the corresponding band

gap and exponential factors ought logically to be employed, so a different value of the "qausi

fermi level" would have to be used. It seems quite artificial, but it may be useful when one

does not care to develop a thermodynamic description. When none of the four temoeratures

in the problem are equal, or wilen, due e.g. to strong electric fields, the distribution of carriers

is not accurately described by a thermal distribution with any choice of temperature and

chemical potential, this would seem prudent.

However, a proper thermodynamic description is tractable and desirable when the excited

carrier concentration is sufficiently high that for times relevant to the experiments of interest.

the carrier-carrier interaction is so much stronger than the carrier-phonon interaction that the

carrier and phonon systems can be considered to be weakly coupled. Then the carriers will

thermalize among themselves before they thermalize with the lattice. Then, when Te. v z Te. C

T. we could have T >> T L for times long enough for many interesting effects to be

observed. Indeed. Lo and Compaan have shown 4 by direct Raman measure of the surface

lattice temperature that T,. does not rise more than about 300 C for crystalline Si exposed to

laser pulses well above the threshold energy density for annealingt ion implantation
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damage. 5 "2 They also observed a background scattering characteristic of Raman scattering

from carriers with a T, >> 2000 K. Yoffa has shown2 3 that, for the excited carrier concen-

trations that seem to persist during pulsed laser annealing experiments, the carriers would

thermalize among themselves much more rapidly than with the lattice, so that the condition

discussed here. T,. = To.h = T >> TL, would obtain. It may also occur for intense electri-

cal injection.

II Derivation

For this case that the carriers may be considered strongly coupled to each other, (so that

Te.v  T,.C) and sufficiently dense that the rates of Auger recombination and impact ioniza-

tion are rapid on the scale of the experiments of interest (so that Te., Te). but weakly

coupled to the phonons (so that Te >> T) for times of interest, a simple formula in terms of

the values of .H[(T) and ISV(T) measured under the normal condition that T. = TL can be

deduced from simple consideration of the Law of Mass Action and the number of carriers

excited. This formula is

1EC%(Tt, TL) = AHQV(TL) - TISA ,(TL). (7)

To see that this is the correct formula we invite the reader to consider Fig. 2. For

simplicity the band structure of the semiconductor has been replaced by a single electronic

transition between two electronic states. When the effect of the lattice phonons are added.

these two levels become two parabolas (in the harmor,. approximation) of vibronic levels.

The lattice temperature. TL. determines the distribution of carriers within whichever vibronic

parabola they may he found. At TL.1 0 K all carners must be in the lowest vibronic state

because there are no phonons excited. Then the vibronic degeneracy of both states would be

the same and the carriers would be distributed between these two parabolas according to the

normal Fermi-Dirac expression as a function of the carrier temperature T". When TL 0 o.

phonons are excited and carriers in either electronic level are distributed among the corre-

. . ... .. . ' ' n nI I II I
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sponding vibronic levels according to the normal Bose-Einstein expression as a function of TL.

In general the lattice stiffness and the phonon energies will be different for the two electronic

states, i.e., there is an electron-phonon interaction. Exciting electrons from the valence to the

conduction band usually softens the lattice modes of a tetrahedral semiconductor, like Si or

GaAs. Cases. like .igTe. where the excitation stiffens the lattice are also known: in such

cases AEc, should and does have the opposite temperature dependence. These cases are easily

understood in terms of the band structures of the various materials.5

Fig. 2 is drawn for the usual case that the excitation softens the lattice so the upper

parabola is broader than the lower. Consequently the vibronic degeneracy, i.e.. the number of

states of the total system available to a carrier, is greater for the excited state than for the

ground state. By the Law of the Equipartition of States, this will increase the probability of

finding the carrier in the excited state for any positive value of T e .

There are other consequences also. Because the vibronic levels are more closely spaced

in the excited electronic state, the excited vibronic levels will begin to be populated to a

significant extent at lower values of TL in the excited state. This means that the average

energy of the distribution of carriers in the excited electronic state increases relative to the

average distribution in the ground state when AE decreases with rising temperature, TL.

This difference between the mean energy of the two distributions is just the difference in

internal energy for excitation across the gap, which is effectively equal to A.H,, because

pressure times volume change terms are quite negligible in all ordinary circumstances. Indeed.

I atmosphere is only 0.632 X i0 ' ' eVA 3 . (It was noted above that thermodynamics requires

AH to increase when %G decreases.2)

The standard entropy. IS,:,, of the excitation reaction is defined in terms of the ratio of

the probable number of vibronic states in the two electronic states. As the number of

electronic states does not change, this is a function only of the probable number of phonons

excited. Therefore, the value of AS. and thus of .H , required for AE (T , Tt) must he

4.
111 i i. .. -
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functions of TL. They will be the same functions of TL as those measured under normal

furnace conditions provided that the number of excited carriers in excess of that which would

obtain if the two temperatures were equal is not so large that the effect on the phonons

becomes nonlinear in the number of carriers. (The intrinsic carrier concentration at the

melting point of Si. and most other common semiconductors, is about 2 X 1019 cmra3.) When

nonlinearity sets in one would expect the effect to be greater for the excited electronic states

because atoms whose bonding electrons have been excited to nonbonding or antibonding

electronic states will make larger excursions in their thermal motion than fully bonded atoms

and thus will sense the more anharmonic portions of the lattice potential. It follows that our

assumption of IS,,(TL) will underestimate the correct value. This can be seen from Fig. 1

and the fact that IScv does not saturate above the Debye temperature. 9. as it would in the

harmonic approximation 5, but continues to increase moderately all the way to the melting

point. At this point it should be clear that the values of the enthalpy and entropy of the gap

in Eq. (7) are functions only of the excitation of phonons.

(We might note that. when viewed as a free energy, ..EV decreases without limit as T.

increases because the entropy factor in the definition of a free energy, Eq. (7). is multiplied by

the temperature relevant to the species being excited, here T.. When viewed as an enthalpy or

internal energy difference, as in optical excitation experiments. AE, decreases because the

mean number of phonons excited increases and the optical band gap, when defined as the

entropy conserving no-phonon line, connects states with the same number of phonons excited.

but each phonon excitation raises the level of the ground electronic state (valence band) more

than the excited electronic state (conduction band). The eigenvalues of individual ground and

excited vibronic states do not in general approach each other as temperature varies. In the

harmonic approximation the eigenvalues do not vary at all.)

'The carrier temperature T, is defined by the distribution of the carriers between the two

vihronic systems, the two parabolas, for which the degeneracy is different. If one considers

'.



now just that distribution, as if there were only one temperature in the problem but levels o1

degeneracy determined in the same way. then it is evident the temperature which multiplies the

entropy factor for the free energy. Eq. (7). must be exactly Te. Thus Eq. (1) becomes.

AS.,( T) -. 1H .(T)
[el[h.J - VV(T )Nd.',(T e .) exp ( k ) exp k ) )

(Note that we have here a product of electronic degeneracy factors. N, and N,, which are

determined by the intraband carrier temperatures, To and T,:,, and the vibronic degeneracy

factor. exp(AS,,/ik). which is determined by the lattice temperature TL.) Again, at the very

high carrier densities, such as those achieved in laser annealing experiments. 1
n ' i Yoffa has

shown 2 3 that the three carrier temperatures should approach each other much more rapidly

than any of them approaches TL; the cuzndition To., ; T c  T> > TL obtains for some

time. Eq. (8) simply states that the vibronic degeneracy of the ground and excited electronic

states (i.e.. the valence and conduction bands or the bonding and antibonding states) is a

function of TL. but the carriers are distributed between these electronic states according to T

The ratio of the density of vibronic states available. exp( ASc ,'k ), is a factor in the determi-

nation of the number of carriers excited. The ratio TL T does not appear.

III Discussion

One should note that, when T, i TI. the optical no phonon line ("optical gap".

01J, 3n,..I ~, is not equal to the thermal, or chemical potential, band gap, oG )n,.,41 r.,.

This may he seen in Fit!. 2 from the fact that the optical no phonon line will depe||d only on

tile excitation number of the phonons. and thus T the optical no phonon line will not

decrease without limit as T increases. However, as the chemical potcntial and the dcnsty of

carriers determine diffusion and most other interesting properties, it is the thermal or chemical

potential hand gap. described by Eq. (7), that is relevant to our discussion.
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Another interesting point is that, since AS . 0 as TL - 0. as do all other entropies, no

major variation of the band gaps should be expected in low energy pulsed laser experiments

done with liquid He ambients. Picosecond pulse experiments have commonly been done with

samples cooled to liquid He temperatures. If such experiments were repeated with TL a

substantial fraction of 9, a significant variation of band gaps. optical reflectivity and related

phenomena should be observed.

For the same reason, the threshold laser intensity for pusle laser annealing should be

sensitive to the initial lattice temperature. If one started from TL = 0 K and the laser pulsed

raised it to 300 K, rather than from 300 K to about 600 K. as measured 4 by Compaan and

Lo, then from the relative values of AS,, (Fig. 1). we see we would need about twice as large

a value for T* to achieve the same band gap and carrier concentration.

When large densities of carriers are excited, the effects of the Exclusion Principle for

electrons and holes, i.e. of carrier degeneracy, must be considered. Eqs. (2) and (8) must be

replaced with more complicated expressions involving the product of two Fermi-Dirac

functions2 .

SkTe 3 * * 3/24
[e']fhv] = -2 me m) -F /2 0('- r10) FI /2 (-7'). (9)

where, of course.

1,12FI 2() =L J dx ( 1 2

%=) exp lx-q)+ I

Here we have Ero IE,(T,'T,)/kT, and n' = El, kT,. where r.7 is, of course, the fermi

level meausred from the valence hand edge. When the arguments of the Fermi-Dirac func-

tions are large and negative. these expressions reduce to the Boitimann cxpresions -tIcn

above. When the arguments of these functions become positle (i.e., the band Lcap hecollles

necatle), the elfects of decenteracy become important; for a uiven concentration ol excited

.4 k w
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carriers, T. will actually be larger than the value obtained from Eq. (8). However, such

complication does not affect qualitatively the foregoing discussion, which would hold "or a

system of discrete electronic levels as well as for bands.

One expedient would be to use the Ehrenberg approximation24 25

F, ,(x) - 2ir i / 2 exp(x)/(4 + exp(x)), (11)

'6which is accurate when x < 2.5. or the approximation-

F1 ,,2(x) = (4x 3'2/31, 2) + ir3 / 2/6x,.2" (12)

which is accurate when x > 1.5. The effect of degeneracy could be accounted for in Eqs. (1) r

and (8) by simply dividing the classical result by the factor

y - (.r/4) exp(-iij)/F 2(7j'-, 0 )F - (13)

which is plotted in Fig. 3. As long as -AE,,/kT. < 2.5, we may use the Ehrenberg approxi-

mation and have

y (16 + 4 exp(q'-q0) + 4 exp(-') + exp(-qo)). 16exp(-l 0 ) (14)

Reference to Fig. I shows that indeed x < 2.5 as long as TL ( 0.7 6 and, or kT. < I eV.
LC

Therefore. the Ehrenberg approximation should be reasonably adequate for almost all

experimental circumstances.

Under pulsed laser annealing conditions, one may contemplate the situation where T

z 10.000 K while TL -z 500 K. Referring again to Fig. 1, we see that such values of T, and

rL would produce a decrease in IE,, of more than 3 eV from its normal room temperature

value of I. 1 eV. so that we would have x - 1.9 in the Fermi-Dirac function. (Note that

negative values of IE. have significance only in the way they alfect the magnitude of the

exponential in Eqs. (I) and (8). They do not imply any crossing of cigenvalues.) Thus, pulsed

laser annealing conditions can produce anomalously large variations of the thermodynamic

hand ,sap. Due to the enormous aradient in the plasma density resultiun from the very short

absorption lenths of the intense laser pulse, the gradient ol the hand gap may he scry larI'e

indeed, of order I05 cV cm (3 eV over 300 nm). As the hand iap is smallest where the

6g '.~



carriers are the densest and hottest, this field opposes the expansion of the plasma and may

even produce negative carrier diffusion. i.e., produce plasma self-confinement. This point will

be discussed further in a separate publication2 7.

Another interesting point to consider is the variation of the carrier concentration with

time as the carriers do scatter emitting phonons and lose energy to the lattice. Of course, this

causes a decrease in Te and an increase in TL. The former tends to make [e.][h j decrease

through the density of states terms and the denominator of the exponential in Eq. (8). The

latter tends to make this product of excited carrier concentrations increase through the

ASIv(TL/k) term in the argument of the exponential. Returning to Fig. 1, we see that.

particularly at temperatures below 1/2, AS,, varies rapidly with T c . If one considers

progressively lower values of TL. the lattice specific heat becomes progressively less. Then a

given quantity of energy from the carrier system may produce a progressively larger increase in

TL with a relatively modest decrease in T,. Thus, we may reach the amusing conclusion that,

under certain conditions, a loss of energy from the carrier system will cause the concentration

of excited carriers to increase, rather than decrease.

Let us investigating this point more quantitatively. For simplicity let us first treat the

non-degenerate expression for n2 = fe l[hvJ. We obtain (using T,., T. v = T,))

(tn2 n2 aAH _  I-= r '-- 1. (15),
c)TL k TL TL T,

and

On : f13 + -I
.3Te T, A.T,(6

Therefore.

o"2 n2  )A'r T, All.A01 ) ' - AXT A " r-- '. = l - -< " ' - )AT, + I! + 'I /. 1 "t)rTL T'. -TO, ) T.
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Using Varshni's equations and Thurmond's data2, we have

OAH.V aTL = 242TjTt./(TL+I3) 3 . (1$)

with a , 4.73 X 10"' eV, 'K = 5.49 k and 1 636 K for Si. Moreover,

Ce.AT - -,ATLX -C (19)

where CL and C, are the lattice and carrier specific heats. Around TL = 100 C and at

constant pressure. CL = .18 cal, gm = 2.55 R for Si.2). For a free electron gas at constant

volume,

C = 1.5 R (,r2kT/3A,), (20)

where

,= A-'/2m (3r2n 2 3. (21)

Let us make the most conservative estimate for In2 by choosing the maximum plausible value

of A,:, which would obtain if all the 2 X 102 3 /cm 3 valence electrons would be participating in

the gas, so u, = 12.5 eV and we find CI v = 0.39 R. Then we would have C, I p = 1.39 R.

the carrier specific heat at constant pressure, to be compare with the lattice specific heat CL

2.55 R. Then. evaluating Eq. (16) we find,

In 2  53 ITL n2 /T, ,. (22)

i.e.. while these extreme conditions remain, the loss of energy from the carrier system to the

lattice causes the density of excited carriers to increase rather than decrease. Again, this is

simply the result of increasing the vibronic degeneracy of the excited electronic states, which

increases the pro:,bility that they be occupied.

Of course. degeneracv will generally have significant effect under the conditions relevant

to this discussion. Plivsically. it is clear that an effect of degeneracy is to ncrease the

mainitude of the phenomenon just discussed. whereby loss of encrey from the carriers to the

lattice causes tie concentration of excited carriers to increase. This is ,imply because

decneracv decreases the rate ,t changzc of n- with T,. and thus lessens the etfect ti decrcas-

V. .. . . . . ... N.
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ing T. However, the effect of increasing TL with the transferred energy is to increase the

number of vibronic states available, and thus serves to releave the restriction of the Exclusion

Principle.

Let us denote the correct value of [e:j[h. taking degeneracy into account, as n- v,

where y is defined in Eq. (13). If we then use the Ehrenberg approximation, Eq. ( 11 ), for the

Fermi-Dirac function in order to take account of electronic degeneracy, then we find Eq. (16)

should be modified to,

n2 I"H. A H 2

I -L --e + f(qOo,'), Y)ATL + [- 3 + (1 + f(,io,)')ivl-v l-IT,.  (23)

and

F(TIO.i') = [4 + exp (-77') + - exp (-(7,-q1 4 . (24)

F(q,') is always positive and becomes large when qO becomes large and negative. i.e.. when

the band gap becomes large and negative, as will occur under intense excitation, as in pulsed

laser annealing. If the approximation of Eq. (12) were used. a much more complicated

expression would be obtained, but the qualitative effect would be the same. The whole of the

ATL term. which causes an increase in carrier concentration would be multiplied by a factor

greater than unitiy, while only a portition of the AT, term, which causes a decrease in carrier

concentration, is multiplied by the same factor. Note that the portion of that term which is

multiplied by the factor is the smaller of the two under pulsed laser annealing conditions.

I.:
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Figure Captions

Fig. I Variation with temperature of the fundamental band gap, AE of Si. As AE is

the standard chemical potential for the creation of (unbound) electron-hole pairs, it is equal to

a free energy. The corresponding standard enthalpy and standard entropy of this reaction.

AHoy and AS,,. are also shown. This figure is borrowed from Thurmond, Ref. 2.

Fig. 2 Configuration coordinate diagram to illustrate how it is that when the entropy of

formation of electron-hole pairs is positive (as it is in Si and most other semiconductors), then.

in the harmonic approximation: the vibronic eigenvalues change not at all: the enthalpy

difference between the two electronic states must increase with carrier temperature. T', to a

saturation value: and the free energy difference between the two electronic levels will decrease

without limit as the T e increases. T and Th denote lattice temperatures which are respectively

low and high with respect to the Debye temperature. Also. the value of AS,,, and therefore of

AHyv is entirely a function of the number of vibrational modes excited for each electronic

state. These entropies and enthalpies will always be functions of TL. and will. until the carrier

density becomes great enough to significantly alter phonon frequencies, be functions only of

TL.

Fig. 3 Variation of de,,encracy correction lactor, v. from Eq. (13) with ,, =

AE.,,-r.TI) kTh, into the range of very higth excitation, as during pulsed laser annealine.

where the hand gap becomes negatike.
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Appendix F

Carrier Diffusion in Semiconductors Subject to

Large Gradients of Excited Carrier Density

by

M. Wautelet'" and J. A. Van Vechten

I. B. M. Thomas J. Watson Research Center

Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

ABSTRACT

Under conditions of intense optical pumping or electrical injection it is possible to excite

such a dense plasma of electrons and holes that these carriers interact among themselves much

more rapidly than they interact with the lattice phonons. In this circumstance there will be

established a temperature of excited carriers, T, much larger than than the temperature of the

lattice. TL. for periods of time sufficient for many effects to be observed. In the accompaning

paper it is shown that the temperature dependence of the forbidden band gap is then described

by AEC,,(T, TL) = AH(TL(TL) - Te.SV(TL). With Te >> TL, this means that anomalously

large changes in the the band gap will occur and, if also there are large gradients of TL present

in the sample, there will be very large gradients in the band gap. This means there will be

very large gradients in the chemical potentials of the excited electrons and holes. As the band

gap tends to be least where the carriers are most dense and TL the greatest, these chemical

potential gradients oppose the normal outward diffusion of the excited carriers. We find that,

under certain conditions. this effect may be sufficient to produce "negative diffusivity" or

carrier self confinement.

* Suppored in part by project IRIS of the Belgian Ministry of Sccnce and in part hv the Air

Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract No. F49620-7/9-C-0077.

Permanent Address: Faculte des Sciences. University de I'Etat. B-700() Mons, Belgium.
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Carrier Diffusion in Semiconductors Subject to

Large Gradients of Excited Carrier Density'

by

M. Wautelet*" and J. A. Van Vechten

1. B. M. Thomas J. Watson Research Center

Yorktown Heights. New York 10598

I Introduction

The forbidden band gap, IE,,, of a semiconductor is identically the standard chemical

potential for the formation of unbound electron-hole pairs. 1.2 (The standard chemical potential

is that part of the total chemical potential which does not depend explicitly on the concentra-

tion of the species.) It is also well known to be a function of temperature. 2
-
3 Under "hot

electron" conditions of intense optical pumping, irradiation, or electrical injection, the

temperature. TL, which characterizes the lattice phonons. will not be equal to the temperatures

which characterize the distribution of carriers excited within the valence and conduction

bands. T,., and T,. c , and the temperature which characterizes the excitation of carriers across

the gap, T*. Carrier - carrier interaction is generally so strong that we may assume

T =T .(1)
TeX, c .v,

When the excited carrier density is sufficiently high that the rates of Auger recombination and

impact ionization are rapid on the scale of the experiment of interest. while carrier lattice

interaction is slow on that scale, we reach an interestingz regime in which the carrier system

may be considered to he in quasicquilibrium with itself and weakly coupled to the lattice.

Thus.

T, =T~ =T,~ r
for T.c .i e > > T .

for times releva nt to the experiment under consideration.
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It has been argued4 -s for some time that pulsed laser annealing4- is a nonthermal

phenomenon. More recently it has been argued' tiat iL primarily involves a plasma of

excited electrons and holes at a density of order 101 'cm' and T >> TL 300 C. The

argument regarding the thermal or nonthermal nature of pulsed laser annealing was finally

settled, when Lo and Compaan showed 14 by direct Raman measure of surface lattice tempera-

ture that TL does not rise more than 300 C for at least 50 ns after the end of a laser pulse of

intensity just below the threshold for damage and more than twice the threshold for normal

annealing. Therefore. the electron-hole plasma created by the absorption of this light must

retain the energy of this pulse and is heated to several 1000 C. Indeed. Lo and Compaan

observed a background scattering characteristic of Raman scattering from carriers with T, >>

2000 K. Yoffa's calculations 13 show that when an excited plasma is this dense, the condition

of Eq. (2) should be expected to prevail. What is most remarkable about Lo and Compaan's

experimental result 14 , and indeed the whole pulsed laser annealing phenomena, is that it

prevails for such a long time

When this is the case. we have shown in the accompanying paper 15 that the band gap is

described by the simple formula.

.1 E (T,:, T L = .- H,,(T L - T,..S,, (TL) (3)

where ..Xc, and AS.v are the enthalpy and standard entropy of the excitation of the carrier

across the gapi'-. These thermodynamic parameters are functions of TL and should be

affected only moderately by T. until the carrier density becomes so high that nonlinearites

become important. They have been measured under normal furnace conditions. T = T1 = T.

from T = 0 K to temperatures near the melting points of several semiconductors. This data

has been reviewed and tabulated by Thurmond in Ref. 2. Experimental values for Si to its

meltin)z point are shown in Fig. 1, which is borrowed from Ref. 2.

At the very hiL'h carrier densities relevant to pulsed laser annealinc, the concentration ,t

excited electrons, Ic [h,'] m n. the concentration of excited holes. Theretore. xe mav

~W~ML~ ..
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consider only the ambipolar diffusion of the neutral plasma rather than the diffusion of

electrons and of holes separately. Gradients of T. and of TL will produce a gradient of AE.

which is equivalent to an internal field tending to drive the plasma toward the regions where

.IE . is minimal. As Te and TL are greatest where n is greatest and -IE, is least, the effect of

the internal field is to oppose the normal outward diffusion of the plasma from the region

where it was created.

We will here show that under the extreme conditions of pulsed laser annealing this

internal field due to VTL and VT e may be sufficient to completely overcome the outward
LI

diffusion and cause it to contract. Although we have not solved the problem of the vanation

of the plasma density with time, it appears that this confinement phenomenon will persist

about as long as VTL remains large. That would be comparable to the time required for an

equivaletI amount of heat to diffuse away, i.e., for times of order 100 ns.

II Derivation

The effect of gradients of the band gap, whether induced by thermal or by composition

gradients. has, of course, been treated previously in the literature. 1
6'

l 8 It is particularly

significant to the operation of double heterostructure lasers, where it causes both electrons and

holes to be confined in the active layer.'5

To simplify the discussion, we shall take the ratio of the laser annealed spot diameter to

the depth of penetration of the heat and the carriers to be sufficiently large that the problem

may be treated as one dimensional. Thus, we only consider diffusion perpendicular to zhe

surface, which direction we denote z. Following the notation of Stratton"'. let us denote the

current of electron-hole pairs at a particular point. , near the surlace ol the sample in the /

direction as J. Further.

J IJ + 11) (41)
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where JF is the contribution due to the gradient of the band gap, which drives pairs up

towards the surface where their density is greatest,

JF = nALF, (5)

and where JD is the contribution due to normal diffusion, which drives pairs down away from

the surface,

J= D dn/dz. (6)

(We neglect the fact that D may vary with z in this rather qualitative discussion.) Here, F is

the field acting on the pairs due to the variation of the band gap,

dE. dAH, dTL dT dAS dTL
F-- dz = dTL e + Te d_ . (7)

dTLdz_ jd ~dTL J_

D is the ambipolar diffusivity of the pairs, and A is their mobility. D and u are connected by

the Einstein relation,

/. = DF.,,2(71'-,?)Fi 2(-,I')/kTF, 2(i7'-o)F1  2(-1'), (8)

where F_1 2 and F , 2 are the Fermi-Dirac functions and 77, - ,Ev, kT, and Y' = Er: kT,.

with Fermi energy. EF measured from the valence band edge. For the present we approximate

Eq. (8) with the non-degenerate formula.

u = D/ kT e . (q)

The error introduced thereby is only a factor of 2.b even at o= 2.5.

We use the Varshni equations 19 and the data of Thurmond 2 for I-.,, (TL ) and .S,,(T 1 )

These give

d .H,:,/dT L =2aj3:Tk, (TL + 13)3 10O)

and

dAS. ,'dT L - 2aj (TL + 3)3.  (11)

with a = 4.73 K 10)-4 eV OK = 5.49 k and / = 636 K for Si.

Thus. Eq. (4) becomes
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J _ 2na{ 2  TL dTL jS,dTe dn (12)

3.= D C-T-T+ ad ±
DT3 dz k ,d: Lk( TL +/&)

3

The first term. which vanishes when T, TL' comes from combining the contributions from

dAH:,,jdTL and dAS,:,,dTL. (Positive values of J/D imply the plasma is confined and driven

to higher densities.) Note that T e is a function of n because that is how it is defined.

III Discussion

Initially after a short laser pulse both dn/ dz and dT.,'dz would be given by the more-or-

less exponential distribution of pairs produced by the absorption of the light, but, if confine-

ment begins, they both will grow larger. The question of a proper determination of dTL' dz is

difficult because of the open question of the variation with plasma density of the rate of

transfer of energy from the plasma to the lattice. Here we shall simply assume dTL dz is

proportional to dn,/dz in the period immediately following the laser pulse. As no mechani,,Im

for confining the flow of heat. i.e., the phonons, has been suggested. it seems clear that after

some time dTt., dz will grow small.

Let us now evaluate Eq. (12) using parameters consistent with the measurements14 of Lo

and Compaan for the period :mmediately following the laser pulse. We take T. = 5-3 K so

that IS, = 4.0 k. Then Eq. (12) becomes.

I D = 2.5 x 10" n [I -TL Tj dT1 _ dz + 4.On, TT : d7 - dn dz. (13)

W'e further assuine initial penetration to ha\,e a charactcntic depth of 104) rim. ,o :hat with n

== o,1 cm 3. dn. dz = 10:" cml. dTi. dz = 3 x it) "K. cm. T, t 10o K. and dT di =10

K. cm. Vith ,hese \alucs. Eq. (12) now becomes.

J D =i0 75 + 401 x 10 cm= + 75 x l)' cm 141

9.

:, . . ,,.. 2 ,'.,,- 2 . 9-I.
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This positive value is large enough that the error due to the neglect of degeneracy in using

Eq. (9) instead of (8) could not change the sign of the result. We further note that the

dominant positive term is that involving dTe/dz, which will grow larger with time if confine-

ment occurs, and not that involving dTL/dz. which will grow smaller after some time. Finally,

as was noted in the accompanying paper15, the effect of including the effect of degeneracy in

the relation between T, and n is to increase T, relative to n. so that dT 'dz will also be

increased relative to dni dz.

IV Conclusions

We conclude that there is no doubt that for the extreme conditions achieved in some

pulsed laser annealing experiments there will be an initial period in which the laser generated

plasma of electron-hole pairs will not diffuse down its concentration gradient but will be

driven to higher densities by the band bending induced by the gradient of the band gap. To

understand the time development of this confinement, we will have to develop an understand-

ing of the variation with plasma density of the rate of transfer of energy from the carrier

system to the lattice. While progress is being made in this direction- -' a full understand-

ing of this problem, and of the long persistence of the laser induced plasma. has not yet been

attained.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I Variation with temperature of the fundamental hand gap, IE of Si. As AE is

the standard chemical potential for the creation of (unbound) electron-hole pairs, it is equal to

a free energy. The corresponding standard enthalpy and standard entropy of this reaction,

AH., and -S,:,, are also shown. This figure is borrowed from Thurmond, Ref. 2.
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Dynamics of dense laser-induced plasmas

Ellen J. Yoffa
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights. New York 10598

(Received 17 August 19*79)

Calculations have been made to determine the influence of a dense plasma of hot electrons and holes on
the primary channels of energy relaxation and redistribution of photoexcited :arriers n Si. particularl.
collisions between carriers, plasmon emission, impact ionization. phonon emission, and carrier diffusion. At

high carrier densities. Auger recombination is sufficiently fast to ensure that the electrons and holes rapidly
reach quasiequilibrium with a common quasi-Fermi level at a temperature which is lowered by the
partitioning of energy into thermally excited plasmons. The appropriate dielectric function has been

calculated. At sufficiently high temperatures and carrier densities, energy can diffuse at a rate that is
comparable to (and. in some cases., faster than) the rate at which the energy is transferred to the lattice
The steady-state carrier density and temperature, and consequently the ultimate extent :o which the :attice
is heated, depend critically on the parameters of the exciting laser.

1. INTRODUCTION ment~i with laser wavelength \,=0.53 m, inci-
dent power density P = 10 W cm-, and laser

It has recently been argued that simple-melting pulse duration r. = 10 nsec. These parameters

or strictly thermal models for pulsed laser an- correspond to an incident energy density of 1

nealing of ion-implanted and amorphous Si cannot J cm-. Although annealing is often performed in

provide consistent explanations for a large body the presence of high implanted donor or acceptor

of experimental evidence.'
3 It has been suggested concentrations, we shall assume that any extrin-

as an alternative possibility that annealing is sic carrier densities introduced are -nall com-

achieved in the presence of an electron-hole pared with the photoexcited densities.

plasma,"1
3 In this paper we shall examine a In Secs. rI and III we shall d scuss carrier

related topic: the dynamics of a dense laser-in- creation and the subsequent thermalizatton and

duced plasma and, in particular, the influence recombination. The interdependence of the re-

of high concentrations of hot carriers on the rate suiting carrier density and energy is examined in

at which energy is transferred from the laser to Sec. IV. In Sec. V we calculate the effect of a hot,

the silicon lattice. Previous calculations
4

' have dense plasma on the rate at which energy is trans-

been performed w'ich assume that the laser ferred to the lattice by phonon emission. In Sec.

energy is transferred to the lattice in the same VI we demonstrate the importance of carrier

region in which it is initially absorbed. We shall diffusion in determining the ultimate extent to

demonstrate that under certain conditions carrier which the lattice is heated. Finally, in Sec. VII

densities and temperatures are so high that during we discuss the implications of our analysis.

the laser pulse energy can diffuse from the ir-

radiated volume faster than it heats the lattice.

In addition, we shall find that for sufficiently high II. CARRIER THERMALIZATION

carrier densities, the phonon emission rate is The incident laser energy is absorbed either

itself screened. Most theoretical and experimen- by electron-hole pair creation or by free-carrier

tal investigations of energy relaxation on psec to excitation. Initially, with few carriers present.

nsec time scales of hot, photoexcited carriers the former process dominates, so that near the

have dealt with carrier densities in Ge (Refs. 9 silicon surface the photon absorption rate g

and 10) and GaAs (Refs. 11-15) which are lower =P(I -R) I h-r) where P is the incident laser

than those at which one would expect the above- power per anit area, R is the reflectivitv of the

mentioned effect to occur, sample (R 0.5), ,' is the photon energy. and

In the following sections, we shall examine the is the absorption lenvth 0 -10' cm at h,

rate at which energy is given to the carriers by 2.3 eV). Electron-hole pairs are created via

the laser, the rates at which carrier collisions indirect absorption processes involving 'he emis-

redistribute this energy, and the rate at which ston and absorption of phonons. Because phonon

the energy is transferred to the lattice. In order energies are much smaller 'han 'he thoton

to compare the relative importance of competing energyv, the amoint of enery transferred to the

energy-transfer mechanisms, we -;hall refer our lattice during absorption is neitgible in ,nmpart-

calculations to a typical laser annealing experi- son to the 'otal amount absorhed. The rise :n

20 211T hsi 
)
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carrier density leads, in turn, to increased free "4rN eV'\
carrier absorption. By the same argument as h)ft i2

above, we can neglect the energy transferred to
the lattice by this process also. The net result with ni* = 0.15m the reduced electron-hole effec-
is consequently the production of hot electrons tive mass.1 The corresponding rate per carrier

and holes which then thermalize with the rest of is,
the carriers and eventually with the lattice. For [ E\ ,h wo) /.E 3
the example we are considering, g -101 1 cm" sec-', ao(2m: E) " .2 n - 3
so that carrier densities exceeding lo l9 cm "

3 are
achieved in times much less than the laser pulse where a, is the Bohr radius. Using the values
duration. We shall therefore look at carrier from above for the parameters. k3E aty. is ap-
thermalization at concentrations greater than proximately -101 3 eV'sec. Plasmons can subse-
10' 9 cm'. quently decay via single-particle excitation or.

Primary channels for energy relaxation of the if ftwp is greater than the energy gap, Ec, by elec-
hot carriers are collisions with the other car- tron-hole pair creation).
riers, plasmon production, and phonon emission. For the high carrier densities present .\

Another important mechanism is electron-hole > 1019 cm' 3), the plasmon energyfw,is much greater
pair production by impact ionization. (This pro- than phononenergies rit. Consequently, plasmon-
cess is the inverse of Auger recombination, and phonon coupling is weak and phonon production by
will be discussed in detail in Sec. M.) Of these the plasmons is negligible. Since no energy
processes, all but phonon emission involve is transferred to the lattice by the creation
primarily the redistribution of the carrier energy of plasmons and their decay, the energy lost by
among the electrons and holes with negligible the hot electron remains in the carrier system.
amounts of energy transferred to the lattice. Near the start of the laser pulse, the plasma fre-

For an electron having an energy E above the quency passes through resonance with the pn,,nuns.
conduction-band minimum, the rate of energy loss but the rise in .V is so fast ti:at the amount )I
due to collisions with the N, other electrons is energy transferred to the phonons 'n this time :s
given by' a negligible fraction of the total pulse enerrv.

{With g~ lol cm' Sec-. is resnain v:th pho-
(3E 4r,,\'.ecf non energies for -10 - 4 sec. so that the energty
\atI (2,E) transferred during that time is 5 I) eV cm .

In addition, the carriers may reiax :.v emitting
where e and m, are the electron charge and effec- phonons. Again we emphasize that _n .his )r,)cess.
tive mass, and Eq is the bulk dielectric constant. as opposed to those relaxatlon z.nanneis _,scussed
The energy lost by the hot electron is then shared above, the energy of the hot carrier :s ntei merely
by all of the carriers. We shall demonstrate in redistributed among the remaining carriers ut
Sec. V that at very high carrier densities, the is transferred from the plasma to th!e lattice.
detailed dependence of E on wave vector 4 and fre- Under the same conditions for %%hich we have es-
quency w becomes important, modifying the sim- timated the other rates, we shall lind )E ,_
pie form of Eq. (1). For the purposes of com- -10" eV 'sec. This process will be examined
paring the relaxation rates, however, simple ex- in detail in Sec. V.
pressions containing E are adequate. c is a Comparing the above results, we find that the
factor between 1 and 2 which accounts for the in- rates of energy relaxation by both intercarrier
fluence of spin and exchange on a scattering collisions and plasmon production dominate energy
event. 17 f is of order 1, and depends on the dis- relaxation by phonon emission. The reason for
tribution of electrons with which the hot electron this result is that -kaE, t),. and -,3E 3t)., in-
interacts. Clearly, the importance of the parti- crease with N,, whereas, as we shall see in Sec.
cular distribution diminishes as the energy of the V, - does not. Clearly, for .V suffi-
hot electron increases. 7 An expression similar ciently large, the former rates will dominate.
to Eq. (1) applies to electron-hole collisions. As This criterion is met for N, - 101q cm-1. so will be
we shall find in Sec. VII, N, for our example is satisfied at densities attained in our system.
~1020 cm "3 , so that with E2 I eV. 11.3, and Arguments analogous to those relevant to elec-
m. =0.33m, (aE. at),., for our example is roughly tron energy loss rates lead to similar conclusions
-101 eV/sec. about hot holes. Consequently. we expect that

Energy relaxation by plasmon emission is pos- collisions between carriers result in their rapid
sible when E is greater than hL.', where 4,; is thermalization. In times of )rder 10" sec. the
the plasmon energy, electrons and holes attain thermal distributions
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characterized by temperatures T. = T,. Carrier with each other and are described by a common
thermalization is achieved without transferring quasi-Fermi level. We want to find the condi-
energy to the lattice, so that the carrier tempera- tions for which departure from this equilibrium
ture is initially much higher than the temperature is small. .A, is a function of the carrier energy
of the lattice, TL. density, and therefore varies with time as the

laser inputs energy, as energy diffuses away. and

Ill. CARRIER RECOMBINATION as phonons are emitted. \', follows the changes
in ., provided the net ionization-recombinationBecause the carriers are therm'alized, both
rate is faster than the remaining terms in Eq. 4).electrons and holes can be described by quasi- If .V-.\ Eq. i4) becomes

Fermi levels and a single temperature T, = Th.

In order to determine the relationship between dZ - . .,)\1- 2C' N.V .V, . .,5)

these two levels we must consider recombination. dt
Auger processes, with rates proportional to N

3
, For N, suffi-

will dominate recombination at high carrier den-
ciently large, 2C'(.V,)N,3 .G. Because .V '),

sities.' Specific7ally, an electron recombines with ~g (due to free carrier absorption) and 1? . 't) dii!

a hole; the energy released is taken up by a third -G frTerere, w n (N V';rfwe ca

carrier. This hot carrier will rapidly thermalize c gnorefrst ten E(5). This

with the rest of the carriers through collisions cotin isnsate fr ter i Eq. (5. This

and plasmon production as discussed in Sec. II.

The Auger rate is given by 8N,,t) .. =3-,c. .. v case. LN,, dt =- 2 (A', -. \ ) 7A...r . As a result, if

- ,\ = -(C, - C,).V = C\ 3. For Nl ' does not vary appreciably in times of ordere 7....,, SC 
"

will -be ap roi atl equa toysta,.inence

Si. C z 4x 10- 3 cm', sec. where C increases or will be approximately equal to N Since
weakly with temperature.Z12 s, is determined by the total energy contained in

the carriers, &, dI . and variations in N, are
A sufficiently dense plasma will partially screen s

the Coulomb interaction between carriers, leading sufficiently slow to ensure that departures from
to a modified Auger rate

'
3 quasiequilirium are small.

Because Auger recombination need involve no

-C = )energy loss from the carrier system, the exact
3t /A,r [I -" (,I ,)0 details of the absorption of the laser light-i.e..

the relative amounts of electron-hole pair excita-
wh22?'-Er)e " ,h. with E the energy ap. is the tion and free carrier absorption-are unimportant.

wThe carrier density follows .V and is therefore
approximate wave vector of the most likely re-
combination transition. As we shall see in Sec. completely determined by the total energy E,,, of

IV, the high carrier temperatures lead to nonde- the carriers.

generacy even at high densities, so that X, .,
and the recombination time TAt,. =.V,. (ON 4t).,.r IV ENERGY EQUIPARTITION

approaches a constant for very large N,. This We can now calculate the dependence of the
screening bEcomes important at , -10 cm carrier density and temperature on E,. .V,
and as , further increases, rA,,, decreases equals .\', so that it obeys the usual expression
asymptotically to approximately 6x 10-1- sec.
Carrier excitation occurs at the same time by the f ,(E)E 6)
inverse process, impact ionization, with (ON, at)to, I , l ff- 9F)I&

S' where N is the equilibrium value At the same time, the single-particle energy of the
of N, at T. electrons is

During the laser pulse, the rate of change of ." Egbt E)dE
electron density in the irradiated volume is there- E,= kEE).7a)

fore I -C t 
'

) r,

/as, In Eqs. 16) and ,a). ,,E) is the sinale-particle

,tl = ti at ] Cdl so) density of states and E,* is the Fermi energy.i4) Equations analogous to these apply to the holes.
In addition, energry is stored in thermally excited

where (a,,, 8t),. is the electron laser generation collective oscillations of the carriers:
rate and (av, 3t),ji t is the rate at which electrons
diffuse from this volume. When SN =NV im- E.71 1 }e - ,
pact ionization balances Auger recombination. s)
that the electrons and holes are in equilibrium fi, is given by Eq. (2). We assume that these
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plasmons have negligible k' dispersion. .6r- is
the number of allowed modes at /1,j,. The cutoff I, ,i

wave vector,', 'i k-" is taken to be approximately
the Debye wave vector. E N

-!02t,.

Assuming ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces E 0o7 -

characterized by effective masses Pt, and t ot. '

Eqs. 6) and (7a) become

.\. :A.Ln: ,) 1 EF2 (n). 8) 1,_"_F, o_-A ' 001 Ol 'O 0O

E, A,P k: ' '(k T,) /F; ) , 9) 00, 0 .v1

where FIG. 1. Et, and .N as functions of carrier tempera-

.11 /2 ture kT, calculated for Si with .1,= 6. Al=, ,
A -I. =,0.3.=, m =0.35m, and rn>U.15rn..,r" \Ii-

with .1I, the number of equivalent conduction-band is contained in the thermally excited plasma os-
minima, cillations. This occurs when the carrier temp-

erature and plasmon energies are comparable.
E--E In Fig. 3, we plot the fraction of the excess energy
-lT, 'contained in the plasmons as a function of carrier

and temperature. At the peak oA the curve, roughly
ten per cent of the energy is partitioned into the

F (r7) r xj dX plasmons. This particular value should not be
J, - 1 taken too seriously, however, because it depends

is the usual Fermi-Dirac integral. The total critically on our estimate of t,,.
energy of the carriers is given by E t =-VaE0  For typical doped semiconductors .V, -10; 1-101:

+ E- + E, + E.,.. The term X.E 0 represents the
energy of excitation across the gap. We have ne-
glected the dependence of EG on %\, T, and TL.
However, because the carrier temperature T. is

very high. Eqs. '8) and (9) depend only weakly on
E0 and the error introduced is not large. In Fig. -

1. we have plotted Erto and N =.', + Nj as functions
of carrier temperature ,7 for Si with parameters
.11, = 6, .1 = I, yne =0.33pn, Po = 0.55m, and m,*
=0.15m.' s As expected, both number and energy
are monotonically increasing functions of tempera- '
ture.

The importance of the plasmons is not readily
apparent from Fig. 1. To demonstrate their role
more clearly, we look at the dependence of kT, on
(E,,- N.E,) 'N, the excess energy per carrier.
Using Eqs. M)- 9 ). we find

N k . /, \ Tr, "? -,,,T.)

Z2 ,-I '

X 1l0)

where z a f,," kT,. k'-T, is plotted in Fig. 2 as a func-
tionof the per carrier excess energy. For smallN,'. N, -E-,

kT,- -[iE 1 0, - .,E) \'1, as expected. The dashed
curve was derived by neglecting the plasmon con- FIG. .r, is a function ,t I Eto1 - ,( , E.; A. re
tribution. Note that the temperature falls below lashed curve was ierived v neglecting the lasmon
this limit when an appreciable amount of energy ,ontributin.

4it
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cm "3 ) at room temperature, hw - 10"-10 "1 eV - kT. phase approximation kRPA),-
As a result, many collective modes may be oc- 4rre_,

cupied, but their energies are so small they con- &( , ) L r± 1-
tain a very small fraction of the total energy. For Q o i " k

metals, on the other hand, h.u, -10 eV .,T. The X 50,o - [AE(K. )I). 11)

plasmon energies are very large, but so large where 12 is the volume. The sum Ely ranges over
that a negligible number of them are thermally all pairs of valleys i and i (including t =j) where
excited. It is at just those temperatures (kT, the transitions are from valley i to valley 1. The
-0.1-1 eV) and densities (N- ig3 -i0at cm "3 ) occupation probability of a state ka in the ith val-
relevant to our discussion that a significant frac- ley is f! and [AE( , )]1 is the difference in energy
tion of the total energy is contained in thermally between electronic states t -, and ka. In

excited plasma oscillations. The heat capacity RPA, the electrons have free-electron-like wave

of the carrier system is increased as a result of functions and polarizabilities, but respond to an vi-

the additional degrees of freedom, into which a fective Coulomb potential which includes screening

significant fraction of the energy is partitioned. self-consistently, i contrast to the Hartree-Fock

In other words, if we try to heat up the carriers approximation, in which the electrons respond to

by pumping energy into them, their temperature just the external field. 5  h

will be lower than in the absence of plasmons, We approximate each conduction-band minimum
because these modes are absorbing some of theeeg.by a spherical constant-energy surface having.
energy, effective mass tn. The wave vector from a par-

ticular valley to its jth neighbor is denoted by
V. PHONON EMISSION Q. In this case. we find the following equiva-

In this section, we shall first calculate the ex- lence ksee Fig. 4): For any interrallev transition
citation spectrum for the carrier system and then k-k - q, there is a corresponding intrarallev
relate the result to the phonon emission rate. transition k- +Q,, where Q, q-Qq,' such that
We shall examine this rate in detail, focusing on (a).. =r',! and (b) E .z, E-.. Within our
emission at those 's most relevant to silicon, approximation for the energy surfaces, the results

and paying particular attention to the effects of the (a) and b) follow directly from the definition of

hot, dense carriers. Q,. [Actually, this equivalence holds exactly in Si
We begin by calculating the contribution to the for those pairs of ellipsoidal valleys aligned on a

imaginary part of the dielectric function, E4to), common .1,0.0) axis.) Equation i1) therefore
from electronic transitions within and between becomes
conduction-band minima. We do not sum over
valence to conduction-band transitions. The w s ,.=-- t'
at which we ultimately evaluate the dielectric - r-)-
function are far from resonance with interband 12)

excitation energies so that these transitions do
not contribute significantly to E,. In the random- where we have included the intravalley transition

0o_, by defining Q,3 0.) so that Q, tra -- In
Eq. (12), Ef.; - Ej =h'Q " 2Q, cose) 2,. where

I e is the angle between k and Q,. The important
simplification we have made is that we can now
include intervallev transitions by evaluating the

0sums within any one valley.

The high temperatures ensure that the occupa-
tion probabilities are essentially Boltzmann. so
that r-- e ''

EEFbk
r and ,f I - 0-. Making these

o,- substitutions. we obtain

:01 01 0 0

FIG. 3. Friction of oxcess carrier energy contained o,

in the plasmons as a function of carrier-temperature FIG. 4. ,chematic of intervllev-ntrivallev qiioil-
k Tr once.
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eh/ 2m.hi,"6 W - L: t2kQcose-.-Q) 13)

where Ec is the energy of the conduction-band minimum. When we let Zi-( 2 877) fd'k, sum over i, and

integrate over the 6 function, Eq. '13) becomes

2rI I :14)

where f t .

Integrating Eq. (14), we find

(8 (S)' (m'k T.)3'2.11, 1-S-.u& Z1 eiA.-E QP/ATEQ
hj q (4ir4,E k, / T,

where EQ1 -'ZQ=r /2,n, Zj is the number of valleys separated from valley i by Q,,, and the sum is over

normalized Gaussians weighted by Z. Finally, using the relation '1

N.°= 2M,\ h / e-a-r""

the imaginary part of the dielectric function becomes

In Fig. 5, we sketch - as a function of riw course, the peak heights are complementary to

for an arbitrary fixed . Note that there are their widths-those resonances that are more

Gaussian peaks centered at h, = EQ. These spread out are less strong at any given e.
peaks correspond to transitions originating from To put ( in a more workable f-)rm, we

the densely populated states near the band minima, approximate the normalized Gaussians by norma-

The widths of the peaks are (2kTEQ,)'I:. At lized Lorentzians having the same peak locations

higher temperatures the peaks are broader be- and widths. Then. using the Kramers-Kronig

cause electrons occupy a larger volume in k relations we can obtain ckj .). the real part .f

space, thereby increasing the likelihood of transi- the dielectric function, and, consequently. ,_,

tions originating from higher in the bands. Of = (4,A + i'.:.). This function is

where ir,=(8TE, )1 1 2 . , k..) represents the small in comparison and we can igmure them.

contribution from interband transitions to -(,.0). Next. we calculate the excitation spectrum

As discussed earlier, Im ,,.0 is negligible at
those frequencies with which we shall be con- Im - ,-
cerned. Because electron-electron collisions are

dominant, collisional broadening widths hr.,, can When we square " and we find that we can

be evaluated from Sec. II to be -o.o5 eV. On the itnore cross terms for lifferi t€J. which are

other hand, hr, ranges from t0.2 eV for intraval- negligible peak times tall) compared to the terms

ley transitions to z3 eV for transitions between corresponding tr the square .#f ,ne peak. The

valleys, so that the collisional widths are very excitation spectrum ts .inven bv

-,
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I 2 Q ( 8) )

1 ]"
+ Z W,') I ) [ E Q try +l 1 hfw ) ,) '1

where E a E.),w O) and We now relate the excitation spectrum to the

41sNe
2  

1/2 
phonon emission rate '5

[.0 is used for notational convenience and does dt f j

not correspond to the plasma frequency which is
given by Eq. (2).] Earlier, we saw that 4E(j .0), x 50u) - kE;. - E;)). (20)

for fixed 4, was peaked at several values of .u. where Vj.jj is the unscreened matrix element for
We now look at Eq. (18) for fixed ... We find that the transition of an electron from state k" to

it is peaked at several q-those q such that EQ, state k, with the emission of a phonon of wave vec-
=-,w. Uf we had chosen to include hole transitions, tor 1. As is usual, we assume V is not a function
the result would simply be the addition here of of the electronic state .5 Evaluating Eq. (20) in

another peak at ,Q,2nt =.. However, be- the same manner as we did Eq. t12). we find
cause all the hole transitions are intravalley, ' . G: Z e'' ' '

. Since we shall be looking at small jlw. (it -r4___E__,_
phonon emission by holes therefore occurs E rk'EQ,)

primarily at small q. As we shall see, these (21)

transitions are well screened even at moderate Comparing this result with Eq. 16) and using Eq.
carrier densities. This will also be the case for 17), we see that
intravalley electron transitions, which we can
take to be representative of both types of small-q l = i 0 1 e . 221

phonon emission.) (t "re-hv (I

In general, each intervalley separation Q, will The factor "  appears for phonon emission be-
have a corresponding 1 such that EQ =rzu. Im(l 1E) cause carriers must be an energy h, higher in the
is peaked at these values of q, which we denote by band than required for the absorption transition
q. Near these peaks. that contributes to t . With the use oA Eq. 19).

1 1 J, ):Zi(Q. gs) 2 w(8kTjrlw)1'
2  the emission rate can be written as

Im ! ~v -, E 8k7>/L)' + )( 1 )'Z,)Q qj)

19) t e ,11

The value of 4, at each of the peaks corresponds X e.h,,r :.,M)Z,( ir., 8kT,. -

to a particular intervalley transition and, for ,.,'8kT. +, ,'lZ., E, C
small ), , Qn,. The widths of these peaks do 23)
not vary with q , since/1r, = 18kTEQ,)

)(8Trtlw) "2 *fq) for fixed . Because r/L - E ,, for intervalley transitions.
[ For transitions within a valley. Q ,

' - .. . . .. so we treat 5 explicitly. with E 2h..) As a re-
sult. phonon emission is peaked at those phonons

-with wave vectors corresponding to the intervallev
i separations.

! .S - _._ ____..,_ g,,,,__ " ).''
4t 'D11

E . E j , '6 4, S t T h ) " 1 - ,h .' Z " "; h Ej. l ' r
% 24)

FIG. 5. :/4N ~e:,q" is ,'i function ,f k , for ir- In Fig. 6. we sketch 1 .11)V, , If). the rate
1ttrirv fixed 4. )f ihont n emission per e!ectr,)li, as a functi)un 4

I
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JiwM)
"' , where we focus on phonons having wave eV, leading to a corresponding q = 6.6 , 10 cm.

vector and frequency ... Notice the abrupt (b) All transitions from one valley to anither in

change in behavior at the same axis can be reduced to one Q,, e.g..
Q, = 21r a) (0.4.0,0), where a is the lattice para-

, , [ (fit)(EQi)28kT)/ 2  meter, with Z = 1, and q=4.6 A 10, cm "1. ,,c) Fin-
. 125) ally, there are four inequivalent transitions ,Z = 4)

within the first zone from one valley to another )n
Since tw,.) is proportional to -', this means a different axis, e.g., Q = o2-r a) ,-.2.1...2) and
that below a critical density of electrons, the per k2r,') k-.2, t. 2 .1), so that q= 1.2A I0' cm " 1. F,)r
electron emission rate is independent of N.. In irn) dmplicit in ) we use the values cal-
this regime culated by Walter and Cohen." ' [Although their

I dNi. 2 ZV0 e / r* calculations were performed for I along the 1.3.0)

N, ft ME [2kT,(VA)/ (26) direction, and therefore apply strictly mnly to
scattering between valleys on the same axis, we

However, for sufficiently large .V, screening by use their results as an estimate of E-, for off-axis

these carriers becomes important and the rate scattering also.]
falls rapidly with .V,: As a result. Eq. 25) becomes

1 d a ~ 00)j,'
NV4  dt

?n,*V2E6,,j8kT,(11w)1' cri # b 0d~
=,Z ,relit.) (c) (/iw,) 2 , .53(b7T) .

(2 7 ) where the energies are in eV. Using the rela-

If N,(T,1 ) is much less than the critical value tionship between .\, and T, found in Sec. IV. we

given by Eq. (25), then arrive at the critical densities at which screening
begins to become important for a) intravalley.

(l.d e 'k-4 (I/ 4/r . !.t re (b) intervalley, on-axis, (c) intervalley, off-axis

01 t r,2(28) scattering, respectively,

L dVI, I [rj,(T2)j'ZjI
v, d r ko,(fl E0 Q,) ka) N ,r = 2.5 10 cm'

We see that for T. - T, screening by the large
number of excited carriers increases the phonon ( ,cr) t N 1.0X10:I CM'

emission time considerably from its unscreened The rates in the strong-screening regime are
value. proportional to 1, N, so that. e.g.. a factor of 5

Although the dominant energy loss mechanism increase in N. reduces the rates by 25. Un-
is phonon emission by electrons thole transitions screened energy loss rates are reported to be 2

are effectively screened), rapid electron-hole -101 ; eV 'sec: from Eq. (24) we see that for .V
equilibration ensures that both species lose energy 5 A 0' cm "'. the rate may be reduced to -10"
at the same per carrier rate, eV sec. We shall demonstrate in the following

-(' siw ' -ection. however, that carrier densities attained
at N (tT29)

In general. phonon absorption occurs in addition
to phonon emission. The net rate of energy re- z
laxation therefore depends on both carrier and - Z

lattice temperatures, through terms such as--
,, ,ir - r In our case, T1 - T., so that "

there is no explicit dependence on lattice tempera-
ture and only phonon emission is important.

We can now evaluate Eq. t25, to find the density
at which screening effects become important. - - 2 '
Assuming intervalley separations appropriate to
crystalline Si. 2-: there are three classes f
transitions for the electrons: a) Intravalley FIG.i 1 v d . It is ictin, ,
transitions are represented by Q,, =0 and Z = 1. fi -r ,. The nse, 2hows2 lo log\l,1,', t, -.s

We shall consider phonon emission at h, A 0.05 1,,ii', . fl
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are unlikely to exceed the critical densities for where . w.,) is the electron hole) mubility de-
screening of intervalley transitions (although termined by the carrier-phonon scattering time. '
screening of intravalley transitions will occuri. This approximation should yield a reasonable esti-
A reliable estimate of the phonon emission rate mate even when carrier-carrier collisions are

depends critically on the electron band structure, the dominant interactiun, as these collisions do
which is difficult to determine under extreme not affect the net plasma momentum. - = e' to,

conditions of high implantation dosages. aniorphi- so that D, = 2tT,7r, , 7, -j:,) . D, is there-
zation, and rapid atomic rearrangement. Of fore ~I0" cm" sec. Because of the exponential
course, in all of the above calculations we have dependence if .V on I', diffusion terms involving

assumed that the concept of , space is valid and T, 3V ax are larger than those involving .\', 3x
we have evaluated the resulting expressions at by factors -E,; 2kT,, so that we are justiiied in
those particular values of I appropriate to crystal- approximating the diffusion by the simple expres-

line Si. The strict applicability of this approach sion Eq. .30).
depends on the degree of amorphization which it- As a result of carrier diffusion. the carrier
self varies rapidly as a result of the annealing energy changes at a rate given by
process. As pointed out by Dumke, it may be
that transition rates in the noncrystalline state ____ .\) D )*N 31)
are at least as fast as in the crystal, owing to par- \ f\ N ix

tial relaxation of selection rules. The equation governing the total carrier energy is

then given by
VI. CARRIER DIFFUSION r

Most of the laser energy is absorbed by the .\" --; L e 32)
a t N 3x-

carriers within an absorption depth 3. Eventually.
these carriers lose their energy to the lattice. The last term represents the rate at which phonons

the rise in lattice temperature depends on the dis- with energy hA are emitted. Because Et, V

tance they have diffused before substantial phonon - Eto, and 7 are both oniy weak functions )f V..

emission occurs. Now that we know how V, the steady-state value of .V..,.ss is

varies with E,,, and the dependence of the phonon I

emission rate on V, and T, we can examine the N.' xt Z' ' 33)

manner in which carrier diffusion redistributes
the energy. In particular, we shall calculate the whe re , =- tD.7.,E, , t h 11 : . To obtain this solu-

effect of diffusion on the rate of phonon emission tion. we have used energy conservation via the

in a volume near the surface. It is important to relation

emphasize that this is not a simple diffusion pro- - sx)/1,

cess. Although energy is a conserved quantity, f l rl -e L f 7 ix. 34

the number of carriers is not. When a particular
carrier diffuses, it takes its energy with it, there- At the surface.

by reducing the total energy left behind and con- 7

sequently lowering the carrier temperature. As .\ 'S X 0) = S=\S" -" ¢'ss h .'o 5 - 1)

we have shown in Sec. IHl, the rapid rate of re-

combination ensures that N. is completely deter- which we can rewrite in the form

mined as a function of time by this temperature. _ ,L3
Therefore. N, decreases not only as a direct re- 7 - 35"

suit of carrier diffusion but also as an indirect
result of the accompanying energy diffusion. Equation ,35) directly relates the rate ,If energv

Because of the strong coupling between the elec- loss by phonon emission to the rate I energy in-

trons and the holes, they must diffuse at the same put by the laser. In the absence .)I diifusion

rate. which is given by j =0). the two rates are equal. However. we

a Ishall find for our examp,e that Y and 5 are c ,i-
D. -:N '30) parable, so that diffusion reduces the rate ,ot

xlit ' energy transfer to the lattice :n the region near

where D, 2DD, (D, D, ) is the ambipolar diffu- the surface."

sion coefficient. We can estimate Do using the
Einstein relation D II l)IS ISSION

D ( If2 We have evaluated .IE . numerically hv
D, I L J  using Eq. 2H) al~mi with a mnoderatp-denstv

..... ...
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phonon scattering time 7 - 10 "' sec which is con- creasing the volume i1 the region in wnicn this
sistent with luminescence data for Si analyzed by energy transfer occurs.
Folland ' s and with those values inferred from At high excitation rates. the laser energy is
transport measurements.3 s kT. and E,,, were cal- riven to the lattice within a characteristic depth

culated self-consistently at each .\, as discussed determined primarily by carrier diffusion. Owing

in Sec. IV. Screening does not affect the rate of to the extreme nonlinearity f the hut-carrier ef-
intervalley phonon emission until V,, - 10 " cm-', fects. the uncertainty in the parameters chosen !,r

at which point this rate begins to deviate from its our example along with the simplitying assump-

linear N, dependence. Phonon emission for intra- tions made in our calculations prevents us from
valley transitions falls off at smaller values of making an accurate estimate )f the precise temp-
A'.. Because screening increases the electron- erature to which the lattice is neared ,-r from de-
phonon scattering time, it not only decreases the termining the laser power threshold above which
rate of phonon emission but in addition enhances melting will occur. However, oecause the ulti-
diffusion. Although for the specific example we mate temperature rise depends so strongly on the

are discussing. -.0.. cm-' and therefore extent of the region in which the energy transfer
screening effects do not play a major role in the takes place, carrier -diffusion plays a significant

rate of energy transfer from the carriers to the role in determining this final temperature.
lattice, at higher excitation rates these effects In summary, we have found that for a photon
can be very important. In Fig. 7 we plot '.V absorption rate 4~ 10:' cm- sec' at laser wave-
as a function of ./awL 'cf. Eq. (36)) for the exam- length 'NL = 0.53 pim and pulse length rL - 10 nsec,
pie described in Sec. 1. In this case .1fiWL plasmon emission by very hot carriers dominates
= P(Q - R) 5 = 3 - 10" eV 'cm' sec. so that X., phonon emission, and collisions between these
= 10 " cm " . which is the value we have carriers are so rapid that electrons and holes
used for numerical estimates throughout this pa- thermalize in times -10" sec. Auger recombina-
per. The fact that V,.s has turned out to be tion. in which the energy remains in the carrier
larger than 10V cm-i justifies our original assump- system, is the dominant recombination mechanism
tion that the carrier densities are so high that at these densities. In times -10-- sec, the elec-
collisions between carriers are the dominant in- trons and holes recombine, reaching a concentra-
teractions, that the plasma frequency is much tion which then follows changes in the plasma
larger than phonon frequencies, and that Auger energy. A fraction of the carrier energy is par-
recombination is most important. The dashed titioned into thermally excited plasmons. thereby
line in the figure indicates values of .V.,s ob- raising the heat capacity of the plasma and de-
tained by neglecting carrier diffusion (a =0). By creasing its temperature. By equating the rate
comparing the two curves, we see that at a given at which the energy is given to the plasma to the
laser power, diffusion decreases the carrier den- rate at which energy leaves the carriers via diffu-
sity near the surface. The rate of energy trans- sion and phonon emission, we can find the steady-
fer to the lattice in that region is consequently state electron density. For our example. .,"s
reduced. Excited carriers may therefore diffuse - 10-' cm-'. At this density. only intravalley tran-
an appreciable distance from the surface before sitions are effectively screened. Carrier diffu-
they give their energy to the lattice, thereby in- sion plays an important role in determining the

ultimate extent to which the lattice is heated.
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Role of carrier diffusion in lattice heating during pulsed laser annealing
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A calculation is presented which demonstrates that diffusion of the hot, dense carriers generated
in pulsed laser annealing of Si can substantially reduce the rate at which energy is transferred to
the semiconductor lattice near the surface. The extent of the region in which this energy transfer

occurs is consequently increased.

PACS numbers: 82.20.Rp, 72.20.Jv, 72.90. + y

Although pulsed laser annealing has been investigated perature T,, Tc7N/ax>N(dT,/dx. We have therefore ne-

for over a decade as a method of recrystallizing amorphized glected diffusion terms involving 3D. /x, where the
Si films,' the details of energy transfer from the laser to the ambipolar carrier diffusivity D. = 2k T, r, r i(M*-,

semiconductor lattice remain a subject of debate.- Previous -r m~r,), with m,*(m ) the electron (hole) effective masses,
calculations ' - ' have relied on the important assumption that and r, (rh) the carrier-phonon scattering times. The carders

the laser energy is delivered to the lattice in the same region diffuse at a rate 0N/at = D 2N /dx; the average energy per
in which it is absorbed by the carriers, and that the resulting carrier is E IN.
heat subsequently diffuses by conventional lattice and elec- Although the carrier distribution in the steady state
tronic thermal processes. In this letter we demonstrate that (dE/dt = 0) is time independent, the lattice temperature
under conditions relevant to the laser annealing problem, continuously increases as a consequence of the nonzero
excited carriers may diffuse an appreciable distance from the phonon emission term. "Steady state" therefore refers to the
surface before they give their energy to the lattice. carrier system only. Using the energy conservation equation

The rate of change of the total carrier energy E is given V ,
by J g-JJa exp( - x/6) dx =( "- dx (2)

3E NE±o. DeEXv N ... .
= gfw exp( -x/6) - .'Vf+ (1) andthefacttheE/Nandr. are weak functions ofN., we find

t 7 N dxz the steady-state electron 'density
The first term represents the rate of laser energy input,

where g is the photon absorption rate and 6 is the absorption N., (x) g&t. 7. (5a

length at laser frequency o. The second term takes into fiw (1 - 6 1a2)
account the rate at which energy is given to the lattice by r 6
electrons having density N, via emission of phonons with X exp( - x/a) - aexp( - x16) (3)

energy A,. Phonon emission by holes, which involves intra- where ct (D, rE/N&)) . The effective diffusion length
valley transitions only, is effectively screened at high carrier w her of a co e efeiv diffusion length

densities. Although in general the emission frequency l/r, a has the form of a conventional diffusion length (Dt h "e
depends on the relative carrier and lattice temperatures and where here t (instead of being a recombination time) is the

on the carrier density, for those densities pertinent to typical time during which a hot carrier can diffuse before it has
pulsed annealing experiments, -,. is only a weak function of given up its energy by phonon emission. Such a process re-

these quantities." In addition, because Eq. (1) will be solved quires (E/N)(Aw) collisions, so that t = R(E/N)

for the steady-state condition of time-independent E (x), the x (4A) -' I r,. The fact that this result has such a simple

detailed dependence of r., on the total carrier energy is of interpretation suggests that it may be applicable in general

minor importance.] We assume r, - 10 - " sec, which is con- provided an appropriate diffusion coefficient can be
sistent with lumninescence data for crystalline Si analyzed by calculated.
Folland" and with those values inferred from transport mea- The rate of energy loss by phonon emission can then be

directly related to the rate of energy input by the laser. At the
surements. Although the particular value of r, will vary
under extreme conditions of implantation damage and/or surface,

amorphization, the weakly .V-dependent nature of r, will N", g 1. (4)

most likely be preserved. r. (a/6) 1
The final term in Eq. (1) represents diffusion of energy

by actual carrier diffusion. Although energy is a conserved where.V",, = N , (x = 0). Thus we find that the rate of

quantity, the number of carriers is not. When a particular lattice heating at the surface is reduced from the laser energ.

carrier diffuses, it takes its energy with it, thereby reducing input rate by a factor of (a,) - I).

the total energy left behind and consequently lowering the Numerical evaluation of Eq (4) is complicated fiy the

carrier temperature. The carrier density therefore decreases fact that (z depends on the interrelated quantites .. T . and

not only as a direct result of carrier diffusion but also as an E. Collisions between carriers at densities exceeding 10"

indirect result of the accompanying energy diffusion. Be- cm ensure that electrons and holes rapidls estabhlish a mu-

cause the carrier density N sarles strongly with carrier tern- tual temperature T which is nitially much greater than ihe

17 Api1 PhyS Left 36(1). 1 January 1980 0003-6951'80/010037-02$00 50 c 1980 American insttute of PhyscSi. ,



cm -'. D. is therefore= 100cm 2/sec, so thata 2.5 x 10
o' / cm and the lattice heating rate is reduced by a factor of ap-_- iproximately 

3.5.
In summary, at high excitation rates, the laser energy is

S ,given to the lattice within a characteristic depth determined
NO DIFFUSION,' primarily by carrier diffusion. The effective diffusion length

a, which is a function of the total carrier energy, increases
monotonically with photon absorption rate, so that increas-

io ingg eventually leads to lattice heating over a larger region.
= In addition, a reduction in 6 (e.g., by an increase in laser

Z ,frequency) will not necessarily reduce the size of the heated

o volume, since for sufficiently small 6, carrier diffusion will
0 3o 3

1 le 2 o33  eventually limit the minimum depth of heating. Because the

gfliwLleV ecm 3 sec I) ultimate temperature rise of the lattice depends so strongly
on the extent of the region in which the energy transfer takes
place. carrier diffusion plays a significant role in determining

FIG. 1. Rateofphononemission at the surface.N ' Aw/r .asafunctionof this final temperature.
the rate of laser energy input.gh,. The dashed line was dermed by neglect- This work was supported in part by the Air Force Office
ing carner diffusion, of Scientific Research under Contract No. F49620-77-C-

0005. The author wishes to acknowledge J.A. Van Vechten
for recognizing the importance of carner diffusion and is
grateful to R.C. Frye and P.J. Price for helpful discussions.
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Contributioi of Dipole Defects to DLTS Spectrum'
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Deep Level Transient Spectra DLTS) have previousiy been anaiyzed assuming
that tile only contributions to tile variations in junction capacitance recorded
come from detrapping of carriers singly from m onopolar defects. The concen-

tration of defects deduced in this way is too small to account for measured
carrier lifetimes. It is also smaller than is deduced from theory and front TEM.
We argue that many deep level defects are clusters of point defects whose
electrical activity results in dipole, and higher multipole charge states. Trans-
itions among these states can also contribute to the DLTS signal but much more
weakly. Consequently, conventional analysis grossly underestimates the number

of defects present.

1. Motivation

DLTS spectra have generally been analyzed [l as if the deep level defects being observed were

simple point defects. although it has been widely recognized that this is not truej[-41. In sampies that

have seen room temperature or above, one may expect to find complexes of point defects formed from
the supersaturations of defects introduced by high temperature processing, e.g.. by crystal growth, or by
irradiation. This is because simple point defects are -enerally ionized and rather mobile at room
temperature and readily form coulombically or elastically bound clusters. Nevertheless, in DLTS analysis
it has been assumed that the observed variation in junction capacitance comes only from the trapping and

detrappinig of single carriers at the varjous defect centers. Some justification for the simple form of
analysis has come from the fact that experiments ha%.- been designed with the intent to trap onil hoies.
h+, or only electrons, ec. Experimentalists have assumed that by limiting minority carrier densities. they
succeeded in preventing possible contributions to the DLTS signal through recombination, reorientation.
or de-excitation of dipolar and higher mult~polar charge distributions at the defects.

There is much reason to believe that the conventional analysis of DLTS spectra has iii5i51

underestimated the concentrations of deep defects present. Although the analysis supposedly gives detect

concentrations, cross sections and activation energies. attempts to calculate carrier lifetimes from DLTS
measurements generally overestimate these lifetime% rather badly when proper account is taken of the
expected saturation of the traps [5.61. A generally successful theory of the thermochemistry of semicon-
ductor defectsf4l predicts substantially higher concentrations of defect clusters than have been inferred
from DLTS. For example. in compound semiconductors like GaP and GaAs, it is predicted that the

cluster consisting of one antisite defect, e.g.. a P on a Ga site, P ,-. bounded bv two vacancies, e.g.. V,.
to form a (110) oriented complex. e.g.. V- p one atot in diameter and 3 lattice sites !on,- "Ga Ga Ga'
should typically occur in mid 10 1 ' cm 3 concentrations even in tile best quality ,naterialit.,]. DLTS
workers have not reported any spectra they could associate with such a defect at anywhere near that high

a concentration. On the other hand. ultrahigh reso!ution, direct lattice imacinc TEM does find defect

clusters having this size, shape, orientation and concentration in the best quality GaAs and it has !eer
shown that they are active in infrared absorption[g9 It can also be argued that such concentrations of

defects are necessary to accout for the degradation of electrooptic dcviceq.1N. .101

Thus. the niotrvatio ,)I his piper is to understand why DLTS studies hase not -corted is man\

deep level defects as have ,cen predicted from thefiry or inferred IromI electrical Iemsurcvents. ItM.
and observations if dcr-id;itio ;nhcthncmna. In Sec. 1I we nake ntriductorv remarks ,t'iout -
merits, defects, and defect itcrictions. In Sec. Ill -,e discuss s lait processcs the defect cu~ter,
should expect to he prc.lctt nmight exhibit s,,hien wiuid produce a D)LTS sinal much .keaker 1h.lt :ItL

produced by simple detr.appme In Sec IV we explain why the experimental dte.4gn faied to ount i :',

defects Ohat were there by detet.ring dctrappln .tnd tailed to preent ttte operation ft the keaCe
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processes. Thus, one defect may produce more than one DLTS signature and the concentration deduced
from each may be much too small.

11 Distinctions among Experiments and among Detects: Interaction amon- Defect Ionization Levels

There are two kinds of donors and acceptors. There are those, which we call coulombic, which are
neutral ,,vien filled by free carriers, ike SP and Zn Ga in GaP, and there are those, which we call
isoeiectronic, which are ionized when filled by free carriers, like Bip and Np in GaP. Vacancies and
interstitials are important ,xamples of isoelectronic defects. In recognition of this fact DILTS experimen-
talists report "h-traps and '- traps". The defect clusters that form during cooling from crystal
growth/processin temperatures will probably contain combinations of both types. The V PGaV
center is an example. Such combinations are likely because coulombic defects, like dopants, usually
migrate via vacancy or interstitial mechanisms. Also the clusters can accumulate several point defects
during extended periods of atomic migration. Thus, the larger clusters are apt to he able to both trap and
emit carriers of both type in transitions between states which may or may not have tile same net .charge.

We distinguish two kinds of DLTS experiment: ACDLTS. in which the AC capacitance is
measured( 11, and DIDLTS, in which the total displacement current integrated through the rate windoss
interval, RWI, is measured[ I1. Suppose that an e- h pair is bound at a defect Site gi inc it a dipo'e
moment and contributing to its polarizability. When the recombination of such a pair is therma;l
activated, as is usual for non-radiative deep levels, it will produce an ACDLTS signal due "o the chanc
in the polarizabilitV of the center in the junction field and a DIDLTS signal due to the change in dopoc
moment. However, the mag|nitude of this signal per dcfect will be weaker by a "actor of order 10- t",
that which would occur if there were simple detrapping of a carrier. Usingz tile expression for the cipoc
contribution to the polarization of the dielectric. IE,, = N4 ai3kT and tie relation _1C C = .E 2t. it .s
possible to calculate that 10"i dipoles having unit electron-charges separated by 0.3 nm will produce 1, c
same magnitude DIDLTS signal as only 1014 detrapping defects. The ACDLTS signal wouid depenc
upon the spring constants at the dipole. The concentration of defects ascribed to this DLTS sleature
would be underestimated by a factor of order It: the relative magnitude of tile signal will be dilfertrnt
for ACDLTS and DIDLTS. If instead the pair dissociates releasing both carriers from the defect anc
both are swept entirely out of the depletion region. DIDLTS will see a full detrapping signal from pa:r
emission, but ACDLTS will record only the weak siinal because the net charge in the depletion region
does not change. For the case when both carriers are captured at other defect sites before they can be
swept out, DIDLTS will also record only a weak signal. If one carrier is swept out and one is retrappeu
both methods will record a strong signature due to the one that Lot out and a weak signature due the
subsequent behavior of the one retrapped.

Ionization levels of defects in close association are not independent of the proximity and ionization
state of other nearby defects. We denote a two defect complex in some semiconductor host AD. where
A and D are point defects which singly would have acr-eptor or donor ionization levels. OA and 'ID. in
the gap respectively. (Of course, many defects. such as VS,, have both donor and acceptor levels.) The
proximity of a neutral donor. D ), generally lowers -')A and vice versa. The proximity of an ionized donor.
D +, greatly lowers -A and vice versa. We denote the ionization levels -.A(D' ) and )A(D-) for the
acceptor and 0'D(.A' ) and JD(A') in the accompan ing figure. The magnitude of this spread for ionizeu
point defects is e- _R + L \(D+), where E is the effective dielectric constant. R the spacing, and L\(D-
is the lattice relaxation at tile ionized acceptor in the presence nf the ionized donor. For nearest
neighbor pairs the coulomhic. first term alone would be about 0) 5 V 1.tlice relaxation contributions
may sometimes he even ;arger[ 121.

If the isolated defc-ts are shallow, e.g.. Zn - S pairs in GaP I131, cl!ose association Jrives 'he
ionization levels into ih,: bids. i.e., ' ) .\-) touches the conduction band edec, F.. , and i-\ 0 1 touches
the .alence hand edae, F Then the neutral states if A and D become mel~t hie For an% position -1
EC the equilibrium stat, i f the ccnter . YD has .i dipole, but no nmonopole, nioinent. It ,ult neter he

seen letrarpin, ii 1I).S i:lthou_'h it vould scatter cirriers. If the ioni;atLion fels , tile isol,,Oed ;,oit
defects are deeper. then .he ,prcad ot n1ldi. dula lolizatonl le.eis, i.e 11Ai [d. ')l II \ ' -
0 D(A) may not touch either 1E 3r 1: Fir C - ) clo,,e pairs i GiP the ac,:Ltor spread tmuchcs LI
hut the donor spread does not touich F I. I1 Thus, the complex can sat, le!v ind an c' and maint"in k

necative state. A D", when E, is Lu1liciently hitgh. ()therkise, it is neutral 'Iim a dipole mom ent, A D-
It 'wvll scatter carriers and hate sonie activity as a recomhination center. It .vouid be seen detrapping in
DLTS fir ii-type materil, ,hut riot for p-iype naterial.
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Suppose now that ).A-(D0 ) lies above (D(Ao) as is common for pairs of isoelectronic point defect
(It is true for Vs.) Because the spread between -A(D") and -A(D ) and between 0+D.) and 0+DA,)

is so large for close pairs. greater than 0.5 eV, they nav overlap and together ,pan a hrgc fraction ol
the band gap. When this occurs, then there is a large range of Ef over which the clusters are stable either
as A ') or as AD'. but not as AD ° or as A 0D'. The relative proportion of these two neutral states
(for larger clusters there would be several) depends upon EtI as well degeneracy factors. In the accompa-
nying figure we show the case that the overlapping ionization levels touch both band edges. Such a
defect could only be stable when neutral, binds carriers only in pairs. and may or may not have a dipole
moment. It could be a very active recombination center.

A 0'
A.0,1 A D- D-

D0A
III Alternative Mechanisms Changing Junction Capacitance E, A- A

We discussed the recombination of e- h+ pairs above. Deep level defects are particularly important
precisely because many of these act as recombination centers. High recombination activity suggests that
both e- and h' are trapped at the defect so that their wave functions overlap ,tronciv. This in itself
implies that the relevant defects have a dipole rather than a monopolar charge distribution. When it ;s
thermally activated, internal rearrangement of charge within a cluster will produce a DLTS signature

V- +- - -t) + ,-, V 0  G VGa-
The three neutral states of V 2GPG.VGa' Ga Ga Ga. GaPGa Ga , and aGo GV0  each have
different polarizabilities and ranges of Er for which they will be stable. Note the the first and last have
no dipole moment while the middle does and that all bind 2 ec's; no trapping or detrapping of free
carriers is involved in these transitions. However, any of the neutral states would be an effective
nonradiative re, ambination center for h+'s.

Many deep levels exhibit recombination enhanced diffusion[151, RED. Recombination may alter
either the magnitude or the orientation of a cluster's dipole moment. Even if it does not alter the field
free dipole moment, atomic reconfiguration of the cluster will likely change its polarizabilitv. The pair
recombination event in RED is apt to leave the cluster in a distorted, nonequilibriuin configuration. Then
thermally activated atomic migration would be expected to return the defect to its equilibrium configura-
tion. Any such reconfiguration will change its polarizability and produce an ACDLTS signal. Reorienta-
tien of a dipole would also produce an auditional contribution to the DIDLTS signal unless the dipole
moments were randomly oriented and their rate of reconfiguration were independent of orientation.

Now we consider a mechanism which requires only majority cafriers and a change in charge state of
at least one member of the defect cluster, as would be caused by the flow of current or the shift in E,
between the trap filling and measurement phases of the DLTS experiment. A.s many deep defects have
different equilibrium configurations in' different charge states. a change in charge state can cause atomic
motion. When the original charge state is regained, atoms may gto to different but formally equivalent
lattice locations. This is known as the Bourgoin-Corbett, B-C. mechanism and produces rapid. athermal
migration[ 16j. This, too, may reconfigure the defect cluster in a way that changes its dipole moment. As
it regains its equilibrium confiuration by thermally activated atomic motion during the measurement
phase, a DLTS signal is produced

If the junction field is strong .nough at the measurement temperature to align defects which
normally have a dipole moment, thet Aermal migration caused either by the B-C mechanism or by RED
during the trap filling sta,, would randomize their orientation. One would see a DLTS signal due to the
thermally activated motiun of reorientation. As the junction fields are of order I0a eV cm and dipole
lengths are of order 10"' cm. the relative fraction of 'uch centers aligned wouid normaily be small. e.g..
4 " at room temperature. Thus, the relative nagnitude of this contribution to vhat which %,.ould have
resulted from thermally activated detrapping is even ,maller h, that factor. The underestimate of !he
number of such centers present would be corrcspondinly greater.

IV How miht Nlonopolar Cintrihutions he Missed; low Linited is Minoritv Carrier Conccntration

The existcnce of the ntcci,ansins just described is tiot in doubt. On the other hand. in order to show
that they may hase produccd a siunificant error in tihe estimate of the number o1 deen les el defects
present. we must show why an experiment designed to affect and detect the dctrappine of carr:ers sinv;'
from the expected defect clusters should have failed to do so. If the monopolar effect werc seen, It
would be so much larger than the dipolar that we would merely have reported a few too many defects.
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Of course, we bear in mind that any athermal process, such as recombination by tunneling, will go
undetected in DLTS.

As was noted above, if the level scheme indicated in the figure occurs, then the center will only bind
carriers in pairs, pulling an electron out of the valence band if necessary to fill the ,A( D') level after D
has attained the D by either emitting an e or trapping a h - ' . Changes in net charge state would always
be over before the RWI opens and the center would be undercounted by the factor 10-4.

For B-C micration we would need to suppose that the center has returned to its original charge state
before the rate window opens during the measurement phase. This would occur only if the carrier is
trapped in a state that is metastable and therefore likely to be occupied only when current is flowing
during the trap filling and transient stages or if the filled state is so shallow that it empties so soon after
Ef passes through it that the detrapping is not recorded. If Cd exhibited B-C migration in GaP, the Cd-O
pair in n-type GaP would be an example of this. Point defects known to exhibit B-C migration are rather
deept161, but in forming clusters their levels could spread to the band edge.

In addition to the minority carriers running free in their band, which the experimentalist controls
with bias voltage (or optical pumping), one must aiso consider those bound in the defect complexes.
When raising Ef to inject e-'s to be trapped, one will also release some concentration of h+'s. that may
be comparable with the total number of point defects present. These can bind at the same sites which
just trapped the ec's to neutralize the center again. Recombination and all the effects associated with it
above may follow. Another important point is that some defects, in particular the single vacancy 17] in
Si. VSi exhibit a "negativ U" for certain ionization states. That is and V'- 2 i are stable, but "v's
is not stable. This means that the trapping of a hole at a V'si will be followed by an athermal process in
which an e- is emitted and V':,; results. Thus, one minority carrier is generated for each majority-
carrier trapped in such "negative U" defects. These effects would cause under counting by some
:tatistical factor less severe than 1o", .

Impact ionization at defect centers by carriers accelerated by the transient fields of the experiment is
possible. Since fields as high as l0 " V,,cm exist over regions as wide as I Am, carriers may be excited to
energies reaching I eV. During injection a fast majority carrier might knock a minority carrier free. It
also might knock a majority carrier out of a deep trap that would normaily be filled during lThe- measure-
ment phase. This could shift the level of a minority trap to its band edge. Thus, impact ionization could
provide minority carriers to be trapped in the region under test at concentrations a significant fraction ol
the total number of carriers swept through, which would be comparable with the background doping level.
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Scattering-theoretic method for defects in semiconductors. 1I. Self-consistent formulation and
application to the vacancy in silicon
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A self-consistent-field method for calculation of the electronic structure of localized defects in
semiconductors is described. The method is based on Green's-function theory and follows the original idea
of Koster and Slater and its developments by Callaway and coworkers. The Wannier functions of the
original formulations are, however, replaced by a more flexible set of linear combination of atomic orbitals.
This choice and an accurate evaluation of the perfect-crystal Green's function bing this method to the level
of sophistication, accuracy, and rigor characteristic of state-of-the-art band-structure and surface

calculat-ons. The efficiency of the method stems largely from the fact that it exploits both the translational
symmetry of the host crystal and the short range of the defect potential. Thus. all bulk properties (e.g..
band gaps, bandwidths, etc.) are built in from the start via a band-structure calculation and are preserved.
One then focuses on the changes produced by the defect potential. so that the interpretation of the results is
straightforward and unambiguous. In this paper. we report an application of this method to in isolated
vacancy in Si assuming no lattice relaxation. The unrelaxed vacancy introduces a bound state of r.
symmetry at 0.7 eV above the valence-band edge and a number of resonances and antiresonances wtthin the
valence bands. A detailed analysis of these states in terms of their origin, orbital content. and of state and
charge densities is presented. We .ind that. while many of these states are individually quite extended, they
combine destructively to produce a very localized net change in the charge density We also find that the
resulting localized potential can be well approximated by a negative of an atomic silicon potential extracted
from a self-consistent bulk calculation. Finally. we compare the relative merits of the three increasingly
more sophisticated, but also more costly, approaches to the defect problem. namely. (1) tight-binding, i2)

non-self-consistent, and (3) self-consistent calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION One of them approximates a defect in a
perfect inliaite solid with a finite cluster. The

The calculation of the electronic structure and Schrbdinger equation for the cluster is then solved
properties of a perfect crystalline semiconductor directly. A variety of techniques differing in the
is at present routinely carried out by using band- way the cluster is terminated have evolved: free
theoretic techniques, which exploit translational clusters,4- 4 saturated clusters,?.10 repeated
periodicity (Bloch theorem). Defects, on the other clusters,ttt " etc. Most of the work has been car-
hand, break the translational symmetry of the ried out on clusters consisting of 4-70 atoms. Clus-
host crystal, and, as a result, the calculation of ters of that size. however, do not contain the usually
their electronic properties is a considerably more quite extended defect wave function7'1t112 and are
complicated problem, therefore only suitable for qualitative analysis.

One class of point defects is treated very suc- Recently, techniques became available for calcu-
cessfully by the well-known effective-mass theory lating local densities of states of clusters of 2000
(EMT).' The theory works best for shallow donors or more atoms. '  These techniques. however.
and acceptors whose perturbation potential is have thus far been used only with senienpirical
dominated by the screened Coulombic tail re- tight-binding Hamiltonians. Furthermore, none
sponsible for the hydrogenic spectra near band of the cluster methods has proven to be particular-
edges. The corresponding wave functions are very ly efficient. The main shortcoming of all these
extended in real space and hence highly localized methods is that they must produce not only the
in k space. Recently, new developments in EMT defect-induced states, but also all the bulk states
suggest that some moderately deep levels can also of the host, without explottina the underlying trans-
be handled by similar techniques. 2- 1  For many lational periodicity.
deep levels, however, the EMT assumptions are In the second approach, the main shortcoming f
not suitable and alternative techniques are neces- the cluster methods is elininated by first calcu-
sary to describe wave functions which are highly latina the host-crystal properties using band theo-
localized in real space. ry and then focusing on the defect-inducod

Two distinct approaches have thus far been changes, i.e., bound states. resonances, anti-
pursued for the study of deep levels in senicon- resonances, etc. A varietv Af techniques have
ductors evolved along these lines as well.'- t  With the

21 ;31,3 ; '} [1 ir \kneric-in S~',l3 o, :e!,,
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exception of effective-mass theory, all other tech- been used to obtain a detailed description of the

niques are variants of a method that is usually at- unrelaxed vacancy in Si. The main results have

tributed to Koster and Slater. 7 These techniques are been reported in a Letter." The publication of

in principle especially efficient when the perturba- that Letter coincided with the publication of a

tion potential U is localized, even though the in- Letter by Baraff and Schluter3 o who reported the

dividual wave functions may be extended. They development of a similar LCAO self-consistent

therefore complement EMT-type theories, which Green's-function method and an application to the

rely on U having a dominant Coulombic tail. unrelaxed vacancy in Si.

Since the time of the original papers, the Koster- In this paper we give a full account of our formu-

Slater method has been generalized in the language lation of the self-consistent Green's-function

of scattering theory and Green's functions by Cal- method and its application to the unrelaxed vacancy

laway."t Both Koster and Slater 7 and Callaway' 1  in Si. This work brings the method to the same

developed the theory by introducing the host- level of sophistication, accuracy, and resolving

crystal Wannier functions to expand wave functions power as achieved by the most recent band-struc-

and represent operators in matrix form. Callaway ture and surface calculations. In particular, the

and Hughes" subsequently applied the method to the iteration to self-consistency frees our results

single vacancy in Si, but the construction of the from any dependence on the assumed similarity f

Wannier functions proved to be very tedious and interactions in the perturbed system to those in the

difficult, thus severely limiting the efficiency of unperturbed bulk crystal." In this work we prove

the method. For that reason only a few other ap- for the first time that the vacancy potential is very

plications 2 ' -22 have been made. A simplified tight- localized, while the individual vacancy states are

binding description of the vacancy in diamond and quite extended. We also provide charge-density

silicon was subsequently reported by Lannoo and maps of the various states and make a detailed

Lenglart" and by Rouhani et al.,'- but the approach analysis of the electron distribution in the vicinity

was not pursued further. of the vacancy. Finally, we examine the effects

More recently, a variant of the Koster-Slater of self-consistency and propose the bulk silicon

method introduced by Bassani, ladonisi. and potential to be used in inexpensive semiquantita-

Preziosi (BIP) (Ref. 25) has been used extensively tive studies of vacancy complexes in silicon.

by Jaros and Brand2 6 and by Lindefelt.2, The rela- This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,

tionship between the BIP method and the Koster- the general Green's-function formalism is de-

Slater method is discussed in Refs. 5 and 28. scribed. This section is based mainly on the

Even more recently, there has been renewed in- papers by Koster and Slater,:' Callaway, and on

terest in the original Koster-Slater method, general results of formal scattering theory.11,12

Bernholc and Pantelides" (paper I) discussed the The representation of operators is dealt with in

use of an operator formulation which reveals Sec. III and the choice of basis functions is dis-

clearly that the role of the Wannier functions is cussed in Sec. IV. Our computational procedures

simply to represent operators in matrix form. are outlined in Sec. V. Section VI contains the re-

Thus, instead of the Wannier functions, other suIts of the unreconstructed vacancy in silicon and

more convenient sets can be used. A particularly is followed by a brief summary and conclusions

convenient choice is a set of linear combinations (Sec. VII). In a series of appendices we give addi-

of atomic orbitals (LCAO) which are appropriate tional details of our calculations and compare our

to carry out a band-structure calculation for the formulation and results with those of Ref. 30.

host naterial. Using the same LCAO set for the

point-defect problem is then equivalent to ex- 1 SELF-CONSISTENT GREENS-FUNCTION METHOD

panding the perturbed-crystal wave functions in

terms of the host-crystal Bloch functions or The Green's-function method assumes the

Wannier functions. In paper 1,21 empirical tight- knowledge of the solutions of the perfect-crystal

binding Hamiltonians were used to study the ideal Hamiltonian H ':

vacancy (simple removal of an atom without lat-

tice reconstruction) in Si, Ge, GaAs. Since then, H E 4 .-.=1)

we have extended the same basic idea to include where E~i and -,, denote the band erieries and

accurate self-consistent pseudopotential Hamil- wave functions, respectively. The correspondint.

tonians for the host and to allow for electronic- Schr dinger equation for the imperfect solid :s

charge redistribution that accompanies the re-

moval of an atom, i.e., self-consistency for the I I I ',- - .

defect as well. The resulting self-consistent We define the perfect- and perturbed-crystal

Green's-function method for point defects has Green's operators by the reJatins

........................... 
I.........................- '
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G ; (E ) = lini(E - i, - hI ) "
i (3) induced by the defect

and EF
= " i (E) - dE

G(E)=lim(E-iE-H)-1. It2 [)E

- ImJ_ l - 6 E)U1] (EdE.

Combining Eqs. (2)-(4), one immediately gets
Dyson's equation, i.e., (13)

G(E )= G (E') + G °(E')UG(E') . (5) This expression is of central importance for self-
The formal solution of Eq. (5) is consistent calculations. Similarly, the state

density .V(E) is altered in the vicinity of the defect.

G(E) =[ 1 - G 0 (E')U "
1GN(E'), (6) Using the relations 31

Using the above definitions, one can immediately .. N(E) = Tr[ p(E) - p(E)j . 14)
obtain formal solutions of Eq. (2). For energies [G'(E)j 2= (d'dE)G 1E), (151
within the band gaps, where GC(E) is real, the

solution is and Eqs. (6), (11), and (12), one obtains

G =G(E)LU,. (7) A.N(E) = (2 -,)1nrTr( d dE)[ G 
1
'E) Ur 1- G"LE)Uj

Within the band continua, one must add a solution 16)
of the homogeneous Eq. (1) to Eq. (7). We thus

obtain the Lippman-Schwinger equation 33  by cyclic properties of the trace. Since the derlva-
tive of the density of states is infinite at a critical

G (E ") U, (8) point, one should in general expect some structure

(n and k are not conserved in the perturbed crystal, in IN(E) at those points *dependent on the strengtn
and details of the potential). The potential willbut are convenient labels for the scattering states).

The condition for the existence of bound states also introduce additional structure through the

is, from Eq. (7) factor [1 - G NE)(' l -. It can be shown!3 that the
change in the state density is also given by

D(E) = detil I - G 
0(E)UII = 0, (9) 2 d5(E)

when the operator 1 - G'(E)L is expanded in any 7 JE
complete set of states. This condition determines
the energy of the bound state. The corresponding (spin included) where the phase shift tE) is de-

wave function is then obtained as the nontrivial fined by

solution to Eq. (7) -t that energy. For states within 5(E)=-tan-lf ImD(E) ReDE)l . 18)
the band continua, we write Eq. (8) in the form It follows that ,5rE) goes through an odd multiple

1- 6 1(E ')U ] 1 = I0) of 'T 2 every time Re D(E) =0. An expansion
around such an energy E) gives

The determinant of I - G (E ')W is now nonzero be- tan6(E)--- f" r2iE E' I 13)
cause the imaginary part of G I(E ) is nonzero
within the band continua. As a result, the opera- where

tor is always invertible and solutions exist at all
energies within the energy bands of the perfect
crystal. Band edges, therefore, are not shifted and the prime denotes differentiation 'with respect
by the perturbation. The wave function ' corre- to energy. In the region close to Ei1, .N'(E) be-
sponding to a solution at E = E is not. of course, comes

equal to r

The density operators for the perfect and per- A.V)E) - -
turbed crystal are related to the respective E T17 r

Green's operators by 3 l. 32 This characteristic i3reit-Wirier form indicates

- (2 'r) 1mG 3 (E) 1) that for F - 0 one has a r",,onancC )r a peak in
IN(E) with a half width F. For r _ 0, one has

and an antirpeonapcce. i.e., a ritgative peaK with half
width F i. fThis analvsis applies only for :solated

E =- ¢2 ,r) m(,(E). (12) resonances or antiresoriances. if the s{pacing be-

Using Eq. (6). we now obtain the following ox- tween .1 resonance and in antires,manceo is imallor
pression" for the :hange in the charge densitv . than the width. i more,,)nplicted .ipvctrum )c
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curs.) The above considerations also assume that space A which overlaps with the pntential and sub-
the background state density (i.e., the state density space B in which the potential is efiectivelv zero.
of the perfect crystal) is smooth. The resonances The potential matrix may then be written sche-
and antiresonances associated with the critical matically as
points, i.e., originating from the factor (d
dE)G(E) in (16), will be called quasiresonances ((4A 0'\

and quasiantiresonances, respectively. U =. 261

According to Levinson's theorem3 the total
number of states remains unchanged in the pres-
ence of a perturbation, i.e., (Note that the size of the subspace A depends also

on the range of energies one wishes to study. Fur
f I.V(E)dE=0. (22) high-energy scattering, a larger subset would be
J -Snecessary.) After writing the Green s-function

When the states in the gaps are counted separately matrix as

from the state density changes within the bands,
Eq. (22) becomes '(E)(',,(E) ",E)72

f A(E)dE = Alb,(23) 
, 1(E),

bawsm the matrix of the operator I - G '(E)U becomes
where N, is the total number of bound states in the
gaps. I-G()

Let us consider a continuous group of bands _(.( .) . (28) r

separated by band gaps, e.g.. the valence bands

of a semiconductor. Denoting by Ewt and Etop the From (28) it is now evident that
bottom and the top of this group of bands, one ob-
tains from (17) detll1 - G °(E)U 1 =detil - G A(E'aa ,I , (29)

E utop A.V(E) dE =52 [(E,.,)- 5(Ebod so that the size of the determinant reduces to the

th GrE Es size of the nonzero part of the potential matrix.' " Let
t us write the bound state wave function , ask".' a ll m

Since the Green's function and therefore also the where 'A and --s are the components of i- in the
determinant D(E) are real at the band edges it subspace .4 and subspace B. respectively. If E
follows from (18) that is the bound-state energy, 'A is the nontrivial

Stop VE dE -2m , 25) solution to the matrix equation

Ebot [1 - G a(El)U[AAp A, (30)

where m is in integer, (including spin) indepen- can then be obtained from rcf. Eq. (7

dently of either the strength or the details of the
potential. B 9 = G BA(EI) .AAA A (31)

The correct normalization of .A can be obtained

I11. REPRESENTATION OF OPERATORS without calculating :8 Refs. 34, 30) as follows:
From Eq. (7) we get

For applications to particular problems, the
operators of the preceeding section must be repre-
sented in a basis set. The operator equations 7). , (E)j ', . ,32)

(9). and (13) then become matrix equations. In
order to exploit the limited range of the defect Using the relation
potential, we will assume that the individual basis u 0AA, 

o 331
functions are localized in space ifor example, and Eqs. (15) and (27). one obtains the normaliza-

Wannier functions or LCAO's centered at the
atomic positions). The subject of the specific
choices of the basis sets will be discussed in the - "alI'AG r F((' A ,

. 1 . 34

next section. In such a representation <, tile
matrix elements of the potential t" , will be non- Since the self-'onsistent total chanize in the charge
zero only if both V. and .,, are centered on .tomns *Iensit' cannot oxtendi lurthor than the defect poten-
close to the defect, ;o that they both overlap with tial." it is sufficient to alculate "1o ,n Eq. 13)
the potential. The space spanned hv this basis set only in the subspacs- .1. It !ollows trom Eqs. 26t>
can therefore be divided into two subspaces: sub- (27). and (28)

,4
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l 2 f d I - I - G i,(E) U,41 scribing the perturbed crystal by invoking the

-
I m 

,A( EaL usual quantum-chemical practice of using LCAO's

characteristic of particular atoms only at the(;',(E). ,35)
A atomic sites. It is also adequate to describe the

The relations (29), (30), (34), and (35) show ex- perturbation, because " is expected to be essen-

plicitly that the size of the problem in the Green's- tially the negative of an atomic-iike potential. In

function method is determined by the range of the other words, since the LCAO's at atomic sites in

perturbation potential even for self-consistent the perfect crystal are adequate for the description

calculations, of bond formation, the same orbitals at the vacant
In order to complete the operator formalism for site and the neighboring sites can be expected to

the present Green's-function method, we give some describe the breaking of the bonds.
general expressions for the evaluation of G). By Our choice of a common LCAO set to describe

introducing the Bloch functions _'0,;= ink/ as a com- both the perfect and the perturbed crystal has a '

plete set, C,')
e an be written in the form number of useful consequences: in particular. by

using an orthonormal LCAO set see Sec. V for

G '(E " k(,. Pi (361 details), the operator equations of Secs. II and III
Ecan be read directly as matrix equations. The

Defining the spectral density operator A (E) (Ref. matrix elements between basis orbitals and Bloch

31) by functions necessary to evaluate the Green's-func-
tion matrix cf. Eq. (36)1 become very simple.

A')(E) = nk) nki,5(E - E;), (37) Finally, because the perfect-crystal Hamiltonian

nX has a finite spectrum, any ambiguities- associated

and using the Dirac identity wit'i the termination of the energy integral of Eq.

W) dt ~(39) are completely removed.

tim jt-i =PJ I , - f(f0), (38) In order to exploit the point-group symmetry of
, -'iEthe vacancy, we form svnmietrized linear con-

where P denotes the principal part of the integral. binations of LCAO's on each shell of atoms sur-

we obtain rounding the vacancy ,shell orbitals). Finally,
since the LCAO's. and therefore the shell Orbitals

P dE' - i,.4f). L39) are not orthogonal, we orthogonalize each shell
f- orbital to all shell orbitals closer to the defect

site, forming a set of orthonormal shell orbitals
IV. THE CHOICE OF TIlE BASIS SET iOSO). This procedure, in contrast to the svm-

The selection of the basis set for the expansion metric L6wdin )rthogonalization. 
: 

has the advan-

of the operators in actual calculations is obviously tage of preservng the localization of the basis

problem-dependent and must be guided by physical functions and allows an easy and systematLic study

considerations. It also constitutes one of the must of the contributions of various shells and if (,on-

important choices that determine the efficiency ,f vergence wtth respect to the number of ihells.

the method. Also. additional shells may be added to the basis

The traditional basis set, i.e., the Wannier func- without the need if recalculatin any of the matrix

tions. have proved very convenient for the formal elements between existing orbitals. The ortho-

development of the method.
' ' " For actual calcula- normalization process by ;tself avoids the need for

tions, on the other hand, they pose problems be- carrving the overlap matrix in Eqs. 30)- 36),

cause their construction is quite laborious.
'  leading to large gavings in computer time. The

In this work we chose to use a set of LCAO's. details Of the svmnmetrization and ,.rthogonalizati4,n

Such sets have r,,entlv proved to be quite power- procedure dre given ,n Appenix A.

ful and efficient ii band-structure calculations

and a great deal of experience for their use has

been amassed by atomic and molecular calcula-

tions. In this s _-ction we will dI, s ri:he the calculational

The first step is to determine in LC.-O set that procedures used .n .ipplv: nv he Gr.n-tuiiin

iS ,apable if yielding an accurate charge density ,nethod to ,tiidv in ideal undistirt,(v .ac..nc. .n

and band structure for the perfect or'stal fsee Si. The ah'ulatins C,,ns.St f thr'-em.i 0,te)S.

Sec. V for the actual basis set used). The same I . olut;.)n it the Inilk pro hl-,t .i 
, 

tht, ,'hil'ul.. ,i

set is then used to represent the ,perat, rs A, t ht e perfrctr-,stal rene ; unc.;, , 2
and U for the description of in anrelaixed vacaiii ", ,olut:,on J ,he Greun,- untm ,qui , r i"

This choice ran le justified is adequate for il- Pien o,,ntlal . ind 31 '-.4,tl"UIt., I 1 'u S'
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consistent potential. The methods of calculation proximation with a = 0.8. The band-structure en-
employed at each step are described and tested ergies for the high-symmetry points are given in
in Secs. V A-C below, the first two columns of Table I. In particular.

one should notice that the fundamental band gap is
A. Perfect crystai 0.6 and 0.8 eV for the two potentials. The dis-

crepancy with the experimental value of 1.17 eV
I. Enero, bands is attributed to the failure of the local approxima-

In the self-consistent pseudopotential formal- tion in the Kohn-Sham " density-functional formal-
ism," the interactionbetween the valence electrons ism. In the following, we will use the ionic poten-
and the ionic core is modeled by a potential whose tial from Ref. 43, which is derived fr, . atomic
short-range form is fitted to the bulk properties. t t  calculations. This choice makes our calculations
atomic term values.12 or atomic calculations. both free from any empirical adjustments, and
The valence charge density, and thereby the internally consistent, i.e., every quality has been
valence crystalline potential, is then determined calculated entirely within the local-density 'heory
self-consistently within the local-density theory.14 with the same exchange. In our defect calculations
Usually, such calculations are carried out using we use the LCAO's of Chadi 3

7 which consist of s,
a plane-wave basis set. One of the advantages of p, anddorbitals, and one orbital transforming as the
this set is that convergence studies can be carried potential (-\vz). We have carried out fully self-con-
out in a straightforward and systematic manner. sistent calculations for silicon in this basis with-
We have therefore used a plane-wave basis set to out any shape approximation for the crystalline
calculate fully convergent energy bands for Si to potential.it The band energies of the LCAO ca[-
serve as standards against which to compare our culation with an LCAO self-consistent potential
LCAO calculations. Such a calculation is neces- are compared with the fully converged plane-wave
sary because we wish to use a minimal LCAO calculations in Table II. The largest discrepancy
basis, optimizing the orbital exponents to yield between the two calculations is about 0.2 eV, in
bands that are in good agreement with known ac- the band-gap region, i.e., the same as obtained
curate calculations. We have carried out plane- by Chadi 3 " using a different potential. In particu-
wave calculations using the ionic potentials deter- lar, the band gap is 1.0 eV.
mined in Refs. 42 and 43. Soth these potentials
are specified in terms of the same analytical ex- Green s funct,,
pression. namely. Once the band-structure calculation is carried

V, 0 (q)- (a, q2)fcosfaq) a- . (40) out, the matrix elements of the Green's operator

In Ref. 42, the coefficients in Eq. (40) were fitted &E) between any pair of basis orbitals the 050's)
can be evaluated using Eqs. (37) and r39t. For a

to experimental atomic term values, whereas in can efect o i 7s symty a is t of t
Ref.43 hey erefittd t atoic alcuatinspoint defect of T, symmetry, as is the case of theRef. 43 they were fitted to atomic calculations. unrelaxed vacancy, the k-space summation has to

Both sets of coefficients are given in Table I. The neonly ver one irredce wedge has t

charge density for each iteration was calculated thnem nd oen by edge Itith

using ten special k points of Chadi and Cohen.1s the a erst svuivalen to full-zons

We found 65 plane waves in the wave-function ex-
mation. If we denote each OSO by i, tb, 'ahere

pansion to be sufficient to obtain a converged ex- natie re ente i Os b her

oanson f te crstalin chrge enstv.Theis the representaltion, i is a running index for
pansion of the crystalline charge densitt. The OSO's, excluding partners, and I is a partner in-
crystalline potential was calculated using the dex. it is straightfoArward to show that
same exchange correlation as in the atomic cal-
culations used to fit Eq. 40), i.e.. the .\ ap- al A F) I o I'V'

I'ABLE i. rhe values ,n atomic unlts) f parameter 48 Re S' Y' , -k
leflningthe ionic i pseudoputontial i'.. Eq 4t) ,,ni - Ri V , F',4
bulk pseudopotential 1".,,k LEf. 43)). Ti e normaliza-
tion volume for V .. Is 15.1 a.ui .) '(E -E k)'.,., 1").

i' (Ref. 12) t . ,Ref. 18') t,..,,
_____ (_ ef___2)_ I'll ______I.;)_I _ where 1, is the dimpnsionalit - of the th rpre-

a! -1.t2507 -1.2:; 20.1 sentation. It is I,, and ,,. in Eq. 41). which
, .794 5 .7:;To .,';33 arise from svnimotri7ation of (the basis wrthilais.

.8.5,201 --I). 89i9 -17.7 that provde the savings :n l. or. The ,valuaiion
, 0.1 .0 7 1 1.5.9 of the niatrix oiments of ,- as g ven by Eo.

41 was c:irried tut us Inc the Glat -auDrntliner
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TABLE 11. Band-structure onucgies for the high-symmetr, points usirg Xtentiils from Ref. i2 and i1 -E !he
point along the - Jxis is k= 0.85.o.')). The number ,f plane waves cor:responds to an enrgy cutoff , - ' 4 :?.
rhe Slater orbitals are thoso of Chadi Ref. .'7). rhe band energies for those *rhitals have been hiftet by 1.1; 'A"
with respect to the plane-'%ave results (see Ref. 37).

Slater
Plane waves' Plane waves orbital) '  

1kviation fron !Alane-wavei results

r,, -12.79 -12.69 -12.52 -Q-
"5, .. 0.00 0.00 0.00

2.88 2.98 3.1U -0.72
3.49 2.72 2.92 - .2

X, -8.48 -A.63 -6.36 -1.25
X1. -3.14 -3.06 -2.95 -. 1

X 0.78 0.95 1.11 -1,
-;t11.A3 11. 67 11.93
L -10.39 -10.55 -10.25

- 7.52 - 7.52 - 7.27 -0.25
L. - 1.36 - 1.34 - 1.29 -0.21
L,, 1.60 1.38 1.59 -4.21
L 3.69 3.89 4.07 -0.12

- 9.63 - 9.76 - 9.30 -4.20
- 7.21 - 7.38 -. 7.12 -j.26
- 3.04 - 2.97 - 2.-51 -,.11.

0.62 0.78 ).97 -o.19
,1., 1.20 1.39 1.56 -0.17

Potential from Ref. 42.
Potential from Ref. 43.

technique. Convergence tests were carried out and "'WI.,r) i "t , ' . 42)
it was found that 308 k points in the irreducible The z a ien in Tble I. Superposition A
wedge were adequate. Once the matrix elements tthese atom-centered spherical p'tenlti ror,9-
of .(A) were calculated, the matrix elements of duces the total bulk :)seudlopotential rquite :de-

,') were obtained using Eq. (39). The large quatelv Fig. 1). Thus. using the neat,,, An,
number of Hilbert transforms of rather strongly of these atom-,entered potetials as .i todel eiftect
varying functions with sharp peaks has been
handled using a fast-Hilbert-transform (FHT) potential corresponds to an ipproximation or the
algorithm developed by Cooley and Bernholc.) vacancy that amounts to removmn an atom from "h.
The use of the FHT resulted in a very accurate
determination of the Green's-function matrix ele- _____-

ments on an energy mesh spaced by 0.07 eV. This ,,
mesh was found dense enough to allow interpolation , I
'or intermediate energy values when needed. The 2:- /
Green's-function matrix elements were calculated
once and stored. .- ii

I
B Solutiol for .I given delecI potential I

,the ,,on-%elI-consistent ,a.anc i £: \ /
For the purpose of testing our computational \ ,

scheme of determining the solution for a given
defect potential, we first used the negcative of a
')ulk self- ,ns i stent "atomic" nseudopotential. ob
tained bv dec mpostng the full cr'vstalline pseudo-
potential :nto .t SUMi Of ,itoM-centered simerical ' . n I "..';iiv .ii-, n-, tnt 'ul
I9seudopotentials. nei-lectin: ntons!oher,,cat tor-i~s. -li.,n ;,,i, nti;,l i:- . i:),,,- " -ki .,,.:p it:-.n ".

The resultini itonic psoudopotential was fitted :. ,m-..n , - :, ol -I .t i- AI !It, I ig r ,
to in analvitical ,xoress,)n ,if the f!)rm to iln-, in nW- n i : r ,

" . . . i
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crystal without allowing the remaining valence -....
electrons to redistribute (absence of self-con-
sistency). The calculations using the non-self- ,
consistent vacancy potential, as defined above.
serve two purposes. First, they allow us to test z -

the convergence properties of our computational
procedure for a given defect potential, and,
second, to assess the importance of self-con-
sistency and the resulting screening fields once
the fully self-consistent solutions are obtained ---
(Sec. V C below).

Given the defect potential, its matrix elements " -- "

between pairs of orthogonalized shell orbitals .-ON scL-:ossrE

(OSO's) were calculated numerically on a cubic
mesh. Symmetry was again used to reduce the ,

integration region by a factor of 24. We found 4

that 1000-2000 points per atom in the irreducible 4 -

part of the cube were sufficient for an accuracy ENEPS ,
of 2-3 mRy in the potential matrix elements. 5  FIG. 2. he n of states of silicon top panlI
Having the matrix elements of both G'(E) and the and til hange in the lensity of states fA, and T
defect potential U. the quantity D(E) given by Eq. symmetries. The curves are broadened lIv ).2 V and
(9) is evaluated in a straightforward way. Making the reference ener"gy is the top of the valence hands.
use of symmetry once more, one ,ets '1 9

D(E)= [DE)I- (43) tions. It can easily be shown hat Levinson's
• 'theorem [Eqs. i22) and (23)] is valid for states of

where D.,(E) is defined as in Eq. (9), but evaluated each symmetry separately. Thus. the state-den-
in the subspace of OSO's of the ,ith representation. sity changes for each symmetry ought to ntegrate

Accordingly, bound states ir the gap belonging to to the number integer) of bound states of the
the ath representation are obtained by locating the same symmetry. Indeed, we found that the change
zeros of D,(E). Similarly, one can show that in the density of T, states integrates to - 6. com-

pensating the s,.dold degenerate 2" bound state in

AV(E) = a .A(E), (44) the fundamental gap The changes in the densities
of states of the remaining symmetries ,ntegrate
to zero. as they ,hould. Thus, since the creation

wher AN(E)is aaindefned s .. V(t, bt wth- of a neutral vacancy involves the removal oi four

in the subspace of OSO's of the ath representation electrons, we conclude that the . bound statt

(A.\,, is defined so as to contain the degeneracy contains two electrons.

factor d,).

The calculations were carried out using one.
two, and three shells of orbitals (one shell means C. Fuh selft-conmjsent w.iiunion.

orbitals at the vacant site only). In all cases, we After the calculations have been intiated with a
find only one bound state of T, symmetry. Its en- starting potential e.g.. the non-self-consistent
ergy level is at 0.75, 0.75. and 0.7 eV for one. potential descrihed ibovo or sume other convenient
two, and three shells, respectively, indicatini an forni), the Greons-!"anct in equations have to he
adequate convergence with respect to the number iterated to self-,'!nsisticvy. At ,'.erv tration the
of shells. The corresponding chanaes in state Jen- ,.anstruction ,of a iow ,iotentil -onssts i he
sities within the band continua, shown as dashed followini steps- I 'alculatin of he hanvt, :n
curves in Fig. 2, were also found to be indis- charize density n thv "'alence, hands and f thv
tingu shable for one. two. and three shells on the charge densiv issoc: atcd with the bound states.
scale of the figure. Only changes in ,ensities of 2) solution of the Poisson .quation. and 3 ,al-
states of .4A, and T svmmetries are shown. culation o)f the exchang-correlatLion term .ithin
Changes in the densities of states A the other the local-density theorv:).
symmetries are of order ).1 and thus insignificant The change in th' b-harve densitv isso,-at,,o wth
by comparison. These r(,sults ire nterpreted in the valence bands was )btained i,v varrviniz out
Sec. VI, where c,,mparison is made w:th full' self- matrix :ntegral 35. Since the inte.rand is a
consistent rsults.i Integrals )f the itate-densit,: rather sinwlar function se blowi. the :ntegr:il
changes provide in additional check of the calcula- was calculated ov !he adaptive '.arijil,-sto) .s:,,,
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trapezoidal rule. The average step length was tamed by subtracting the potential " corre-
0.07 eV and was monitored by examining Trap(E), sponding to the charge density ,'. In our caicula-
which is equal to the change in the density of states tions, we choose
at that energy. The change in the charge density
in real space is now p'(r) -- xpr r 501

.110 Valy) (r). . ,(r), 45) whereby

The charge density associated with the two elec- t'' ) =-7 erfr . 51)
r r

trons in the bound state was obtained from the

bound-state wave function within the region Finally, the exchange-correlation potential :s

spanned by Eq. (30), and the normalization con- calculated in the local-density approximation. Be-

stant was calculated from relation (34). It will be cause of the p dependence of this potential -n the
shown in the next section by explicit construction chargedensity, it is necessary to calculate both the

that the rather extended tail of the bound-state perfect-crystal charge densityi 3va) as well as Ap1r)

wave function is canceled by the charge redistribu- ateachmeshpoint. The defect exchange-correlauon
tion within the valence bands localizing the total potential is then proportional to [ %°)r)- AlPr)

1

change in the charge density almost entirely with- - [ap(r)], 2. The calculation is done numerically0'

in the cavity defined by the nearest neighbors. on the same mesh points used for the Hartree part

This localization is important to the efficiency of of the potential.
the method and has been exploited in the next
stages of the calculation, VI. RESULTS ANI) DISLSSION

The Hartree part of the defect potential V. can
now be obtained by solving the Poisson equation In this section we present the results of our

self-consistent calculations for the unrelaxed
- -rap , )46) vacancy in Si. The calcalations were brought to

with the boundary condition, for lare r, self-consistency using one, two, and three shells
for the purpose of checking convergence )f charz

V(r) - - Z r, (47) densities and wave functions with respect to the

where number of shells.

Z= - f d 
3
rap (r). (48) % Energy leveti and oaie densme,

As with the non-self-consistent calculations do-
In order to facilitate a numerical solution, it is scribed in the previous section, we obtain one
convenient to add and later subtract a neutralizing, bound state in the gap of T, symmetry. Its ener_-y
positive, and spherically symmetric charge den- level was found to be at 0.63, 0.66,. and 0.68 eV
sity p'. The charge for one, two, and three shells, respectively. C ,n-

pV A p - J, (49) vergence is therefore somewhat slower, but still
quite adequate. We note that self-consistencv has

is then neutral and the corresponding potential 1 'N lowered the position of the bound state by approxi-
behaves as constx r '' at large distances where mately 0.1 eV. This lowering is the result of
I is the lowest multipole component of the defect screening arising from the response 4 the valence
potential allowed by symmetry (I -3 for the T, electrons to the removal of the atom. which re-
group). V' is determined by solving Poisson's duces the strength of the defect potential. The

equation in a large cube 'cube side = 18 a.u.) final self-consistent .acancv potential is shown in

around the vacancy. Because of the smallness of Fig. 3 and compared with the non-self-consistert
the r-I and higher-order terms on the surface of vacancy potential defined In Sec. V. Note that the

the cube. the boundary condition is taken to be effect of self-consistencv is very sniall, is r,,-

V
v 70. This geometry allows us to use the very fleeted by the lworn it the bound- state energ:y

efficient fast- Fourier-transform 
: 

techniques in level by less than 0.1 .V.

order to solve the Poisson equation numerical- The changes in the densitics -f states )f .A. i

I ", the only constraint being that the nu- T, svmmetries ar,, -howyi is sol I, urvs ;n F:.

merical mesh must be equally spaced see Ap- 2. On the . fcah, , the r e ,'urvs ,Hiaiw ,*

pendix B for the liscuss:on tof the ailgorithm . from the one-. two-. end th re
o
--s,,ll ,'ihulit ,n,

This algorithm defines the cubic mesh :or the ire indistingzushable. ('h. n.os In the ,insit:s ,

calculation of the potential matrix elements of. Sec. states f the ,ther ,rvntm,,r esi it i .n .: i sicoit

V B md Ref. 50t. The Hartree potential s Ab- ('ant hv oonparison. 71e i ;.mn,,o :n h i. n,;!,..
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FIG- 3. Comparison of the fully self-consistent va- -

cancy potential to the negative of the spherical atom- "

centered potential extracted from bulk data. See text. --

of T. states integrates to - 6. as required by

Levinson's theorem, and the changes in the densi-

ties of states of the remaining symmetries inte-
,C)

grate to zero. The self-consistent state-density

changes are compared in Fig. 2 with the corre-

sponding changes obtained without self-consis- -,6

tency, indicating once more that the effect of self- I=.,.. - .

consistency is small. *7 "3

In Fig. 2 we have included a plot of the density

of states of the perfect crystal (top panel), against

which the calculated changes induced by the

vacancy can be compared. We note that a sharp

resonance of .41 symmetry appears at - 8 eV,

where the perfect-crystal state density has a mini- FIG. 4. Contours of constant electron .Aensit- iin
mum. The antiresonances appear at or near maxi- electrons per bulk Si unit ,oell) for ,a; rha rge densii"
ma in the perfect-crystal state densities. These of perfect silicon. Ib) Charge density in the presence

results are consistent with the general analysis of the vacancy. ,c) fhe change in the charge density

given in Sec. II B, since extrema in the perfect- i.e., the difference betwoen ibt and ii).

crystal state density correspond to critical points

in the band structure. The A, resonance at - 0.7eV, n te oherhand iscaued y th paticlar vacancy. As an internal check of the calculations.
eV, on the other hand, is caused by the particular the change in the charge density :s found to inte-
nature of the vacancy potential and will be dis-
cussed further later on. grate to - 4. corresponding to the net number of

electrons that have been removed from the crystal.

We note that the change in the charge density is
localized almost entireiy -thin the cavity defined

For further analysis of the nature of the solutions by the nearest neighbors. This charge produces a
we examine wave functions and charge densities, potential that becomes equal to - 4e. r beyond the

The most convenient and informative way to dis- nearest neighbors and cancels exactly the 4e- r
play these results is in the form of contour maps tail of the ionic part of the vacancv potential. The

in a (110) plane. All the results that will be pre- net vacancy potential is therefore almost com-

sented -.were obtained from three-shell calcula- pletelv localized within a distance ot a bond length.

tions. The three-shell basis is sufficiently large as we already saw in Fig. 3. These results ar,

to allow plotting beyond the second neighbors of consistent with the fact that orbit- ls on the second

the vacancy, and the third shells )f atoms -to not contribute

In Fig. 4 we show the charge density of the significantlv.

perfect crystal, the charge density in a crystal We turn now to oxamine the wave functions of

containing a single vacancy, and the change in the individual states. In Fig. 5 we show a contour plot

charge density produced by the introduction of the of the square of the wave function .)f the T hound
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TABLE III. The integrated changes in the valence- localized. It is a subtle cancellation of tne tails of

charge density for each representation. individual states that produces the strong 7ucaiza-

tion of the net charge disturbance. Another illus-
Representation Charge(electrons) tration of this fact is provided by plots of the total

Al 0. change in the charge density for each type of svm-

A, ,).00 metry separately fFig. 8). Each of them is quite

E -0.04 delocalized [the solid contours are the suni of all

T1 -4).03 positive changes (resonances), whereas the dashed

T, -5.20 contours are the sum of all negative changes (anti-
resonances)] and not necessarily contained in the
volume defined by three shells of atoms. In fact

their integrals within the three-shell basis are
state. In contrast to the total change in the chagtogether add up to
density [Fig. 4(c)j, ire see that the charige density ie nTbeII l ietgte d pt

-5.4. Recall that the bound state contributes
associated with the bound state is quite extended, only 1.4 electrons in the volume defined by three

In fact, the basis orbitals on the three shells of shells of atoms. The net change within this vojume
atoms included in the plot of Fig. 5 contain only is therefore -4 imdicatn that nieed the vot

approximately 70% of the total bound-state charge change outside the box is zero and providing an

(1.4 bound-st.ite electrons lie inside the three- additional internal check of the calculations.

shell volume). Note that this result does not imply The above results for the total charge densities.
that additional shells of orbitals ought to have been the defect-induced change :n the total charge den.-

included in the calculation. Recall that an im- saty and individual wave functions provide a clear
portant virtue of the Green's-function method is illustration of the advantages of the Green's-fune-

that it does not require a basis set capable of ex- tion method over cluster methods. Cluster meth-

panding individual wave functions. The role of the ods attempt to describe the perturbed crystal di-

basis set is to represent the defect potential and rectlv [Fig. 4ib) and terminate it as a matter of
change in the charge density. As we saw already. necessity to make the calculation feasible. In con-

both of these quantities are quite localized.' 3  
trast, the Green's-function method Iescr:bes first

The rather delocalized bound-state charge den- the infinite perfect crystal Fig. 4,a)l and then
sity might at first glance appear to be inconsistent focuses on the change Fig. 4 aclj which s naturai-

with the fact that the total change in the charge ly localized. Furthermore, whereas the Green's-
density is highly localized. Note that previous function method needs a basis set capable of de-

non-self-consistent calculations assumed a local-

ized vacancy potential and obtained a delocalized

bound state. The present self-consistent calcula- 5i7 -38

tions confirm this assumption and provide a justi-

fication: In addition to the T, bound state in the

gap, the defect potential induces a series of reso- -

nances and antiresonances in the valence bands,

which we already saw in Fig. 2. Contour plots of

the charge density associated with some of the

resonances are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, revealing

that the corresponding charge density is quite de-

'bi
09

02

- . .------ t"I(. i. nu. . tiint .leiti':n 'nsi "v

FIG. I. Contours if -onstant hIlrtron .1nsity o' the .1, '- onancs at a' - ind 1; 1 - .7 -V. 'lit- IS V

T. bound -tate. rnits as in Fig. 1. 1 iz.
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0664

FIG. 7. Contours of constant electron density for the
T, quasiresonances at (a) -8.4 and (b) -6. eV. Units - 006
as in Fig. 4. 

--0

scribing accurately only the total change in the .

charge density, which iS highly localized [ Fig. 4 -5

(c)] , the cluster method needs a basis set capable

of describing accurately individual wave functions

(Fig. 5) which are considerably more extended.

Only when the size of the cluster is large enough ........ .

to contain individual wave functions would a cluster (d)

calculation give reliable quantitative results.

C. LCAO analysis

The use of an LCAO basis for the calculations .

provides a convenient framework for exploring

the structure and origins of the solutions. First,
we observe that the valence electrons in the perfect

Si crystal have mainly s (A,) and p (T,) character

about each atom. This is a well-known result that

has often been exploited in constructing simple
FIG. -5. Contours A1 '-,n~iant ,.lect,,Con iensit" 'Ar tl~n

TABLE IV. The decomposition )f the bound-state change in the charce lonsity f rvmmetrv a) A.. h L

wave function of the undistorted vacany into the bands 1C /. r I) T.. 'nits as 1 Pin . I.

A) pertoCt ilic'on c, -' f. l u - .

= 'senuempi ricl tht - ltcdip Vj t m:rifll.tOs. t Cu

Band no. , self-consistent calculations reveal that the valence

electrons also have 3 small , -i . :har:cter.
Since the creation t a ,%icancv i:mounts to re-

7 moving four valence electrons r nt the rvst.il.

I1.1 one can expect that the nialor r anL ,s tt he 1,,ar:e

(I , 9  and state 6ecstnvs ccur 'no tno r:-,.-

sentattons. Our r ult,s. FP s. 2 iiet , ! 'lt2 Oit

7 thi s ginitle LC.\O :ri.:'t:,rt. tta '"e.,r. tt
' l. i~~ ~~~n Ftc. d :ha.t h.i- Ilt F

r  
i% ttv~i2% : 1 ,',t.)l

9 P; ,lnsltv ire :, .td ' llWC I'l. l id int !!w .
,,o ,__,t l v,' ," ' t . : .t'I t' . T': ,
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does not have a p-like shape because it is an Note that it is quite localized since it is essentially
average of the ,x", ,,y, and "z" components.) a bound state. It consists mainly of s-like orbitals

Note also the small change in the E representation on the nearest neighbors.

(d-like) in Fig. 8(c) in agreement with the LCAO In Fig. 7 we show the changes in the charge den-

analysis given above. Figure 8(d) shows the change sity corresponding to the two T, quasiresonances

of charge density in the T t states. This change, at (a) - 8.4 eV and (b) - 6.8 eV, as obtained from

which is also quite small compared with the the self-consistent calculations. The quasireso-

changes in the charge density of A, and T, states, nance at - 8.4 corresponds to a strengthening of

comes from linear combinations of orbitals on the the back bonds [recall however, that, overall, the

nearest neighbors and is therefore localized about back bonds are not strengthened because the total

those sites. Finally, the change of charge density change is localized entirely within the cavity de-

of A 2 states is too small to be seen on the scale of fined by the nearest neighbors; cf Fig. 4(c).1 The
Fig. 8, because it arises from linear combinations quasiresonance at - 6.8 eV shifts some of the
of orbitals on the second-nearest neighbors, charge into the antibonding direction in the nor-

We now focus our attention on the At and T, re- mally empty interstitial regions.
sults and show that they can be understood in terms
of some very elementary LCAO models. For the
perfect crystal, cne can use s and p orbitals on D. The effective-ms nature of the bound state
every atom and combine them into tetrahedrally In the self-consistent Green's-function calcula-
directed sp 3 hybrid orbitals. These hybrids can tions, we obtain the bound-state wave functions in
then be combined in pairs to form bonding and terms of our LCAO basis set in the form
antibonding orbitals, which in turn give rise to the
valence and conduction bands, respectively."9 For $(r) E C,..(r), (52)
the crystal containing a single vacancy, one can
again use s and p orbitals on every atom and form where 0. is an OSO (for simplicity, we use g.
sp 3 hybrids. Bonding and antibonding orbitals can ={a,i,l} as a composite index for an OSO). A
again be formed by pairing hybrids, with the ex- common expansion of the ', e.g., in the case of
ception of the four hybrids on the nearest neighbors effective-mass theory, is in terms of Bloch func-
pointing toward the vacant site. We will refer to lions in the form
these orbitals as ,dangling hybrids" (the charge
associated with such an orbital is often referred (i) = 2 F5 (k)i,5 (). (53)
to as a ,dangling bond,). As a first approxima-
tion, one would expect that the states associated Combining (52) and (53), we immediately obtain
with the vacancy are linear combinations of these
four hybrids. This assumption forms the basis of F,(k) =(nk 1) =_ Cxnki ,). (54)
the "defect-molecule" model, originally proposed
by Coulson and KearsleyO for the vacancy in dia- An alternative expression can be obtained by using
mond. Symmetry requires that the four hybrids Eqs. (7) and (36):
be combined into an A, singlet and a T2 triplet. In
fact, our self-consistent pseudopotential calcula- F.(k) =E ,( nk IUI-P) '(E - E.). (55)
tions reveal that the T 2 bound state (Fig. 5) and
the A, resonance at - 0.7 eV [ Fig. 6(b)] are essen- This expression shows that only those OSO's for
tially linear combinations of the dangling-hybrid- which the matrix elements of U are nonzero need
like orbitals. The remaining resonances and anti- be kept in calculating F,(k). We have calculated
resonances are mainly associated with critical these quantities and summed them over the Bril-
points in the band structure (cf. Secs. II and VIA). bouin zone for each band in order to establish the
The A, resonance at about - 8 eV appears precise- relative weight of each band in the expansion of 2.
ly at the point where the density of states has a The results are given in Table IV. We note that
cusp. (This cusp arises from the X point in the 80% of the wave function comes from the top three
valence bands and is a peculiarity of the diamond valence bands, with the remainder distributed over
lattice. It may be viewed as a pseudogap, since it a total of seven more bands. The lowest conduc-
is precisely at the point where a gap opens up in lion band contributes I%, whereas the rest of the
the zinc-blende structure.) In fact, this resonance conduction bands together contribute less than 9-.
is a band-structure effect and appears at the same In Fig. 9 we give plots of the various Flk) func-
place for several substitutional acceptors.57 The tions along two important symmetry directions in
contour plot of the charge redistribution corre- ; space. Only the F,;) for bands 2. 3, 4. and 5
sponding to this resonance is shown in Fig. 6(a). can be plotted on the scale of Fig. 9. This figure

--------------------
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plexity: (1) using a semiempirical tight-binding
3 6 Hamiltonian, reported in paper 1,-" (2) using a

n on- self-consistent vacancy pseudopotential taken
2 A1  to be the negative of a bulk atomic pseudopotential.

and (3) using a fully self-consistent vacancy

Ir25. pseudopotential. (In the last two cases, the under-
0lying band structure is also based on self-con-C

- sistent pseudopotentials.) We have already seen
in Sec. V B that the results of calculations (2) and

L. 2
-2 (3) differ only in their details. We therefore turn

now to a comparison with the tight-binding results
-3 of Ref. 28. In Fig. 10 we compare the tight-binding

L A r results for the changes in the densities of A, and

0.4 1 1 , 1 , 1 1 T, states with the results of the fully self-con-
b) sistent calculations described above. The two

0.12 S V curves in each case are remarkably similar, con-

7 0AO - - firming the usefulness of the tight-binding calcula-
z. tions. We may recall that in the tight-binding

o.o6 - - model 2s all Hamiltonian matrix elements are as-
--, - sumed to be identical to those of the unperturbed

"..- 0.06 bulk, even those corresponding to the backbonds.
0The self-consistent results for the total change in
0.04 -25the charge density [ Fig. 4(c)j show that changes

002 are restricted within the vacancy cavity and provide
Uan explanation and justification for the validity of

L r a the tight-binding model.
The bound-state energy, however, obtained by

FIG. 9. The band structure of silicon of the vicinity the tight-binding calculations -s is far too low (0.3
of the band gap and the envelope functions F,(k) plot- eV compared with the present 0.7 eV). We specu-
ted along the A and I directions. See text, late that this unsatisfactory result is a consequence

of the fact that the tight-binding conduction bands
illustrates clearly that ., is composed mainly from are not very accurate. As discussed in Ref. 28,
Bloch functions in the vicinity of the valence-band the valence-band state-density changes are deter-
maximum at k=0, very much like effective-mass-
like bound states. We may recall at this stage that ± . - sc PS(UOOPOTIEAL

effective-mass equations have recently been re- - BIPoNG

derived"8 for an arbitrary impurity potential by .
making only two approximations: (1) restricting -. • •
the number of bands that participate in the expan-
sion of the bound-state wavefunction, and (2) evalu- -_.............

ating all matrix elements to order k2 (thus in-, A,

cluding the so-called umklapp termsso). The re- ,,

sults shown in Fig. 9 for the vacancy bound-state
wave function indicate that the new generalized "
effective-mass equations might be applicable even . ____ __.._

for quite deep levels. Numerical work would have
to be carried out to establish their actual useful-
ness. It should be noted, in any case, that the
effective-mass equations would be useful only if
the defect or impurity potential were known (the
theory cannot determine the potential self-con- , .
sistently) and then only for the bound state(s) in
the gap. Further discussion of the connections FIG. tO. Comparison of the tight-binding and ielf-
with EMT is given in Ref. 60. consistent results for ,lensity of states flO)S) of per-

fect silicon and for the lOS changes of .41 and 1':
E. Comparison with tight.binding models symmetries. The vurves are broadened by 0.2 eV

So far, we have carried out Green's-function and the reference energy is the top of the valenre
calculations of three different degrees of com- bands.

.a
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(Fig. 9). The tight-binding result comes about
because the bound-state wave function is expanded
in terms of s and p LCAO's which give rise to both APPENDIX A: SYMMETRIZATION AND
valence and conduction bands. Note that Eq. (43) ORTHOGONALIZATION PROCEDURE
of Ref. 28 is only a condition that determines the The symmetrized combinations of LCAO's on
position of the bound-state energy level and con- each shell surrounding the vacancy can be gen-
tains no information about the composition of the crated by letting the projection operator
bound-state wave function. On the other hand, this -- ;
relation suggests that the bound-state energy level P h E ['(R),A
obtained by the tight-binding model is too low be-
cause the tight-binding conduction bands are too for each representation j act on each of the basis
narrow compared with the true sp conduction functions on that shell. [ R is a rotation belonging
bands, so that the integral on the right-hand side to the point group, P. is the corresponding rotation
of Eq. (43) of Ref. 28 ib larger than it should be. operator, 1, is the dimension of the irreducible

representation, and [' '(R) is the matrix of the
representation for that rotation.)

Vii. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS The above procedure has been automated and
both the symmetrized shell orbitals and the OSO's

In paper I, we have shown that the Koster-Slater have been generated on a computer. The result
Green's-function technique becomes very efficient of applying pS on an LCAO function is
and accurate when the Wannier functions of the
original formulation are replaced by an LCAO P111(rT)=,1  r' I"(R)(r-I'),
basis set. In that paper the method was applied to
tight-binding Hamiltonians and its advantages over (A2)
small- and large-cluster techniques were explicit- where a denotes the transformation property of
ly illustrated, an LCAO (s, x, etc.), r is its position; J= Psj'a

In this paper we have demonstrated the feasibility and r' = Ptr denote the transformation property
of the Green's-function method in conjunction with and the position of the rotated orbital, respective-
first-principles potentials and band structures and ly. After discarding the linearly dependent func-
we have extended it to fully include self- consis- tions, the partners to the symmetrized shell
tency effects. The principal advantages of this orbitals are formed with the help of the transfer
method are the exploitation of (1) the short-range operator P.. Finally, the resulting basis func-
nature of the defect potential, (2) the translational tions are orthonormalized by the Schmidt process.
symmetry of the host crystal, and (3) the analytic The orthonormalized shell orbitals (060) can then
separation between the bulk and defect properties, be compactly expressed in terms of the LCAO's
our first application of the method has been to the on the shell in question and the OSO's on the pre-
vacancy in SI. We have found one bound threefold vious shells.
degenerate state of T, symmetry at 0.7 eV, which
is occupied by only two electrons. There are also
several resonances and antiresonances within the APPENDIX B
valence bands which are associated with the In this appendix we will solve the Poisson equa-
vacancy. The wave functions associated with the tion
bound state, the resonances, and the antireso- V2V 8T. BI)
nances are individually quite extended, while the
vacancy potential is short ranged and extends only subject to the boundary condition zero applied on
up to the nearest neighbors of the vacancy. The the surface of a cube. Let us denote the cube side
localization of the potential is caused by a detailed by a. Since V" vanishes on the surface of the cube.
cancellation of the bound-state charge density by a ' can be expanded in a three-dimensional sine
corresponding charge redistribution within the series. If the charge density n is given on A cubic
valence bands. mesh of V points in each direction. the expansions
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V *v V k., For example, bound-state energies are given by
3) (kkk) s i Va the zeros of the determinant of Q,(E). In contrast.

the corresponding BS result is equivalent to using

the operator
Va sin Ma (132) Q2 (E) = U - UG(E)U. (C2)

and We observe immediately that
y .v X c(ktk,,k,) s in kQ,(E)=UQI(E), (C3)

so that, as long as detl U1 *0, either Q, or Q2 will
irln.. k,x, " , (Bk in principle give identical results. In practice,Na s Na however, differences can in fact arise.

One of the appealing properties of Q,(E) is that
are related by it satisfies a variational principle, in the sense

8N 2a- that it yields energies that are accurate to second
d(k 1'k.'k 3 ) =- -r--k ) c(kt' -,k 3 )" (Ii) order in the wave function." This property sug-

gests that a desired degree of accuracy can be

The Fourier analysis to determine c(kt,k 2 ,k 3 ) and achieved with fewer basis orbitals. However, it
the Fourier synthesis to obtain Vt(xt,x,,X 3 ) are is straightforward to see that, as long as one uses
carried out iteratively using the one-dimensional the same number of orbitals to represent U and
sine-transform algorithm. GO in matrix form, the factorization (C3) follows.

As a consequence, Qj and Q2 will have precisely
APPENDIX C the same zeros even though one Ls variational and

In this appendix we discuss the similarities and one is not. In order to take advantage of the

differences between our implementation of the variational nature of Q2 one must use twodifferent-

Green's-function formalism and that developed size basis sets for U and Go. The factorization
independently by Baraff and Schliter (BS) 3' The (C3) is then not possible and Q, and Q2 would yield
two formulations have thus far produced virtually different results. In particular, BS used a set of

identical results for the unrelaxed vacancy in Si. LCAO's at each atomic site. including the vacantsite, for G0 (the "inner" set), and a smaller set that
Our approach is based directly on operator equa- stfrG te"ne"stadasalrsttadid not include orbitals at the vacant site for U (the

tions which are general results of scattering
theory. The basic operators are u O(E) and U. All "outer" set). The variational principle was then
quantities of physical interest are given as traces in effect. in contrast, we included orbitals at the
or determinants of operators that involve only vacant site for both GO and U, so that the use of
GO(E) and U. (The trace and the determinant of an Q, and Q. would yield identical results. We believe
operatorareinvariant inthesensethattheycanbe that including orbitals at the vacant site for both
calculated by using any orthonormal complete set of U and G" is mandated by physical considerations,
functions to represent the operator in matrix form.) even though the size of the U matrix is increased.

In our work, we chose a basis set which is physi- As we saw in Sec. IV, the role of the basis set is
callv transparent and. at the same time, practical to represent U and the change in the charge den-
for accurate self-consistent calculations. sity Ap, both of which are highly localized in the

BS's formulation, on the other hand, is based on vacant atomic volume (Figs. 3 and 4). In fact, one
expansions of wave functions and the Green's func- can argue5" that orbitals at the vacant site alone
tion in two different basis sets. Expressions for ought to be sufficient to expand -ap. We further
the quantities of interest are derired in terms of believe that the omission of orbitals at the vacant
the expansion coefficients. The same expreisions site by aS has affected their results, albeit in a
can, however, be obtained directly from the stan- minor way. The effect is noticeable for states of
dard scattering-theoretic operator equations by A, symmetry which have nonzero amplitude at the
representing the operators in the two basis sets. origin. In particular, we find an .41 resonance at
Differences arise in the final expressions of the E.- 0.7 eV. whereas BS find it at E. - 1.1 eV. We

believe that the most likely source of this discrep-two approaches largely because of the two different
basis sets as opposed to our single set. In what ancy is aS's omission of orbitals at the vacant sitefoalos es comparedt our ie i ose If whas in their outer set, i.e., the set that is used to ex-fo llo w s w e c o m p a r e o ur c h o tc e s w th th o s e o f B Sp n h a e f n t o n n e c o a d Uand identify advantages and disadvantages. pand the wave functions and hence .ao and r'.

The central operator of our formulation s The use of iy. with two different-size basis setshas an additional disadvantaged' that must be dealt
Y1E)=I - I(,k)U. (CI) with carefully: Nute that det ,i. :s in principle
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proportional to detl[Ul1. Note also that the strength the other hand. as theypointout donotcalculate

of the method lies in the fact that the matrix of U matrix elements of the Green's function in any

is nonzero in a small subset [cf. Eq. (26)1. Nor- particular set of states. Instead, they expand the

mally, one would like to increase this subset and Green's function in a set of states as follows:

check the convergence of the results. As con-

vergence is reached. detilUil tends to zero and G(Er,r')=F 4.(r)G. (E)4,,.(r'). (C4)

hence detflQ 2 11 tends to zero as well. Since Q2 is The .. ()aeepnincefcetwhcar

inverted in the calculation of the change in the Te 0,,. (E) are expansion coefficients which are

charge density, one must exercise caution in evaluated by expanding the Bloch functions in terms

carrying out convergence tests (in the limit of full of the orbitals *,,(r). [ Note that the Bloch func-

convergence, when detl UI = 0, special procedures tions are calculated in a plane-wave basis and

must be used to ensure the inversion of Q? is ef- thenfitted to an expansion in terms of the 4.(r).)

fected in the subspace in which detIlUll is nonzero). In fact, one can show that the u m. (E) would be

None of these complications arise when one works Green's-function matrix elements if the 4. were

with Qt. orthogonal. If not, and S,, is the overlap matrix

Finally, one Last technical difference between of the 4,, we have

our approach and that of BS is the following: As

stated earlier, we work with operator equations G.o. - (E) = SJ G' ,r E)S', (C)

and represent each operator in matrix form so

that the operator equations become matrix equa- where the 6,,.(E) are true Green's-function matrix

tions.62 Thus, we in fact calculate the Green's- elements and can be evaluated in a straightforward

function matrix in the chosen basis set. BS, on way as described in Sec. V.
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THE EFFECTIVE-MASS NATURE OF DEEP.LEVEL POINT-DEFECT STATES IN SEMICONDUCTORS
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The basic premise of Effective-Mass Theory (EMT) is that bound-state
wavefunctions are constructible from Bloch functions in a small region or
regions of k space. In contrast, deep-level wavefunctions are believed to involve
Bloch functions from the entire Brillouin zone and several bands. In this paper
we analyse the wavefunction of the deep vacancy level in Si obtained recently
by self-consistent Green's-function calculations. We find that this wavefunction
has a strong EMT character in that it is composed primarily of Bloch functions
from the nearest bands and the corresponding coefficients, i.e. the envelope
functions, are peaked about the band extrema. As a further check, we have
used a spherical average of the self-consistent vacancy potential in the acceptor
EMT equations. The resulting energy level is at E,+0.9 eV. as compared with
the Green's-function-theoretic value of E,+0.8 eV. The resulting wavefunction.
on the other hand, does not have the correct form. A check of the correction
terms left out by the standard EMT equations reveals that their contributions to
the energy level are large and tend to cancel one another.

Impurities which introduce bound states in the and carried out deep-level calculations by directly
fundamental gap of a semiconductor with energy expanding the bound-state wavefunction in terms of
levels very near the valence- or conduction-band Bloch functions of many bands, choosing a uniform
edge, known as shallow levels, are described very grid of k points in the Brillouin zone. These calcula-
well by effective-mass theory (EMT).' The basic tions, as well as subsequent ones by Jaros5 using the
premise of that theory is that the bound-state wave- method of Bassani et al.,' yielded wavefunctions
functions can be constructed from Bloch functions in which, in general, were not consistent with the EMT
the vicinity of the nearest band edges. When first assumption.6 It is important to note, however, that
introduced, the EMT made use of a screened Cou- the results obtained by Jaros and coworkers do not
lomb potential of the form -e2/sr, where c is the provide conclusive resolution of the fundamental
dielectric constant, to describe the impurity potential. quandary, because a low density of k points was
Later, Pantelides and Sah 2 suggested that the EMT used and the calculations were not carried to full
could also be used with impurity potentials con- convergence
structed from explicit pseudopotentials for individual We have recently developed$ a computational
impurity and host atoms. Such potentials have a procedure which permits the unambiguous resolution
Coulombic tail of the form -e=/er. but have distinctly of this question. The procedure, based on a Green's-
different behavior in the so-called central cell. The function formalism, produces self-consistent and
EMT was found to be quite successful even for some convergent solutions and thus yields accurate wave-
deep levels. i.e., levels in the midgap region. Despite functions as well as bound-state energies. We have
this success, however, the theory lacked fundamental so far reported results on the electronic structure of
justification because it was based on the assumption the vacancy in Si.8 (Virtually identical results ob-
that, even for deep levels, the wavefunctions are tined by a similar method have been reported inde-
constructible from Bloch functions in a small region pendently by Baraff and SchiOter'). In these calcu-
or regions of the Brillouin zone at the absolute extre- lations, the wavefunctions are determined in terms of
mum of the nearest band (or few degenerate bands). a linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO)
This assumption was contrary to the belief that an basis set. In Ref. 8, we displayed the bound-state
expansion of deep-level wavefunctions in terms of wavefunction of the vacancy in Si in terms of a con-
Bloch functions is likely to require a large section of tour plot in real space. Once the wavefunction is
the Bilouin zone and several bands.) A few years known, however, it is straightforward to project it on
ago. iaros and Ross4 adopted the latter point of view Bloch functions and calculate the corresponding ex-
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pansion coefficients. We have therefore calculated state wavefunction has a strong EMT character in
the quantities F (k) defined by k-space." Since the vacancy introduces a perturba-

tion which is repulsive to electrons, it behaves like an
(r) ,~ Fn,(k)k(r) (1) acceptor impurity with .%z-4 (the neutral vacancy

nk may be thought of as binding four holes). The enve-
by expressing them as lope functions Fn(k) are thus peaked at k - 0 for

the three degenerate valence bands. Note also the
small contribution from the lowest two conduction

Using standard Green's-function expressions for 4' bands in the vicinity of the X point and, in particu-Ular, sthdar prenakfuingo eoresin Fo Wttemnmuftelw
(see, e.g.. the review article by Pantelides, Ref. I) iar, the peaking of Fs(k) at the minimum of the low-
we get the simple result est conduction band.

As we remarked earlier, the unrelaxed vacan-
FN(k) - <Onk I U I 0>/(EB-Ek) (3) cy corresponds to one of the strongest point pertur-

bations. Perhaps the strongest point perturbation is
where Enk are the band energies, EB is the bound- one that couples each Bloch function in a set of
state energy, and U is the perturbation potential of bands with all other Bloch functions in that set by
the impurity or defect. the same matrix element V. In that case, Eq. (3)

The results of this calculation are shown in reduces to the simple result' 6

Fig. 1. We plot I F.(k) I for the bands correspond-
ing to n m 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The contributions of Fn(k) m C/(EB-E k) (4)
the other bands are several orders of magnitude
smaller. It is clear that, even though the unrelaxed where C is a constant independent of n and k. We

have plotted these quantities in Fig. 2 and observed
that the overall EMT character remains unchanged.S (a) '

2 1  '' 1  6I l

3 5-

0 ris.
3,. .43,

L3' 2

X4
-3 __2 5

L A 1 A x
0.14 -I I-.

(b)

0.12 Si: V°  
L r x

0.10- Fig. 2. The k-space decomposition of the bound-state

wavefunction arising from a model perturbation that0,00 -couples all Bloch states in a set of bands by the same
".r o.o0 matrix element (see text).

.it 0.04 2 The plots shown in Figs. I and 2 should be

interpreted with caution, because they show theFa(k) only along two symmetry lines. For an assess-

A ment of the total contribution of each band, sums
over the Briliouin zone were carried out. The results
are shown in Table I. These results confirm the con-

Fig. I. (a) The energy bands of Si alin two symme- clusion that a state arising from a repulsive potential
try directions and the vacancy level in the gap. is constructed primarily from the top valence bands.
(b) The k-space decomposition of the bound-state The strong EMT character of the bound-state
wavefunction of the vacancy in Si. calculated by the wavefunction suggests that one might, in fact, be
Green's-function method (Ref. 8). able to use the EMT equations to determine the

vacancy corresponds to one of the strongest possible bound-state energy. In order to check this possibili-
point-defect perturbations and results in one of the ty, we have used a spherical vacancy potential taken
most tightly-bound states in the gap. 10 the bound- to be the negative of a bulk self-consistent atomic

*1,
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TABLE I vacancy potential we used has no Coulomb tail. It is
a totally central-cell potential.) The result for the

The per-cent contribution of each Si band to bound-state energy was astonishingly good. We ob-
the vacancy bound-state walefunction. The quantity tained a level at 0.9 eV above the valence band
c. is defined by 1 1 F (k) I edge, which is to be compared with the correspond-

It ing Green's-function-theoretic value of 0.8 eV. The
n c. (%I corresponding wavefunction, however, did not have

the correct structure. It is compared with the wave-

1 0.4 function obtained from the Green's-function calcula-

2 4.8 tion in Fig. 4. In the top panel, we show the Bloch

3 23.7 functions at the top of the vaence bands in order to

4 51.1 illustrate that the EMT bound-state wavefunction

5 10.9 retains the overall Bloch-function structure (since it

6 4.1 is in fact a product of envelope functions and Bloch

7 2.2 functions).

8 1.4 The above results led us to investigate the size

9 O.t of the terms that are left out by the standard accep-

10 0.3 tor EMT.1. t These terms are: (i) the so-called
Umklapp terms in the potential matrix elements;' - '"

pseudopotential (Fig. 3). This potential, when used (ii) the k' and higher-order terms in the expansion
in the Green's-function equations yields a bound of the valence bands around k=O which enter the
state at 0.8 eV, compared with the fully self- EMT kinetic-energy matrix elements; and (iii) the
consistent value of 0.7 eV (we avoided using the conduction-band contributions.
fully self-consistent vacancy potential because it has The Umklapp terms arise in the potential ma-
nonspherical terms that would unnecessarily compli- trix elements when one does not make a plane-wave
cate the EMT calculation). We have used the ac- approximation to the Bloch functions, but. instead,

Baldereschi.' 2 incorporating the full anisotropy at the lattice-vector plane waves. We have estimated the

valence-band top arid allowing complete variational Umklapp contributions by perturbation theory by
freedom for the envelope functions F (r) (which are evaluating the .xpression
Fourier transforms of the Fn(k)]. (Note that the

1E , F )< U , -<k1Uk>,F,(k') (5)

ak n'k'

I where I k> stands for a plane wave. The sum over

20 - n is over the top three valence bands and Fn(k) are
the envelope functions obtained from the EMT cal-

1oK culation described above. We found that the Umk-
lapp correction is very large, of order 2 eV. This

/result indicates that the success of the EMT calcula-
Z 0 tion described above for the bound-state energy is a

_j consequence of approximate cancellations of large

1 correction terms. Since the k' kinetic-energy correc-
tions would, like the Umklapp terms, make the level

o" deeper, it appears that the conduction-band contrib-
20 - utions are the ones that would compensate the large

I Umklapp terms. The conduction-band contributions,
-30 VSC which in this case make up about 20% of the wave-

V . function (Table 1), can in principle be incorporated-4"% ,, , I in an EMT calculation (see, e.g., the multiband and
-2 0 2 4 multivalley formulation of Ref. 15), but the task istedious and beyond the scope of the present paper.

r<tt1> (A) Some insight into their importance can be gained,

however, by comparing the bound-state wavefunction
Fig. 3. The spherical vacancy potential used in the obtained by the EMT calculation with that obtained
EMT calculations compared with the full self- by the Green's-function calculation (Fig. 4). It is
consistent potential along the (I 1l) axis.

'id_
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0 00 0.

-(- ) -~ -.

(c)

0.2 - - .5

0.2

Fig. 4. Contour plots on the (110) plane of (a)
Bloch functions at the top of the valence bands (sum
of the three degenerate Bloch functions at k - 0);
(b) the EMT bound-state wavefunction: and (c) the
Green's-function-theoretic bound-state wavefunction
(from Ref. 8). The units are electrons per primitive
unit cell. [Note that in (a) the triply degenerate state
contains six electrons, whereas the triply degenerate
state in (b) and in (c) contains only two electrons].

-lear that, although the Green's-function-theoretic strongly peaked at the nearest band extrema.
wavefunction has a dangling-hybrid-like character. (b) For deep levels, the EMT equations without
the EMT wavefunction does not. Instead. it looks Umklapp terms can provide energy levels that com-
like a bonding function with maximum amplitude in pare well with more sophisticated calculations, even
the region where the vacancy potential (Fig. 3) is though the corresponding wavefunctions disagree
large. Admixture of conduction-band Bloch func- substantially. The good energy levels result from
tions, which are antibonding in character, will, how- cancellations of large corrections. The surprising
ever, shift the amplitude toward the nearest effectiveness of these cancellations in the case of the
neighbors.'7 Such a shift can be expected to reduce vacancy is not, however, completely understood at
the potential matrix element substantially. These present and cannot, therefore, be generalized. (c)
qualitative arguments, however, do not explain why EMT equations with Umklapp terms may yet prove
the conduction-band contributions cancel the Umk- to be quantitative even for very deep levels, but both
lapp terms of the valence-band contributions so ef- valence and conduction bands would have to be in-
fectively. corporated in the calculation.

In conclusion, the studies reported in the pres-
ent paper have established that: (a) The wavefunc- Acknowledgement: This work was supported in part
tions of deep point-defect levels are strongly by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under
effective-mau-like in that the k-space envelopes are Contract No. F49620-79-C-0077.
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Electronic Structure of the Jahn-Teller Distorted Vacancy in Silicon
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This Letter reports self-consistent-field calculations of the electronic structure of the
Jahn-Teiler distorted vacancy in Si. With use of the tetragonal atomic displacements es-
timated by Watkins, it is found that the Jahn-Teller splitting of the sixfold-degenerate
bound state in the gap is of the order of 0.5 eV. This, together with small breathing-mode
displacements, results in a fully occupied doublet in the lower part of the band gap, in
agreement with experimental observations.

The introduction of point defects such as vacan- (ESR) data, Watkins 3 has concluded that the pre-
cies and many chemical impurities in semicon- ferred distortion is tetragonal in nature, lower-
ductors gives rise to substantial rearrangements ing the point symmetry from T, to D,. Watkins
of the electron density and the atomic positions also estimated the magnitudes of the displace-
which are not well described by effective-mass ments of the nearest neighbors with use of a sim-
and linear-response theories. The resulting 1o- ple force model. In addition to the symmetry-
calized states possess energy levels that lie deep breaking displacements. the nearest neighbors
in the forbidden energy gap and play an important can also move toward or away from the vacant
role in determining many device properties through site in the symmetric, so-called breathing mode.
their influence on carrier lifetimes and impurity but no estimates of the corresponding displace-
diffusion. Recently, the authors' and Baraff and ments have been made.
Schluter2 independently reported the development Our calculations permit us to study the effects
of self-consistent Green's-function techniques of symmetry-lowering and breathing distortions,
which, for the first time, gave a detailed descrip- independently, as well as simultaneously. The
tion of the electronic structure of the unrelaxed calculations were carried out using the method
vacancy in Si at the same level of sophistication of Ref. 1.' the only difference being that the ionic
and accuracy characteristic of state-of-the-art contribution to the perturbation pseudopotential
electronic-structure calculations for bulk semi- is now given by
conductors, surfaces, and interfaces. However.
that work did not take into account lattice distor- -r) (1)

tions in the immediate vicinity of the vacancy. R'

Such distortions, which are a manifestation of Here t,(7) is a Si 4 l ionic pseudopotential. R are
the Jahn-Teller effect, are known experimental- the undistorted-lattice nearest-neighbor positions,
ly.3 to have a significant effect on the properties and R' are the new nearest-neighbor positions.
of the vacancy. The purpose of this paper is to [In the case of the unrelaxed vacancy.' u,(F) con-
provide a detailed theoretical picture of the con- tained only the first term in Eq. f 1). For each
sequences of Jahn-Teller distortions in terms of choice of the R'. the potential arising from the
calculations which retain the level of accuracy change in the valence charge density is calculat-
achieved in the case of the undistorted vacancy.' ed self-consistently.
We show that small, symmetry-breaking displace- We find that a tetragonal distortion of the mag-
ments of the nearest neighbors (of order a few nitude estimated by Watkins splits the sixfold-
tenths of an angstrom, as estimated by simple degenerate T, level, which in the undistorted case
force models) have large effects on the electron- lies at E, + 0.7 eV (where E. is the valence-band
ic structure of the vacancy. In particular, they edge), into a doublet B, at E, -0.3 eV and a quad-
split the sixfold-degenerate bound state in the gap ruplet E at E, - 0.8 eV. The doublet contains two
into a fully occupied doublet and an empty quad- electrons which maintain the neutrality :.f the de-
ruplet. The splitting is large (of the order of fect and the quadruplet is empty. This result
half the band gap). so that the energy level of the demonstrates explicitly that smail symmetry-
occupied doublet is in the lower part of the band breaking displacements of 'he nearest neighbors
gap, in agreement w.th experimental observa- of the va.... c' can produce large level splittings.5
tions. Indeed. :lh calculated splitting. 0.5 eV. -s oi the

From an analysis of electron-spin-resonance order of half the band gap. Allowing fzr the pos-
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FIG. 1. (a) Jahn-Teller splitting of the T2 vacancy level in the gap for various values of tetragonal displacements
of the nearest neighbors. 6 is equal to the value estimated by Watkins (Ref. 3). (b) The effect of breathing-mode
displacements of the vacancy nearest neighbors on the T 2 vacancy level in the gap. Negative values correspond to
inward displacements. (c) The combined effect of tetragonal displacements (as estimated by Watkins, Ref. 3) and
various breathing-mode displacements of the vacancy nearest neighbors on the T7 vacancy level in the gap. Negative
values correspond to inward displacements.

sibility that Watkins's values of the displacements tually consistent with the fact that the bound states
represent underestimates 3 we repeated the cal- in the gap have a predominantly dangling-bond
culation with larger displacements. The results character (Fig. 2). Detailed understanding of this
are shown in Fig. 1(a).

In addition to symmetric-breaking displace-
ments, we have investigated the effect of breath-
ing-wode displacements of the nearest neighbors. (Oil)
The results, for several values of the atomic dis-
placements, are shown in Fig. l(b). As expected, -

no splitting occurs. The T 2 level simply moves -

up or down depending on whether the atoms move "z..
away from or toward the vacant site. We have al-
so carried out calculations in which tetragonal . *--

distortions are combined with breathing-mode 0.3 -2.2

displacements. One set of results is shown in
Fig. 1(c). In all cases, we find that inward breath-
ing displacements lower the energies of both the
doublet and the quadruplet, whereas outward
breathing displacements raise both levels. Over-
all, the calculations indicate that a combination
of tetragonal and breathing displacements can in- (110)
deed place the energy level of the fully occupied 24
doublet in the lower part of the gap, as found ex- - 4

perimentally.a As Fig. l(c) shows, this can be
accomplished by combining Watkin's estimates for
the tetragonal displacements with small inward 3
breathing- mode displacements, or by combining
larger tetragonal displacements with small out-
ward breathing-mode displacements. The latter
possibility is consistent with arguments suggest- -03

ing that outward displacements. which strengthen
the backbonds. are most likely to occur.7 If that 0 0

is indeed the case, our calculations indicate that
the preferred breathing-mode displacements ac- FIG. 2. The wave function of the 8- bound state of the
tually raise the energy level of the fully occupied tertagonally distorted vacancy in Si in two inequivalent
doublet. This rather surprising behavior is ac- (110) planes.
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behavior can be obtained in terms of a simple charge-density changes. In Figs. 2 and 4 we show
tight-binding model,8 according to which both the some results in the case of a pure tetragonal dis-
T 2 bound state and the A, resonance at approxi- tortion with use of Watkin's estimates of the atom-

mately E, - 0.7 eV (Ref. 1) are basically linear ic displacements. In Fig. 2 we show contour plots

combinations of the sp 3 dangling hybrids on the of the wave function of the occupied B2 bound state
nearest neighbors, and the T-A, splitting is de- in the gap. The two plots correspond to two in-
termined by the interaction V between dangling equivalent (110) planes, demonstrating a strong
hybrids. When the atoms move in or out, two anisotropy of the wave function induced by the dis-
changes occur: First, the hybrid energy changes tortion. In Fig. 4 we show the total change in the
because its composition is no longer pure sp., charge density. The two plots correspond to the
This dehybridization energy E. can be estimated,9  same two inequivalent (110) planes used in Fig. 2.
and, in fact, is found to lower the dangling-hybrid We again observe a substantial amount of anisot-
energy when the nearest neighbors move toward ropy caused by the tetragonal distortion. We al-
the vacancy. The second change occurs in the so note that the change now extends beyond the
value of V. When the atoms move toward the va- cavity defined by the nearest neighbors. The na-
cancy, V is enhanced and the T,-A, splitting in- ture of these charge-density changes depends on

creases. Thus, we concludel0 that inward motion the type of assumed reconstruction and, in gen-
would result in a lowering of the A, resonance eral, can be understood in terms of simple phys-

and an increase in the T2 -A j splitting. The T 2  ical pictures. A detailed discussion will be given
level could move either way depending on the ra-
tio of Ed and V. The opposite effects would be

produced by outward motion. These simple pre-
dictions are confirmed by our self-consistent re- (Oil)
sults (Fig. 3). -" -S O.

The present calculations also yield detailed in- .- 0.6
formation about individual wave functions and - 0.6

UNRELAXED .2-4
tT2

" INWARD.

0.6

-'a -e -4 0
ENERGY (eV)

FIG. 3. The changes in the density of A, states within FIG. 4. The total change in the charge density in the
the band continua and the position of the T- bound state case of the tetragonally distorted vacancy in St in the
In the gap for the unrelaxed vacancy n Si, and for in- same two inequivalent (110 planes as in Fig. 2. Solid
ward and outward breathing-mode displacement of the lines correspond to removal of charge and .ashed lines
nearest neighbors. to addition of charge.
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elsewhere. for various charge states of the vacancy.

In conclusion, we have used self-consistent- Experimeatally, G. D. Watkins, J. R. Troxell, and

field calculations to study the effect of both sym- A. P. ChatterJee [In, Defects and Radiation Effects in

metry-lowering and symmetry-preserving lattice Semiconductors--198, The Institute of Physics Con-
u an - ference Proceedings No. 46, edited by J. H. Albany,

The Institute of Physics, Bristol and London, 19791,
lated neutral vacancy in Si. We find that distor- p. 161 identify a level at E, -0.13 eV, which they as-
tions of reasonable magnitude are very important sign to either the V- - V0 or the V°- V transition (see
and bring the bound-state energy to within the their Fig. 5). The energy level of the neutral vacancy
range of experimental measurements. is thus deduced to lie between E. - 0.04 and E. - 0.04 eV.

We would like to express our appreciation to 7The main argument is based on Paultng's bond-order'

G. D. Watkins for his interest in this work and bond-length relation. For a summary of all arguments,

many valuable discussions. This work has been see J. A. Van Vechten, Phys. Rev. 10, 1482 (1974).
Semiempirical cluster calculations [e.g., R. P. Mess-

supported in part by the U. S. Air Force Office of mer and G. D. Watkins, Phys. Rev. B 7. 2568 '19731;
Scientific Research under Contract No. F49620- K. L. Yip, Phys. Status Solidi (b) 66, 619 (1974)) have ar-

77-C-0005. rived at the same conclusion. Our calculations show
that the backbond charge decreases when the nearest

neighbors are moved toward the vacant site and in-
'J. Bernholc, N. 0. Lipari, and S. T. Pantelides, creases in the opposite case. This result is consistent

Phys. Rev. Lett. 41, 895 (1978). with a similar finding for surfaces Isee, e.g., J. A. Ap-
'G. A. Baraff and M. Schllter, Phys. Rev. Lett. 41, pelbaum and D. R. Hamann. Phys. Rev. Lett. .1, 106

192 (19783. (1973), and Phys. Rev. B 8, 1777 i19731J. See also the
'G. D. Watkins, in Lattice Defects in Semiconductors discussion by S. G. Louie, M. SchlUter, J. R. Chelikow-

-1974, The Institute of Physics Conference Proceed- sky, and M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. B 13. 16.54 11976).
ings No. 23, edited by F. A. Huntley (The Institute of 3J. Bernholc and S. T. Pantelides, Phys. Rev. B 18,
Physics, Bristol and London, 1975), p. 1. 1780 (1978). See also J. Bernholc, N. 0. Lipari, and

4The calculations were carried out using the ten-orbi- S. T. Pantelides, to be published, and compare with the
tals-per-atom basis of Ref. 1 and repeated with addi- defect-molecule model, first introduced by C. A. Coul-
tional orbitals at sites 0.5 A from the ideal nearest- son and M. J. Kearsley, Proc. Roy. Soc. London, Ser.
neighbor positions in order to ensure convergence. A 241, 433 (1957).
'Similar results have been obtained by the authors of 9See, e.g., W. A. Harrison, Surf. Sci. 55, 1 (1976).

Ref. 2 (private communication). Baraff, Kane, and :OA more detailed discussion of these arguments will
Schlter further adomled a phenomenological model for be given elsewhere.
elastic forces and estimated the atomic displacements "lSee Messmer and Watkins, Ref. 7.
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Appendix M

THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF DEEP SP-BONDED IMPURITIES

IN SEMICONDUCTORS

J. Bernholc, S. T. Pantelides, N. 0. Lipari, and A. Baldereschi*

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center

Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

This Letter reports self-consistent calculations of the electronic struc-

ture of a series of deep impurities in Si. For the first time, these calculations

provide a detailed description of gap states as well as the resonances and

antiresonances within the band continua with the same accuracy as that of

bulk-crystal calculations. The analysis of charge densities and wavefunctions

in terms of simple models provides an understanding of the chemical bonding,

the degree of localization, and the relevance of ideas based on effective-mass

theory.

4"



Impurities in semiconductors usually introduce bound states in the

fundamental gap and through them control transport and other properties

important to the fabrication and performance of electronic devices. Effective-

mass theory (EMT) 1 ' 3 has been quite successful in describing such states if

the impurity potential is dominated by a screened Coulombic tail. Most such

impurities have energy levels very near a band edge and are thus known as

shallow. Many other impurities, however, introduce strong central-cell

potentials which result in bound states in the midgap region, and are thus

referred to as deep. The EMT has offered sor.e insight into some of these

states, 2 ,3 but, usually, alternative techniques are found to be more

appropriate. 2 Until now, however, all such techniques have had to make

compromising approximations and hence resulted in incomplete or quasiquan-

titative descriptions.4 For example, electronic redistribution in the vicinity of

the impurity is often either neglected or treated by linear-response theory.

In this Letter we report detailed calculations of the electronic structure

of a series of deep impurities, carried out with the same rigor and accuracy

that is currently possible for perfect crystals. The complete spectrum of

localized states is calculated, including gap states as well as resonances and

antiresonances within the valence-band continuum. The results are analysed

in terms of simple physical models which allow us to draw conclusions about

chemical bonding, localization, and the applicability of effective-mass ideas.

The series of impurities we study in this Letter are nominal acceptors in

the sense that they are substitutional and have a smaller chemical valence than

the host. If we define A~z - Zim p - Zhos, where z is the chemical valence

(e.g., 4 for Si), .1z--1 corresponds to the shallow acceptors (e.g., Si:AI).

Impurities with Iz--2 are often referred to as double acceptors since they



2

may have two ionization states (He analog). One can then proceed to

Az--3, the nominal triple acceptors, and, finally, to Az--4, which is the

vacancy. In this paper. we will describe substitutional 5 H and Zn in Si

(Az--3 and -2, respectively), which will allow us to connect with the

vacancy results6 (Azm-4) and also with the shallow, EMT limit (Az--l).

Since these impurities, like Si. have no d valence electrons, we will be able to

investigate and elucidate the restructuring of host sp bonds by sp-bonded

impurities. Transition-metal impurities with d valence electrons constitute a

special class and must be treated separately.

The calculations were carried out using the Green's-function method

reported in Ref. 6. The only difference is that the bare defect potential is

now the clifference between the impurity-ion and the host-ion

pseudopotentials, 7 instead of just the negative of a host-ion pseudopotential

used in he case of the vacancy. 6 The valence charge density is calculated

self-consistently within the Kohn-Sham local-density one-electron scheme.

The results reveal that the important changes occur for states of A1

(s-like) and T, (p-like) symmetry. In particular, as in the case of the vacancy

(Si:V). 6 Si:H and Si:Zn have a T2 bound state in the gap.8 Their energy levels

and wavefunctions are shown in Fig. 1. This figure indicates that the wave-

function has a canonical shape for the entire series, 9 getting only slightly more

compact as the level moves deeper in the gap. In all three cases, it consists

mainly of the p-like combination of the neighbor sp3 hybrids. The origin of

this effect can be traced to the fact that H and Zn atoms, just like the vacan-

cy. cannot support p-like valence electrons in the atomic cell. (The basis for

this conclusion will become clearer below).
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In addition to the bound state in the gap, the impurity potential also

modifies the band continua. Consistent with the discussion above, we find

that the changes in the density of T) states induced by H and Zn are virtually

identical with those induced by the isolated vacancy. 6 The changes in the

density of A, states induced by H and Zn, on the other hand, differ dramati-

cally from those induced by the vacancy in that the prominent A1 vacancy

resonance at Ev-0.7 eV becomes very broad and diffuse (Fig. 2). This

contrasting behavior arises because the vacancy resonance lies at an energy

where the crystal has virtually no Bloch states with s-like amplitude in the

atomic cell, whereas the impurity resonance is pulled at lower energies where

such states exist. The charge densities of these resonances, shown in Fig. 3,

clarify the picture further. Whereas the vacancy r-sonance is the s-like combi-
nation of the dangling hybrids, 6 just like the T2 bound state is the p-like

combination of the same hybrids, the impurity resonance has a nearly spheri-

cal s-like charge around the nucleus. Thus, when an H or Zn atom is inserted

in a vacancy, its s orbital bonds with the s-like combination of the dangling

hybrids, allowing the s-like propagating states to exist almost undisturbed.

Equivalently, our results show that when H or Zn replace a Si atom, the

crystalline s-like charge in the atomic cell is only slightly disturbed. The

origin of this behavior can again be traced to the fact that H and Zn atoms,

this time unlike the vacancy, do support s-like charge in the atomic cell.

The overall conclusion of the above analysis is that the s-like parts of

the bonds broken by the removal of a Si atom are reestablished when a

group-I or group-II impurity is substituted. In contrast, the p-like parts of thet
broken bonds remain unsaturated even as additional electrons are put into the

OL
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p-like state in the gap. This result reflects the fundamental ability of H and

Zn atoms to support s-like but not p-like valence electrons in the atomic cell.

It would be desirable to compare our theoretical results with experi-

mental data. Unfortunately, no unambiguous data are available. Experimental

evidence has been mounting lately that many centers which were thought to

be simple substitutional impurities are in fact complexes. The case of Au in Si,

which, if substitutional, would be a .,z--3 impurity, is the most striking

example. 2 The data on Zn-doped Si, however, may correspond to substitution-

al Zn. Two charge states have been observed with ionization energies of 0.3

and 0.6 eV, respectively. 10 We have, therefore, repeated our calculations for

Zn- and Zn". We also determined the first and second ionization energies

using the transition-state approximation." Our results are 0.14 and 0.28 eV.

For a more precise determination of these ionization energies, other effects

which were left out for the purposes of the present study would have to be

included. Such effects include lattice relaxation, 1 2 a self-consistent account

of the Zn d electrons, spin-orbit coupling, and a more accurate treatment1 3 of

the Coulombic tail of the potential for charged states. None of these effects

would change the general results discussed in this paper, but each could

contribute corrections to the ionization energies of order 0. 1 eV.

Finally, we compare the present analysis with alternative theoretical

approaches. One such approach is to use a tight-binding Hamiltonian as done

for the vacancy by Bernholc and Pantelides1 4 and for deep impurities by

Hjalmarson et al. 4 We have carried out such calculations (Hjalmarson et al. "

reported calculations only for Al gap states) and find that they reproduce the

state-density changes in the valence-band continuum remarkably well, as is

true for Si:V, 6 but the bound-state energy level is quite sensitive to the choice
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of tight-binding matrix elements for both the crystal Hamiltonian and the

impurity potential. The tight-binding method, on the other hand, does not

yield unambiguous information on charge-density changes. 15

Hjalmarson et al. also suggested that the important physics of deep-

impurity states can be understood in terms of a "defect-molecule" model that

focuses on the impurity atom and its four neighbors, neglecting the coupling

with the rest of the lattice. Applying those ideas to the impurities at hand, we

find that the defect molecule merely suggests that both the s-like and p-like

crystal charge will be displaced toward the neighbors, as indeed is the case. It

fails, however, to recognize that the effect is almost negligible for the s-like

charge, but constitutes almost total exclusion for the p-like charge, as dis-

cussed above. The defect-molecule model also misses entirely the resonances

at -8 eV, which are band-structure effects. 6
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. The wavefunction amplitude of the T2 bound state of Si:V (from Ref. 6).

Si:H, and Si:Zn in the (100) plane. The atomic positions are marked by dots.

EB denotes the position of the energy level in the gap.

2. The change in the density of A, states for Si:V (solid, from Ref. 6) and

Si:H (dashed). Only the solid curve is shown where they can hardly be

distinguished. tj

3. The charge-density change associated with the A, resonance of Si:V (from

Ref. 6) and Si:H.
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the perfect-crystal band states. Here we provide theoretical analysis and experimental
evidence showing that deep-level spectra are in fact dominated by bound and quasibound final
states induced by the strong short-range impurity potentials.



The excitation spectra of shallow impurities in semiconductors are known to consist of a

series of Rydberg-like peaks followed by a continuum'. These spectra are well understood in

terms of effective-mass theory (EMT). 2 The discrete states below the band edge are the bound

excited states of the electron or hole bound to a Coulombic impurity potential. In the EMT

treatment, the energies of the band states are assumed to have the same distribution as in the

perfect crystal, approximated by an effective-mass parabolic dispersion, whereas the corre-

sponding wavefunctions have been taken to be either perfect-crystal Bloch functions or

continuum solutions of the hydrogenic EMT Schrodinger equation 3 .

The excitation spectra of deep impurities, on the other hand, are not as well understood.

Usually, they exhibit no Rydberg-like discrete states, but consist of a rather structureless curve

which rises smoothly and then gradually turns over4 . Simple models have been developed 5- 1 2

for the continuum part of the spectrum which use different forms of a bound-state wavefunc-

tion (e.g., hydrogenic. or, as first proposed by Lucovsky, 5 the bound-state wavefunction of a

8-function impurity potential, or as calculated by a numerical solution of the impurity

problem 7.10 ). In all these models,5-1 2 the final states in the band continuum are approximated

as in the case of shallow impurities i.e., the distribution of the final-state energies is taken to

be that of the perfect-crystal energy bands (usually effective-mass parabolic dispersions) and

the corresponding wavefunctions are taken to be perfect-crystal Bloch functions or. for

charged centers, Coulombic continuum solutions. Applications of these models have proved

useful in fitting the data and extracting binding energies, but their inability to account for all

the data, especially when the observed spectra exhibit any kind of structure, has been noted

several times. 3.4' .8

In this paper we focus our attention on the validity of the usual assumption that the final

continuum states in deep-level excitation spectra are well approximated by perfect-crystal

Bloch functions and energy band dispersions. We will present theoretical and experimental

evidence that in many cases this assumption is invalid and that, on the contrary, the dominant

... .- . '. , _ . .. ..
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final states are localized or quasilocalized states induced by the strong short-range impurity

potential.

We start by addressing the general question of the nature of final states available to a

carrier (electron or hole) which, before the excitation takes place, is in a defect-introduced 13

bound state in the gap. We will pursue this analysis in a quasiparticle picture which is capable

of taking into account all the essential many-body effects (polarization, electron-hole attrac-

tion, etc.) The nature of the available final states depends crucially on the nature of the defect

potential. We immediately identify two distinct cases:

(a) If, upon removal of the bound carrier to a propagating continuum state (ionization).

the center remains charged, then the defect potential has a screened Coulombic tail and is,

therefore, of the form14

U(r) - USR + ne 2 /r, (1)

where USR is a short-range potential, e is the dielectric constant, and n is the net charge at

the center upon removal of the bound carrier.

(b) If, upon removal of the carrier, the center is neutral, then the defect potential has no

Coulombic tail and consists of only a short-range potential USA.

We are now in position to distinguish between shallow and deep defects by the strength

of Usjt. Shallow defects are characterized by a weak UsR,. In the absence of a Coulombic tail.

as in the case of isovalent impurities, a weak USt may not even have any bound states. For

Coulombic centers, e.g., substitutional group-Ill and group-V impurities in Si and Ge, a weak

USA represents only a small correction to the Coulombic solutions (chemical shifts). The final

states available to a bound carrier are thus Rydberg-like series below band edges and subsidi-

ary minima15 and continuum states that are slightly modified Bloch functions.
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Deep defects, on the other hand, are characterized by strong U,'s. In some cases, Us

is moderately strong so that USRt and the Coulombic tail are of equal importance. We will not

discuss these cases further in this paper. In other cases, however, USA may be so strong that

the Coulombic tail, even if it exists in principle, is only a minor perturbation. One such case is

the vacancy in Si, which has recently been investigated by self-consistent calculations. 16 -19

These calculations indicate that the vacancy is characterized by a strong, short-range defect

potential, which, in addition to producing a deep bound state, causes dramatic changes in the

continuum states, e.g., in the form of resonances and antiresonances. It may also introduce

additional bound states in the gap 19 . Similar results have since been obtained for deep

impurities 20 . Thus, we conclude that, in the case of a deep defect, there exist four types of

final states available to a bound carrier:

(i) Rydberg-like series below band edges, when they exist in principle, as discussed above.

(ii) Propagating states which for symmetry or other reasons are unperturbed or slightly-

perturbed Bloch states.

(iii) Other, non-Rydberg-like bound states in the gap (such states may or may not exist).

(iv) Strongly modified continuum states such as resonances, which have localized

wavefunctions.

Thus, in contrast to shallow impurities whose spectra arise from transitions to Rydberg-

and Bloch-like final states, deep-defect spectra may in fact be dominated by transitions to

localized states both below and above the band edge, depending on the nature of the process.

Yet, such final states have largely been ignored in the analysis of deep-level spectra. For a

correct analysis, one must identify the excitation mechanism and corresponding selection rules

that will determine the dominant final states. For example, the photoabsorption process would

favor transitions to localized states, because optical matrix elements are larger for such states,

unless they are forbidden by symmetry2 '. On the other hand, a photoconductivity measure-
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ment might fail altogether to detect bound final states unless a secondary process causes

carriers in such states to scatter into propagating states. For example, carriers in bound final

states may be thermally excited to propagating continuum states (a process known as two-step

photothermal ionization22 ). Photoconductivity experiments can also detect quasibound

carriers in a resonance because resonances have an intrinsic finite lifetime. The process will

depend on the detailed properties of the resonances, the available continuum states (symmetry,

wavefunction localization, density of continuum states, strength of coupling to the lattice,

etc.). and the availability of other localized states (e.g., hydrogenic shallow states) into which

the excited carrier might prefer to decay.

In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss a series of experimental data which

illustrate that bound and quasibound final states may indeed play an important role in

deep-level spectra.

In Fig. I we show the photoionization cross-section for hole emission of the dominant

center in Cu-doped ZnSe reported previously by Grimmeiss et a123 . This spectrum has been

measured by a photocapacitance experiment and also by luminescence quenching. In the latter

experiment, luminescence is initially obtained from electrons dropping from the conduction

bands into the empty trap. This luminescence is then quenched by optically induced hole

emission from the trap independent of whether the hole final state is propaaatina or bound. In

Fig. 1(a), the spectrum is plotted on a logarithmic scale over a narrow energy range. The

curve looks like a typical deep-impurity spectrum that might lead one to interpret it in terms of

the usual simple models that assume transitions to propagating continuum states. In Fig. 1 (b)

we plot the same spectrum on a linear scale and over a wider energy range, which is possible

because ZnSe has a wider gap than Si and most III-V compounds. The presence of a peak 4 is

then unmistakable. In order to explore the nature of this peak, photoconductivity measure-

ments have been carried out 25 and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The peak is now absent.

indicating that its presence in the photoionization data of Fig. I is probably due to transitions

'L1.....
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to a bound or quasi-bound state. 26 Even though the photoconductivity spectrum begins at

about 0.7 eV and the peak is above 0.8 eV, it is not possible to infer whether the peak is in

fact a true bound state or a quasi-resonance within the band continuum because secondary

processes can result in an effective photoconductivity threshold below the true band edge.

Such striking experiments are not usually available, but strong evidence can be accumulat-

ed that deep-level spectra are often dominated by transitions to bound and quasibound final K.
states induced by the strong short-range potentials. For example, a peak near threshold is also

present in the electron-emission photoionization spectrum of the Cu-related center 23 discussed

above. The spectrum of Cr-doped GaAs 27 is similar, with a dominant peak near threshold. In

that case, virtually identical spectra are obtained by photoabsorption and photoconductivity.

It has previously been suggested that the peak is due to a bound state below the band edge

and is detected by photoconductivity via a two-step photothermal process (See Ref. 27). Such

an interpretation is not consistent with the experimental observation2 7 that the peak's height is

not strongly reduced at low temperatures. The present analysis suggests that the peak may in

fact be a resonance overlapping the continuum which decays into propagating states because

of a short intrinsic lifetime.

Another example that may exhibit the effects discussed in this paper is GaP:O. Recently,

Samuelson and Monemar 1 t showed that the observed hole-emission cross section of GaP:O,

which appears to be a broad featureless hump, actually exhibits two distinct peaks when

phonon broadening is removed by a deconvolution procedure. The temperature dependence of

the two peaks was found to be markedly different. It was experimentally determined that the

two peaks are due to the same center and the authors speculated that isolated 0 in GaP may

have two deep levels in the gap separated by about 80 meV. The present analysis opens up

the possibility that the temperature-dependent peak is a final-state resonance, but further work

is necessary to elucidate the structure of this center.
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Finally, we mention the case of a phosphorus impurity occupying an oxygen site in SiO 2.

This system has been previously analysed 2 8 and the peak just above the photoionization

threshold was identified to be a quasi-bound resonance similar in character to the excitonic

resonance that dominates the optical spectrum of the pure material.

In summary, we have presented theoretical and experimental evidence that deep-level

excitation spectra are likely to be dominated by transitions to bound and quasibound states

both below and above the continuum threshold. These results call for a reexamination of

deep-level spectra that have thus far been interpreted in terms of transitions to propagating

continuum states.
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Fig. 1. The photoionization spectrum of ZnSe:Cu as measured by photocapacitance (this

work, Ref. 25) and also by luminescence quenching (Ref. 23). In (a), a logarithmic scale is

used in the ordinate. whereas in (b) a linear scale is used. The two plots are over different

energy ranges. See text.
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Fig. 2. The photolonization spectrum of ZnSe:Cu as measured by luminescence quenching

(dashed line, Ref. 23) and by photoconductivity (solid line, this work, Ref. 25). The ordinate

is a linear scale.


